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State Aninial Diagnostic Lab
To Be linked W
ay

The story is -often totti-abitIr1110.
crusty old farmer, long set in his- ways,
_
who refused to observe Daylight Saving
Murray State thilire-riitY -Officials
wouldnoTdominiite their activities,
laboratories with higher education
_.
Time.
today ire -expressing aptirdVai of an - '' The chief purposeof the laboratories
DAY;
institutions will allow for a continuation
"Why, I ain't turning my clock back.
is the detection, prevention and control
executive order Kentucky Governor
and improvement of diagnostic
My cows'll be ready for feedin' 'n'
of R
anoiyma
Julian Carroll signed linking the state's
sl
tcetivseenassesa.
LIGHT
capabilities and at the same • time milkin' at the same time. They don't
animal diagnostic laboratory at
Carroll aide, said
strengthen the research and public
know we're on that fast time." he exdetails on the laboratories' transfer will
Hopkinsville to the university,
SAVING
service programs related to livestock
plained:- be worked out between now and Jan. 1,
A similar lab at Lexington will tie in
production and health," Synder said.
"Fast time" ends Sunday in-the-wee
the date the transfers are effective.
with- •University of Kentucky and the
TIME -Objections to the move were raised in
hours of the morning.
-Stevens said the transfers had been
.one at Hopkinsville will link with
a recent letter to Agriculture Cenl--- Under the Unifohn
--MriefiriSU -----T
.--enctiire-d-lik--the--iitato— -mission& , Toni Harris from Dr-, 144.1.,.
s
Daylight Saym&Tinie,WEATAgattata.
.-BotIvisellgies currentlyare operated 77Teiineil on Higher Edne_fition,•-and -a -- Tillery- southeast regional director of --a. m. on the last Sunday in April, ends
letter to Carroll from council executive
by the state Department of Agriculture.
the U:S. Department of Agriculture's
at2 a, m. on the last Sunday in October,
a ndthesc
Murray State University President
Hhapo
rrlys..
After World War:H, daylight saving
d
irectorSnyder
said the action
animal and plant health inspection
Oct. 30, and all parts of the nation time remained a-controversial subwould strengthen'both the-laboratories 'service. Constantine "Deno" Curris today in a
return to Standard Time.
prepared statement ,said, "pie
ject, with farmers knowing no other
Tillery said-that the most efficient
Benjamin Franklin, who may have time schedule other than sunrise to
"A. merger of the diagnostic, federal-state laboratory programs
Hopkinsville diagnostic laboratory lEas
been this country's first true con- sunset. Hit and miss daylight saving
an outstanding reputation of providing
, generally .come when diagnostic
servationist, advocated daylight saving time throughout the country brought
services to the citizens of Western
time in anassay he wrote in 1784.
Kentucky;• opposition from train, bus and plane
The first serious advocate of the corn -flies _ "Miirray_ _State University- pledges
continuation of that level of service and
system of setting clocks either one or
Finally, the U. S. Congress in an
two hours ahead so that both the sunrise effort to establish h uniformity about it,
pledges to retain the service function as
the pilinery objective of the-diagnostic
and sunset occur at later tithe's, was a passed the Uniform Time Act in 1966,
laboratory. In addition, and consistent
British builder named William Willett creating a consistent daylight saving
with the Governor's,- executive order,
(1865,1915).. Willett. wrote.a pamphlet time throughout
S.-and its
the university will work to establish a
called "Waste of Daylight" which he possessions. State legislatures,
strong and meaningful program of
published in 1907. Willett died, however, however, could vote to exempt states
As the Senate began debate on the
research and production problems • _ WASHINGTON (AP -Opponents of
before he could see the system put into from.it- At last-word, Arizona, Hawaii,
'confronting the livestock industry,"
effect during World War I.
the $40 billion, eight-year package of finance committee's bill Tuesday
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Samoa
curris said.
Both the United States and England and part of Indiana are now exempt.
energy tax breaks recommended by the Kennedy described it as a "bloated ...
The governor's order says the
Senate Finance Committee are getting grab-bag of wasteful tax subsidies."
adopted daylight saying time during. The,...Department of Transportation,
Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-Washf,
laboratories' functions can be better
a chance to rewrite the bill to their
World War I and II, mainly to conserve which oversees the act, has modified
chairman of the Senate Energy
fulfilled by being parts of on-going
fuel needed to produce electrical some local zone boundaries since the
liking.
university research,activities and the
A group of senators led by Sen. Comrattee, compared it to a Christmas
power. After the war some locations act came into existence.
laboratory university link - "could
reverted to'standard time. and others -- As an energy conservation measure,
Edward M...Kerinedy, D-Mass, Ivants- tree, with something for everybody. -And the chairman of the-Senate
meaningful . learning -* -the. Senate to dropfmany of the tax
remained on "fast
_ .P.r0vide
Congress put,most of the nation on year,
experiences for university students..."
During World - War _ItCongress round Daylight Saving Time for two
breaks for businesses, as well as it . Budget Committee, Sen. Edmund S.
The research link is a turnabout from
enacted a law putting the county on years beginning Jan. 6, 1974-Oct. 26,
proposed tax credit of up to $400 for Muskie, D-Maine, said the bill spends
so much money that it would jeopardize.
the laboratories' original concept,
•' war time" which placed time one hour 1975, a further bill, signed in October,
individuals insulating their homes.
according to several veternarians. The
A vote on the first of Kennedy's national goals of full employment and a
ahead of standard time for the duration 1974, reverted the country to Standard
veternarians said the laboratories
of the war. Great Britain did likewise, Time from the last Sunday of October,
amendments was possible today. The balanced budget.
Sen. Charles H. Percy, R-IIL,
originally were set up under the state's
but went a step further, turning clocks 1974, to the last Sunday .in February,
result would provide the first indication
meanwhile, is pushing an amendment
agriculture department, instead of
of whether the full Senate will accept
ahead two hours in summer.
1975.
• Universities. _so that sesears.,._
finance committee's approach to that would restore a ferinef_Carter's
which rewards- conservation tax on inefficent' cars. thick' - his
rated
and production with tax cuts, instead of proposal, by 1985 buyers of cars rat
fres-Melt etifOrrplan to
-To-r-ce-filel at 21 to 26 miles per gallenwould pay a'
tax of $200 1041,200.
savings through higher taxes._
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-

laboratories are administered by.state
agriculture departments.
Carroll's order says the agriculture
department will continue receiving
labofatdry services consistent with
and
state
federal diagnostic
requirements.
It also director MAI *id
to
cooperate with the dgpa_rtment "in
nattring

that

ICanhie•Ityle

f

rrnars

continue--to receive thelevel ot_service--T:
presently Offered by the laboratories."
All funds, equipment, property and
personnel connected with the
laboratories are ordered to be transferred to the two schools.

Energy Package Opponents Get

Chance To Rewrite-Legislation

"10.

Callowcty
eavier, igures him
...

•

130000000000000!- It's not quite Halloween yet but these youngsters are getting ready for the
Halloween Costume Contest that will be sponsored by the Murray-Calloway County Park on Halloween day, Mon- ,
day, Oct. 31 at 4 p.m. First and second place prizes will be awarded in three age categories, 3-3, 6-9 and 10-12 plu,
Mr. and Miss Halloween will be selected. CZridy will be given to everyone and prizes have been donated by Bank
of Murray, Dennison-Hunt and McDonalds These spooks are, left to right, Dana Hohman, Kristin Hohman, Russ McCutcheon, Andrea Galloway and John Galloway.
.
I

'Bring Your Own Boos

TheaterPlans Halloween Treat
Dinner Theatre they teamed up for last
Magpies" and their improvisational
Halloween this year will offer a full
spring," a spokesman said.
play, "Bring Your Own Boos." Adults
afternoon and evening of eerie enandyoung people are invited to come in • The show will be changed as the da..‘
tertainment provided by the Comprogresses to suit- whatever age group
costume to any one of'four permunity Theatre with their project to
is in the audience. All of the shows art
formances.
make-up the faces of area trick-orcertain to be entertaining for boi}
There is a kind-hearted 4 p.m. show
treaters and their production of a
young people and adults. Stories likt
for pre-schoolers and elementary age
lighthearted relfue, "Bring Your Own
"Goldilocks and the Three_ Gorillas.'
children; a 6 p.m. show for hearty trickBoos."
",Where the Wild Things Are," -PI,
or-treaters trying to beat the darkness;
For fun and safety, youngsters are
Golden Arm," "The Monkey's Paw.'
encouraged to come to the Old Freight 8 p.m. is the time for the stouthearted
and "Hansel and Grethel Soap the
hobgobblins; and the witching hour will
Depot on Railroad Avenue Halloween
Wicked Witches' Windows" may pop up
come none too quickly for those foolafternoon from 3:30 until 6:30. For fifty
in one of the four shows.
hearted enough to creep into the 11 p.m.
cents children can get made up as their
Songs like "Hernando's Hideaway,'
show.
favorite clown, monster or freak. In
"Love is a Simple Thing," "Wila
"The whole horrible happening is the
assembly line fashion, students and
Think," and various Pumpkin Carols
result of a strange brew of talents instaff of the community theatre. will
are sure to be heard. •
cluding make-up faces V) match the costumes.
Richard Valentine fearful
One main feature of the show will be
leader ofthe Community Theatre, Jeff
A safe part is that children won't have
the :appearance of Darth -Vadar.
Lackey, Bob Valenftne and others too
to worry about losing a mask or having
fell down over their eyes while . • smart to •allow their names to be,,. - adatteil from the movie "Star Wars.
istinted-riere. Lackey and the Valentine-. the ensuing cene involueS -a battir
crd9sine a street, a Spokesman said.'
. Crewds caw come for the make-up 'Brothers are notorious for their per- , with swords, all to the theme musi,
-arid .leave or stay 'for "The Thieving lorrhances in the- area including a .from the film.

- What Calloway County !residents weigh, on average, and what they
should weigh for proper health, are two
different things, it appears.
While the problem is a general one, it
is partcularly evident in the male
segment of the population. Men are
considerably , heavier . now than in
former years. Much of their extra
poundage has been accumulated in the
last decade or two.
To -. Meet the "desirable weight"
standards recommended by medical
authorities and insurance companies,
the local male population over age 18
would have to shed some 216,000 pounds
(around 108 tong). e
As for the women, they have been
gaining, too. But notto the same extent.
They have made more of an effort to
stay slim.
Fashion has a great deal to do with it.
When style dictates a slender look, they
proceed to diet and reduce.
By the same token, local people have
been getting taller, year by year. The
average Calloway County man has
added seven-tenths -of -ail inch -to his
height since 1960, the figures indicate.
He is now slightly over 5 feet 9 inches
tall, without shoes.
Local women- have also been
growing. They now top 5feet 3'z inchel,
which is about half an inch more than
beforr. Assumed is that the general
national rate applies locally.
The findings are based upon a new
sample survey conducted by the
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare and upon similar data
gathered in 1960 as part of the Health
Examination Survey.
A comparison of the two studies show
that the average man over age 18 has
put on more than six pounds during that

period and now weighs 172 pounds7Applied locally, it means that area
men in that age group are 56,000 pounds
heavier than they would have been in
1960.

inside today

On _ tuesday, the _Senate-House
conference studying nontax parts of the energy
package while waiting for the Senate to
finish work on the tax bill,-refused 23-1
to accept a plan already passed by the
Senate banning the manufacture of the
most inefficient autos__
Sen.. Bennett Johnston, D-La:,-predicted'that Serrate conferees will
never accept the plan offered by Carter
and approved by the House, which
would impose a stiff tax on cars that
don't meet prescribed mileage stendards,: But „Rep. Harley- Staggers, DW.Va., the conTerence committee
chairman, said a compromise was still
1393511b*--.-----37-':."-------;-";;•--7;':-:.The tax on fuel-inefficient autos was
one of the new taxes proposed by..Carter
and approved in a watered-down
version by the House. The others included taxes on domestic crude oil, on
industrial use of oil and natural gas and _
a standbfincrease in gasoline taxes.
The-Senate - Finance Committee
rejected the entire pw'kga A- ntsites,
however, voting to alio-0711re Series-eV:Z24
tax' breaks aimed largely at -helping
business pay the cost of converting
their r oil-and:gas-fired equipment to
coal or other'fuels.— 'V
The finance committee bill also includes some tax incentives designed to
make it more profitable for the energy
industry to develop new sources of fuel.

TWO Sections -26Øagea

Today's Cooking Corner'features Mrs. - Gene Cook,whose cooking specialty should be of local interest going
into the holiday season. See Page 1-B In today's edition.

clearing
and
mild
Decreasing cloudiness today.
high in the mid and upper 60s
Clear tonight, low in the low and
mid 50s. Mostly sunny and mild
Thursday, high - from the upper
60s to low 70s.

today's index
9-B, 10-B, 11-B
Classifieds
9-B
Crossword
9-B
Comics
9-B
Dear Abby
I4-A
Deaths dr Funerals
2-B
Horoscope
2-B
Let's Stay Well
2-A,3-A
- Local Scene
5-A
Opinion Page
8-A,9-A, 10-A
Sports

City School Board
To Meet
Thursday Evening
Murray Independent School Board
members are slated to hear a progress
report from Joe Sills, band director at
STARTING SCHOLARSHIP FUND-A hand-made oak bookcase, made by
Murray High, on the band's planned
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse L Johnson, 1202 Kirkwood Drive, will be given away,
trek to the Orange Bowl, when the
Nov. 15 Murray State University by the school's Nurses Association as a
organization meets Thursday evening.
campaign gets under way to raise funds for a scholarship fund in honor of
The meeting is set for 7:30- p.m.
Thursday in the city_board of education. ..Dr. Ruth -Cola, who rotissloblastsisine as chairman-4st the university's nursing
building.
department. Shown selling Dr. Constantine W. Curris, president of the
Other agencta'ftetlif include review of ,.univetsity, one Of the first TkleiCRKtnfPPd,a_senior-nussiwg skident from
internal accounts for September and
Paducah. The Johnson's daughter, jerri, Was president of the Association
personnel recommendationi.- • • .
before fret graduation last May.
.
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angt. COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Thursday, October 27
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will hold its
regular meeting.
Magazine Club will meet at
2:3O -p.m: with Maude- Nance
as hostess.
_
Murray Sub-district United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
will meet at South Pleasant
Grove church at seven p.m.
Officers will meet at six p.m..
-- Wranglers Ridintelutrwill
meet at the Calloway County
Court House at seven p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the . Senior
Citizens- with devotion and
singing at 10:05 a.m., monthly
clean-up for October at 10:45
a.m., sack lunch at noon, and
table -games at one- p.m. Zeta Department of the
-Murray Woman's Club will
have an'open 'binge party at
the club house at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, October 28
Halloween and game party
for the Golden Age Club will
be at 6:30 p.m.. at the Ellis
Center. Special treats will be
for those in costume. Light
refreshments will be served.
Potluck dinner for all
students of Murray Normal
and Murray Training School
from 1923 to 1939 will be at
University Branch of Bank of
Murray at 6:30 p.m. Call Alice
_Bea Rogerts Hopkins, phone
753-1330, for information.

•

Friday, October 28
Fall Festival will be held at
North Calloway Elementary
School with supper to be
served starting at 5:30 p.m.
and activities to start at. six
p.m. The event is sponsored
by the,Varent-Teacher Club

Friday,October 21l

Hazel Woman's Club Holds
Meet; Center Is Discussed

Murray State Agruculture
Alumni dinner will be at
Colonial House Smorgasbord
The Hazel Woman's Club
at seven p.m.
"
met Thursday, October 20, at
the Bamboo Garden with Ann
"A Tribute to Doc Farrell," Watson and Cindy
Dunn
featuring trombonist Kai 'presenting an informativ
e
Winding, Murray State Jazz program about
plants And
Kentucky Lake Chapter of Band, Jazz Combo, and the their care.
National Association of Trombone Choir will begin at
Mrs. Watson and Mrs-. Dunn
Retired Federal Employees eight p.m. at Lovett stressed the importance of the
at A,ssoc.iates will. have a Auditorium, MSU. No ad- right amount of water, food,
luncheon at the Colonial House mission will be charged. • and light; and gave Ups on
Smorgasbord at 11:30 a.m.
repotting plants, caring for
plants with bugs or disPase,
and cutting plants back. They
Story Hour by Outreach
- answered club members'
Program of Calloway Public
questions about problems they
Library will be at the Ellis
have had with their plants at
Center at three p.m.
'home.
. After the prograni the club
'Land Between the Lakes
met at the Triangle Inn for the
and American Mountain Men
business session and refreshwill have a primitive camping
ments with Mrs. Dale Nance,
and survival weekend with
vice-president, presiding in
ad-v-ance
registratio-n
the absence, of the president,
required,
Mrs. Max Parks, who has a
new baby. Mrs. Gerald Ray
Dinner and party for all
gave the devotion. The .club
students and graduates of the
reported they have collected
Helen Hodges
1940's at Murray Training
$57.60 for the - Arthritis
School will be at the Holiday
Helen Hodges will give the Foundation.
Inn at seven p m
Mrs. Steve Knott discussed
devotional, Sunday Morning,
October 10, at the 2trd An- the fall district meeting held
Reunion of formerTraining nual_Confetence of the 23rd at Marion srith_ Mrs..-Nancey
School-College High - District of Quota In- Mrs. Jackie ButterwOrth,
University School faculty, tertfational at Lale Barkley Mrs. Knott, Mrs. Hughes
their spouses, and spouses of Lodge. Mrs. Hodges is listed Bennett, and Mrs. Phil Liddie
deceased faculty members, in "The Two Thousand in attendance. Mrs. Nance
-Ate-.-al- Colonial House Women - of . Achievement" won second place with her
Smorgasbord at six p.m.
and "The Dictionary of In- entry in the ceramics contest.
ternational Biography (The The club was presented with a
certificate for being a one
• Banquet honoring Richard personalties of the South)" hundred per-cent club for the
both
published
England.'
in
(Doe) - Farrell, - retired
1976-77 club year.
chairman of the Department Her over two thousand
The vice-chairtnan of the
of Music, Murray State, will book reviews have been Hazel Community Center
be at Beshear Gym, Student given for university, high Committee, Mrs. Harold
schools, church and civic Wilkinson, said that due
Center; at six p.m.
to
groups in Illinois, Kentucky, high gas bills and freezing
Tennes,see,,Washington. and plumbing, the committee
.- Idaho. She is a member of
the National League of
American Pen Women, has
won awards in various
poetry contests and holds
an Honorary Life Membership in P.T.A. in the state
of Illinois.
.
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Seven itoris frorii Milay
In -A- "CSiiiing
attended the Registered Wcirld" was the theme for the
Nurses convention of the. clinical session. Each session
NASHVILLE PATIENT
Kentucky Nurses Agtioeiation- devoted time to identifying-the
G. C. Wilson underwent
held October 18,19, 20, and 21 function of nursing and taking
open heart surgery at the St.
at the Galt House. Louisville. a look at the social, eccninmic,
Thomas Hospital, 4220 /larNadine Turner, Director of 'Lind technical forcei that are
ding- Road, Nashville, Tn,, on
-'Nursing of the Murray- -influencing the changes- in
October 17. He is still in the
Calloway- County Hospital, nursing. The speakers -emspecial care unit of the
presented the memorial phasized ways in which nurses
hospital. His wife, LaRue, is
service at the opening of the can adjust to the changes and
with him at the hospital.
improye the care to patients.
business meeting.
The' nursing function was
-Latin ma dead language, but
Other local persons at- defined by Jan Scludieding of
a ntunber of -languages carne
were Emajean Boston University as "finding
from it, among them Italian, tending
French. Spanish, Portuguese Thurman from the office of out and meeting the needs of
and Romanian.
Dr. John Quertermous; Vida the patient."
Trenholm, director of nursing
A banquet was held October
at Westview Nursing Home; 20 at which time state awards
Dorva Hendon, retired; were presented. The Kentucky
Daphene Mowery, Calloway Nurse of the Year award was
County Public Health; Paul presented to Helen Marsh,
Langford, District No. 13 Director of Nursing at Jewish
president, and member of the Hospital in Louisville._
Murray State University
The business included ways
faculty; Dr. Ruth Cole, and means to recruit new
retired.
members, revision of the by-

Cub Samts At North Win Honors,Paducah.
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Jackie and Phil Morris.
Den 2 Scouts attending
were: David Thorn, Jimmy
Baker,Todd Bohannon, Larry
Burkeen, Ray Coursey,
Russell Dunn, Richie Johnston, Normaif Landers, Jody
Lassiter, and Leaders:---Janie
and J. D.. Dunn.
From Den 3 Bobby Harris,
Brian Harrison. and Scott
Wallis attended.
Den 4 Scouts were: Garry
Bailey,. Chad Harrier, Roy
Henley, Allan Leslie, Mike
Maness, Steven Sheppard,
Ronnie Wilson, and Leaders:
Richard and Rosemary
Henley.
Accompanying the group
Cubmaster
Dan
were
Harrison, Jackie and Todd
Harrison, Co-Cubmaster R. B.
Barton, Jr., Pack Treasurer
Marge Cloys and Parent
Johnny Bohannon.

I'('(If

The Latest Fashions
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"Faith" was the subject of
to send money for Christmas
the program presented by
instead of gifts.
Mrs. David Henry at the
Mrs Carl Harrison presided
meeting of the Faith Doran with
Mrs. Robert Smith and
Circle of the First United
Mrs. Callsta Clanton giving
Methodist Church Women reports. Plans
for food
held October eleventh at two donation's
by the circle
p.m. in the senior youth room members for the Bazaar
and
of the church. Mrs. Robert
Ever Member Canvass Dinner
Smith gate the devotion on the
were made. Tickets for the
same subject.
bazaar and dinner were given
Mrs: Jack Wilcox led- the to,menibers to
sell.
Memorial service for Mrs,
Hostesses for the social hour
Virgle Stewart, a member
were Miss Audie Green, Miss'
who died recently.
1`... • A letter tram the priiiderd - --Meadow - -Huta,• -and- Atm—
of the Orphans Home the Vernon- -Roberts. Seventeen
Cirdehelps was reid blMMi members and - one viattor;
Audie,Green. The group voted Mrs. Lane, were present.

son, Fit. 1, Hardin, Charles B.
Wilson, Box 133, Hazel, John
D. Houston, Box 3774 Univ.
Stat., Murray, Miss Paula J.
Byars, 1007 Calebonla, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Paula G. Cox, Rt. 3,
Parix, Tn., Mrs. Mary L.
• 4OrWO,04.
P11113. Tn.,.
Mrs. Doreen M. Scull, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Karen A.
Oakley, at. 5, Cadiz, Mrs.
Irene L. Story, 803 Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Odell V.
Garland, Rt. 1, Murray,
James Z. Thurmond, Rt. 8,
Murray, William C. Davis, Rt.
5, Murray, Barney Crews,
Crestview Rest Home, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Little Mae Robertson, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Fred
Joyce (expired), Hazel, Noel
R. Melton (expired), 507 S.
'7th., Murray, Carl A. Hopkins
(expired), 213 Irvan, Murray.

Whetherlt's

Punt-Pass or
Ptirripkiti Time
We hove the answer for your
...,.wee.kgrigLitat•
•
Pumpkin Pies, Cakes, Cupcakes,
Cookies, Breads, Pastries, Desserts for
HomecomingFestiyities

Health
Viewpoin

hr

Mary Lee Ross

WHEREDO ISTART-—

We hear this question many times at Home and Hearth
-and it is being echoed across the country. Each day more
Taws, and preparation of
individuals and families are having o sincere desire to
contenttotieinaaded use
alcf-fcishi'Onipli goodness- lihd,-• flev`ar of
bill to be4presented to the next
Grandmother's day.. Foods once associated with health
legislature. The act controls -"- nuts -or- faddists,--are- now being- welcomed ,with enthusiasm' by thousands of people for their flavor„ texture
the practice of nursing in.
and nutrient value.
Kentucky.
'A casual 'glance fri thevciverage sh-dppinq caw at -,;:sopermorket reveals quantities of low or -non-nutritive
snacks and beverages, and highly-processed convenience
foods of uncertain'nutritivevalues.
Because you might like to know v;ehat other people are
discovering in books related to health we are listing for
your convenience some of the nationwide bestsellers.
With ebesity being-one of the most serious rnediool problems in the country it is not at all surprising that several
relate to weight control.

Mrs. SpeightHas Program
At Palestine

Mrs
Harold
Speight
presented the program at the
meeting of the Palestine
United Methodist Church
Women held October twelfth
at ten a.m. at the church.
The program leader read
her scripture from the 13th
chapter of 1 Corinthians, and
told of the importance of
regular church attendance
and of the many'excuses one
uses for not attending church.
She spoke on "Faith, Hope,
and Love With the Greatest of
These Being Love."
Mrs. Ralph D. Lovett,
president, presided with Mrs.
Rufe Burkeen and Mrs.
Speight leading in prayers.
'Mrs. DaT5MÜIIhiti
treasurer, gave her report.
The group voted to send a
donation to Ngoil Kipanda; a
student from Zaire, being
sponsored by the Paris
District churches this year.
A delightful lunch was
served at noon in the
fellowship hall. Mrs. Stanley
Duncan gate'the bleSsing.

10 Leading.January-July
1. Last Chance Diet-Linn
2. Back to Eden-Kloss
3. Let's Get Well-Davis
4. Are You Confused?•Airola
5. Save Your Life Diet-Ruelien
6. Row Vegetable Juice-Walker
7. Let's Eat Right-Davis
8. How To Get Well-Davis
9. Sugar Blues-Dufty
10. Natural Way to Super Beauty-Crenshaw
10 Leading-July 1-31
1. Last Chance Diet-Linn
2. Back tp Totem-Klass
_
3. Are You Confused?-Airola
4 Let's Get Well-Davis
5. Sugar Blues-Dufty
6. Raw Vegetable Juice-Walker
7. Cet's tat Right-Davis
8. How To Get Well-Davis
9. Save Your Life Diet-Rueben
10. Natural Way to Super Beauty-Crenshaw
Home & Hearth Health Food Store has o wide selection
of books including the bestsellers.
HOME & HEARTH HEALTH FOOD STORE, Lone Oak
Plaza Shaaping Center, Hwy. 45 So. Lone Oak Rd,, 5545222. We welcome you to come by and shop at the
largest health food store within 150 miles. Open 10 AM 6
days a week. Mon.-Thur 10-6, Fri. 10-7, Sot. 10-5.

-- HEALTHY HINT:
Try Chia Seeds-The amazing energy secret of the
'
Southwest Indians.

Sue-Z-O's
BEAUTY SALON
Dixieland Center On Chestnut

'Faith'Subject For Circle Meeting

1,11$11..III
21

I)oni.1 If's%
1.);•IxTririn‘ firm: 12 I 111:10,-1,.
-ft Thr
Ibilidn; Inn Ihning 1?nrrrn

-Liz&

Pack 76 Cub Scouts of North
Calloway Elementary participated in Scout Olympics in
Paducah on Saturday, October 15, along with 700 other
Scouts from West Kentucky,
Southern Illinois, and West
Tennessee.
Four Scouts brought home
medals: Brooks Barton won
2nd place in the Standing
-Jump event for 9 yr. olds;
Ricky Harrison won 3rd place
An.the Obstacle Course -event
for 9 yr. olds; Norman Landers won •flth Place in -the
Football Throw event for 9 yr.
olds; Jimmy Baker won 6th
Place for the 50 yd. Dash event
and 6th Place in the Obstacle
Course event for 8 yr. olds.
Those attending from Den 1
were: Brooks Barton, Anthony Cloys, Alex Dowdy,
Ricky Harrison, Scotty
Morris, and Den leaders

10-17-77
Adults 123
Nursery 11 '
NEWBORN ADMASIONS
Baby Boy Rasmussen
(mother Freya), 105 S. 14th.,
Murray, Baby Girl Boaz,
(mu her _ Carol), ELL a.
Murray, Baby Boy Cashion
(mother Wanda), Rt. 7,
Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Johnny W. Henson, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Bettye L. Webb
and Baby Boy, 828 Boldin,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Anneda
Peery and Baby Girl, Rt. 8,
Murray, M. Louella Jones
and Baby Boy, 1654 Calloway,
Murray, Milts Linda A.
Williams, 502 N. Cherry,
Murray, Mrs. Virginia A.
Hoofinan,216 Fairview, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Louise R. Thomp-

HAZEL PROGRAM — Cindy Dunn, left, and Ann Watson,awners alang'with Jennifer Crouse of the Bamboo
Gardens, presented a special program for members of
the Hazel:Woman's Club. A business meeting followed
at the Triangle Inn.
fears it will be forced to close Community Center. Cornthe center during the months mittees were appointed for the .,
_I:IL-December, January;-and - eilininft"-- eVent:—Tlle Se1110
February.
Citizens have donated a quid
The building is used ex- they made to be iven away
tensively during December the day of the breakfast.and
for family and church holiday bazaar. Mrs. Wilkinson also
gatherings, and •is-- used reported that the Woodmen of
regularly by Girl Scouts, the World had donated fifty
Senior
Citizens,
civ,ic folding chairs to-the Center.
organizations, and church
Members attending the
8rgiiPs. It is also. used for. October , meeting
were
showers,birthday parties, and Mesdames Hughes Bennett, other such gatherings.
Jackie Butterworth, Lal
,
The Hazel club decided to Elliott, James. Latimer, Phil
gponsor a '-'Breakfast and 'Addle, Dale Nance, Gerald
Bazaar" on November 12 with Gallimore, Houston Ray,
all proceeds going to the Gerald Ray, Nancy Simpson,
general operating fund of the ,and Harold Wilkinson.

Murray Registered Nurses
Aiten,d-State Convention

A haunting vision
of reincarnation

110SPIAL NEWS

Open Tues.-Sat.
-DroprIn's Welcome!
Phone 759-1800
We Carry
For Appointment

Vidal Sassabn
& REDKIN

Suzette Vaughn - Owner & Operator
Edith Sledd - Operator

Rita Smith - Opefator
-

4

•
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Painted FacesSafer-Than
Spooky Masks
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Miss Betty Jo Ward And•
Ronald Sanders Are Wed

Countryside Homemakers Clu4Has Meeting
The home of Linda Beane
was the scene of the October
_eleventh .meatIng_ of the
Countryside Homemakers
,Club with Wends. Barrett,
,secretary, preddhig for the
opening and giving_ her

Restaurant in Hickory. A
definite date will be decided
later.
Lynda Ward presented
three lessons on the topics of
"Enjoying Your Kitchen,"
"Energy Saving Questionnaire," and "Landscaping."
Dinah
The "Managing Your
Westerman,
president, read a letter con- Feeling" lesson was given by
cert1111(the budget ..ciiii4/71)lnah WcitérrñärI. Beverly
the.-314IR extension programs Vance gave the major lessen
mensbero--40---an "Consumer Products
write'to their local and 'state.
!ailaY.-"
The devotional was read by
representatives.
Plans were made for.the Debbie Maple in the absence
annual Chrlstinassiamer_to be of Faye,Ward. A recipe exheld it the Casa- Mia change and meal Were

Masks are great fun at
The sanctuary of the First
Halloween, but watch for the
Baptist Church was the setting
ones made from paper bags or of the September wedding of
cardboard.
Miss Betty Jo Ward; daughter
_paipted faces_ are ;ger.fer......of_Mr. jMrs...lames %Yazdtrick-or-treaters. They won't of Murray, and Ronald San- catch fire or block a child's ders, son of Dr. and 'Mrs.
,, • vision. You can use cosmetics Harold Sanders of Louisville.
- and burnt cork to conjure up
Dr. Harold Sanders, father
the scarey face of a goblin, of the groom and Dr. Judson
werewolf, or witch's cat.
Holloway of Hamilton, Ohio,
"If you buy costumes, grandfather- • of the groom,
masks, wigs and beards, be officiated at the double ring
_._ pure they ...itri,____Iabelest eee•!mony
,.flame-retardent," says Larry
-The- vows were' -exchanged •
Piercy, UK Extension safety before the altar centered by
specialist. And use flashlight:4 - an arch cruidlebrum entwined
instead of candles to light up with English ivy and ferns.
any pumpkins the children Spiral candelabra and baskets
carry around. Candles can be of ferns flanked wither 'side
dangerous.
with a dove descending into
Light-colored costumes are the greenery. The family pews
-easier to see,so they're safer, were marked with satin bows
:
--hraddLit-yourelthInatare-offim:1497r__.'7_-_-,r7going trick-or-treating, send
Richard Jones, Murray,
an older child or adult along to, organist, played the prelude
Thela keep them safe crossing with Mike Alexander of•
412.1. ^P•••
4, streets and roaming un- Lexington, and Ben Renda of
—
familiar territory,.Better stUl, Indiannapolis, Ind., lighting
. keep them in your own neigh- the candles. Becky Hogan-.
borhood.
camp sang "Sweet,. Sweet
Spirit" and George Lewis
ric-A
COOKING'
"
-sa.The bride
Thiliel:
• - to
was escorted
the altar by her father and
titen in marriage lk her
11:
parents. The *congregation stood and sang with the
wedding party "Blest Be The
Tie That Binds". Ms. Sheila
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Ellington sang "All My Life'4
.• Associated Press Food Editor
after which Dr.-Holloway gave
. <.
ifr. and lifnAtOntia-Seitideri
DINNER FOR TWO
the Meaning of Christian
Lamb Chops
Potatoes
Marriage. Thet congregation neckline 'overlayed with cake, topped with gum post
.•
Stewed Tomatoes. 4
joined in repeating The Lord's organza. Chantilly and Venue flowers with the front like the
Fresh Spinach
lace
Prayer.
band' bride's bouquet and the back
Fruit •
Cookies
• - graced the wedding .
Dr. Harold Sanders read the collar and bishop- sleeves, like the bridesmaid's- bouquet,
. • FRESIL SPINACH
' Follow directions and you'. agreements to the bride and Matching lace highlighted the was designed and decorated
.
mother of thebride.and
*Mom and Vivian_ kfcGeehee -A4ideakirt and-chapel length. --_..by.the
'
have a.pertect vegetable.
10-ounce bag fresh spinach,
and 13111- Martlit sang a duet trail-A1erbri-61bouquet was the rridherof the Mom.
• end stems-rernoved •
••. -"Excitement." Following the an old English cascade of
Mrs. Emily Gilliam, Hen: 2 tablespoons olive oil
exchange of vows Dr. Sanders white butterfly roses and derson, kept the register table
, ;a-teaspoon (scant) salt
gave a prayer of Thanksgiving stephanotis with touches of which was covered with a pink
fraspoon (scant) pepper
and pronounced, them man bridal veil and English ivy. maure cloth and held a small
1 t. v clove garlic, halved
ar... smashed
and wife. A recording "That's
Miss Susan Sanders, arrangement of sweetheart
-Wash thelpinach well In cold
The Way by Pat Terry was - LeidsVille.sister Of the groom, roam
•_
water; lift out of water: In a
played while the couple knelt served as maid of honor
After the reception a short
large saucepot cook the spinach
for self dedication and then. wearing a Guinevere dress devotion was held by the Rev.
in the water clinging to its
--,i-roseisrhght the unity Lanat
--ieaves -over MOderat heat,
Vistir-bother-and--hetge- and Mrs.‘---Northetit-of-iNdivertcovRradandterningf'''ManirY - The- IIPTIPitirtirr lirligt by -rir
-- _Pane_ The -conple-iben-left:
entliieTork, tuitif wilted and
Holloway and the traditional Mayfield, flower girl, wore a their wedding trip to the
liquid Off heat,
there is no'.
r, *1th --a-kItchwitididors, coarse-- -"Wedding-march"--wits-PlaYed--drealFif'deep rose Patterne&-Olarim-- -•
after the maid of honor's
for the recessienal.
I ly • cut spinach into - short
The new -Mr. and Mrs.
lengths. Add the remaining in- .
dress. They carried bouquets Sanders are now residing in
Bride's Dress
'
The
fAuisiiille irith the groom
lc'
pink steetheart rotes.
Witte
neat
argaatiaatior
greet.
of
"
her
late
°
lovely
in
until flavors blend and spinach
it.
is - very hot-; remove- -garl
formal gown of ivory •dacronr ...Jeff Baker of Louisville was - --resuming --his studies at-the
Serve at owee.:Makes--z-hearty - -polyester organza.: The em- _bestinan and ushers were Bob Southern Baptist Theological
servings
pire bodice featured a scoop War& brother .of the bride, Seminary and the bride
Mike Alexander, cousin of the working as a physical
bride, Lexington, Harold G. therapist.
Sanders II, brother of the
Rehearsal Dinner
•
'gro
—Orn, loSuLsville, and Ben
Dr. and Mrs: Hatoicr-Siin- •
r:
-Renda, Indiannapolls, Ind. ders, parents of the growl?,
Harold Glenn Sanders, HI, entertained with a buffet
,
r
‘1111L11
$01'
- 1,14111
:110
1411V4AIii`
nephew of the groom, carried - dinner in the Fellowship Hall
6ol
the rings in an open Bible. The of the Church following the
• '1„
groomsmen and ring bearer wedding rehearsal. The
•'•
wore tuxedoes the same as the dinner was prepared and
groom.
served by . Mrs. .Sanders,,.
Terrace Gazette
The bride's'mother was Odessa Jones, and Teresa
1505 Stadium View Drive
attired in a dusty rose formal Pride.
Murray, Kentucky
gown of quiana knit. She wore
Places were set for forty,
Ph.753-7109
a mauve phalanopsis orchid guests with each table covered •
with a pink cloth and centered
Editor, LaVerne Tapp
corsage.
The .mother of the groom NCI)* white mums and pink
A good home away from home is hard to find
wore a dress of aqua blue knit carnations. The buffet table
nowadays. Ever heard that remark? Maybe you
and chiffon. Her corsage was was _cover-ed with white
are noftooking ante-tight plates:Haee yilit-eeer
gardenias*.
organzaiwith pink lace runnoticed -Fern Terrace Lodge on Stadium View
The grandmother of the ners and had a centegiece of
Drive in Murray? Fern Ierr
.
ace -has every thing_
groom wore a blue silk knit White Minis and pffik *caryou've been looking for-a hii• nie of distinction
with
dress and she wore a white nations
accented
for the senior citizens.
bridal
•
orchid.
The
grapes.
irredescent
1. Maid and aide service, 7 days a week, 24 hrs.
Reception
couple's table was centered
a day.
Following the ceremony a • with a "kissing bride and .
2. Privaterooms with refrigerators and dinette
reception 'wa9 held in the _groom -in-thearrangement of
available.
fellowship hall of the church. flowers.
3. Nourishing meals served tamily style for your .
Guests were invited to the
Following the dinner the
enjoyment in the dining roorh.
- -punch table which was bridal couple _presented
4. Game room with pool table, color r.v.
covered with white organza members of the wedding party
5. Physician pn call 24 hrs. a day, R.N. on staff.
overlaid with -pink lace. A with gifts.
.
6. Individual medication dosage et up by a
silver punch bowl was at each
registered pharmacist.
end of -the table
was C
0rn
which
Vbitieg hum, open for the convenience of
centered with BITarrangement
""'"
your family and friends. „
of mole and red roses in a
silver- bowl accented with pink DiSplciy
8. Planned activities and entertainer ,•nt.
In Sillier -candelabra'. .
' 9:Religious services for
Aoeninatio
The bride's table was n
For more information contact adm. LaVerne
..pperlakt_withinatchink clriths
hi.
-ran'
-Tapp or isst. adm. Barbara Trvan litaween the
The three tierPd wedding
A showing of cornshuck •
hours of 9-S daily - 7 days a wk:
crafts will be on display at the
Calloway County Public
Library. They will be shown
through the---- month- of

IS FUN

7-11:

•

ft*,

Fern

c

z

Thursday & Friday Only
Oct. 17 & 18, 1977
(No lay A Ways On Sale Items),
4

MARCIEE'S FASHIONS
816 Coldwater Road, Murray, Ky.

7)eizeicrdzI4
NOW HOME
Keith Farless who received
a' -right knee injury -whife
playing in the Murray High
-and Mayfield football game is
now recuperating at his home
after having been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He is the son of the Rev.
Robert E.-Fa-He -of Mu y'

Other members present
were Carolyn Enoch, Wanda
henry, and Shelia McGinnis.
Visitors were Roman and Ann
Marie Shapla,Bethany Vance.
Christy and Curtis Beane,
Casey McGinnis, and Janice
Owen, with the latter
becoming a new member*
-Whew van --o ,serving irr•---motto-Imre coeirtaff-tn•a-crowd:its a gixal idea tA1 tht). the ISOunee chn. it will 'cid about
534 cups. Just add lemon juice
Worcestershire snare-try
taste and offer in small glasses_
along-With ehrese-.4irr.us
-

•

JEWELERS -Earrings
THE TRI-STATES LARGEST DIAMOND MEBCHANT-

I 5 Carat

DOORBUSTERS
Diamond Earrings
Set In 14 Carat
W-hitt,C910
.5.-

Total Weight

Antique Repo
Dimond

e
A etall
Whit,or Yellow to,,'
le)
Gents Diamond
tleek
•
Rings
ng.

88
$1988

41:
La.

\11

One,

Yauierigee

Poor
Rf

DRYC4t1U& O40con,

LAYAWlif NOW

'
•1.141•

Ladies Clusters
••

While They Last

arr./

2 Row 10 Diamond ,
land

1

^•\*.

-7
4red

The Dran2rRing Style is hack

•
;On lit/
r-

CARAT
'CLUSTERS

Most Popular
Style ---

99
/
1
2 CARAT
CLUSTERS

Gents stoiamond
Centurion
19 Diamond
Kv Cluster

Ever Modular
9 Diamond Square
Never Again Priced
These Are Limited Quantities
Buy: --rtciyawaV
Ctr7stmas
F °

os_

Blazing
Ladies'

Solitaires

Gents' or Ladies'
CARAT

,;;'C
s
iV
,
.
— &Av.
' i•.
N'
:‘
,
40-.-4.„
— -, --,../.
i -

7 Diamond
Your Choice
Gents or Ladies'

P199
CARAT

- $399

7 Diamond Style

k.
CARAT SET
Reg. 00
NOW

'499

3DIAMOND GENTS

N•if wetii awiwtmex
LIFETIME
MONEY BACK
WARRANTY

110DI INCA $239

$299 GENTS-SOLITAIRE
$269
Choose Your
Payment Plan:

LAVA%4.11,1404
wtii I 5111( 110•4rs
(.1r1 ,1111T

4%.

LAMES ORSESHOE
Ileg.'350

NODAL CLUSTER

-

1 CARAT '
999

"elk
015$42A,

•

This tNoveml?er.the work of - Mrs.
Alice Hazel, who resides in
1411-.- She is the president
Of the North West- Tennessee
Arta and Crafts Association,
vice-president of Tennessee
Arts and Crafts, and a
member of the National
Craftsmen of America.,
MERE S EDO
Included in the display are .
Mt BONUS
WITH
&04D AO •
cornshuck wrekths, dolls, .
ANY
DIAMOND MUNI
bookmarks and shadow boxed
OR lit TACK
DIAMOND
with cornshuck figures and
PURCHASE
cornscenes depicted. The
STIR
shucks used are dyed td--inOR LAYAWAY
STAR PENDIIII
TIE (ACE
elude ,a variety of color
Of '150 OR ORE
schemes and all are handcrafted by Mrs. Hazel.
"The public is invited to •
Selections Enlarged •
_
come by the library to see this
Kentuck)4,
,,_
TioPnagr tor:plot
to Show. BeoeiLo,.
Tee'
'-'''
Trevathan, • •
' Margaret
Librarian, seal.

art,-

features of the noon hour.
The next meeting will be
held November 8 at the hie
of Claudia Carson.

Eicquisite
Diamond

Lih

=ut•s
i

Home Of Linda Beane

Whdaidaate

3
(- 1

hutk Crafts
Now -Is

-11

YOUTH RING
ONtY -S19

1239

/
1
414

.

-

•

-see

PtIODERN SNOWHAKE
6
NOW
-;
TRADITIONAL 3 ROW RAND
Reg. woo
NOW

'399

$399
-7A
•„

DIAMOND AND MAY
Reg.459

NOW

CLUSTER SOLIYAIRE
MOW S.

299 -

090 DAY NO INTEREST
*12 MONTH BUDGET PLAN
*BANK CARDS
NO EXTRA COST LAYAWAY PLAN

$299

40
1 _ t*I
• rer-

21.1.4t14
%1
Irr• I- 4.
11110AL TRIO
ALL 1 NOW

249

MICHELSON
(
ctr29(e114.
-Bef-lficir Center -'753-7695 _7
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HAUNTED BY THE HIGH COST OF FOOD? SHOP OUR
Low Overhead
Means Lower Prices
Campbell's

.(ampoidi

Prices Good Thurs., Oct. 27
thru Wedi, Nov. 2

Tomato

'::11°
,2.7.
-;•'Save 15' Ili for

Kraut

Peanut Butter if

si

oz.

Illasic Shredded

Jif

Tomato
Soup

—L.

.41INVIre°

12 oz. Save 14'

Welch

Mentholatum

59c

12 oz.
Reg. $2.05

No. 1 Red

Potatoes

Grape Juice

chocolate

5-1b. bag

r

Kraft Singles

Vanilla
1 Gal.
Save 50'

Dole Fancy Yellow

5

Bananas

$100

lbs.

I

California Fresh Crisp

- Halloween
White Seedless
and Pumpkins
Candy
Grapes
T
Kraft
qprmels Sweet
and Low
• FROZEN
e c

Celery

With $10.00
or More
Oiler
\t_Margaiine
Save 69'
Yellow Quarters

Duncan Hines

Svaltest

Cake Mix

Cottage
Cheese

For Making
* armel
apples
.,.0

4

FOODS
Frosty Acres

Orange Juice

12 oz.

Ice
Cream

59c

69

44r
/
.1

14oz.
C
With
Sticks
'Save 10'
..m.....i.., ............

24 oz.
Save 10'

50's
Save 12'

FREE $100.00 BILL
Given Away Each Week

Desert Topping

Register each time you
are in the store for the
MOgiven awdY each week

Cool Whip

This Week's
Brenda Kimbro
Winner:
- Rt. 1, Mmo

Morton Pumpkin

Pies

10 oz.-6 Bottle Carton
With Bottles a!
Deposits
Save 14*

!Nothing. to Buy *No Cards_ To Punch *All You Dais
Register Each Time YotrAre In The Store OrawimfiVett-- -m. Neys, contest Starts Thursday,
nesday at 8:00
Morning.

Bryan Pork Bar-B-Q

Sandwiches

.Employees of Par kers and the Families not enguble t sin .Adults
cal) may register...You do not have la beprestnt to sin

Tall Can
Save 39'

Del-Monte

Fruit
Cocktail

First Cuts

17 oz. Save 17` --

Sunftower
Field's Pork

Sausage

Field
Pro-Liiiier

Fresh Water

Wieners

Steaks

$109
1 lb. bag

II

49 oz.
Save 34'

Catfish
Self Rising

lb.9c
12 oz. pkg.

5 Lb. Bag
Save 20'

Pure Fresh Lean

No. 1

Ground Beef
Worthmore
Sliced

Bacon
We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps
ii;&;;;

Smoked

Field
Smokey Links

Sausage

Sausage

$189
2 lb bag •

• cans89

Red
Potatoes
39c

5 Lb. Bag

\

Laundry
Detergent

till 19

Dishwashing
(
All
$1 29

50 oz Save 54'

111

Pringles
New Fangled
Potato Chips
Twin Pack
Save 20'

_
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

•
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-By WALTER a:MARS

Washington Today

AP Special Correspondent

f 7fret4te Decision Right
•-•'••co.
Z-1

_

*

WASHINGTON 1_41 — &year *ter,
their man was the incumbent, he broke
fir some ofthe same reasons.
—the rival sides agree on one thing: each
"We had to debate to reinforce those
precedent and confronted his
says the presidential campaign debate
people who intended......to,..yute for
challenger. Of course, Ford had his
between Jimmy Carter and Gerald R.
Carter," said pollster Patrick Caddell.
reasons.
- Ford served its candidate well.
"Debates would give him depth
"The traditional wisdom was that an
*: Presumably they served Carter a
exposure, would demonstrate his
incumbent president did not debate his
little better, since he won the election.
competence in the same arena with an
challenger, but then, ours was not a
Without the debates, he has said, he
traditionalincumbency," said Richard
incumbent .president, would retain his.
would have lost. He hasn't said
solid vote- and keep reinforcing it.
Cheney, Ford's White House staff chief.
whether, as president, he'll agree to a
-"Winning or losing debates, whatever
"The concern that debates would
repeat with his challenger in 1980.
that means, doesn't change votes,"
place President Ford and the governor
Nonetheless, a strategist for the
Caddell added. "It has been viewed'
on an equal plane in the eyes of the
losing Republican side maintains that
aptly as a football game. You root for
public was of little consequence,"
Ford's decision to debate was the right
your team, but if it doesn't win, you
Cheney told the conference. "Frankly,
one, suggesting that without the three
don't stop being a fan of that team."
we would have been delighted in July to
nationally televised confrontations, the
Caddell's polls showed that while
have been perceived on equal terms."
election wouldn't have been as close as
Carter had been slipping six or seven
That was when Carter was a runaway
it was.
percentage points a week, that slide
leader in the polls, by more than 30
All of this came up for review,and for
was halted after each of the three
points in one survey.
a- 49011-14--the-ttoceeta
_ Furthermore, Cheney-,Igin,--Sigt...:-.4attsideritial
. • campaign debates. natiotial danipaign liehafeil,_70:
:a
Cheney said ht.'still believes Ford's
strategists figured the debates would
conference sponsored by the American
give Carter's views "the kind of , decision to debate Carter was
Enterprise Institute.
exposure which had previously been " Strategically correct.
The conference was long on analysis --. lacking, and would hopefully contribute
and short on conclusions, because
to our efforts to persuade several
Carter will determine whether there
million Americans that he disagreed
are candidate debates next time.
with them on several issues."
The Republicans surely will demand
Carter strategists wanted to debate
. a new round,'pointing out that when

_
4••

•4
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Agree Or Not

aserim•
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By S.C. Van Curon

Kentucky's New Justice System

HEARTL1NE is a service for senior The spouse or child of a veteran
who has a 'total pemianent disability
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
resulting from a service-connected
questions and solve problems -fast. If
disability.
you have a question or a problem not
Administrative'Office of the Courts that
FHANKFORT - Kentucky's new
- The spouse or child of a veteran
answered in these columns, write
handled the final reconunepdation for
Tour-tier judicial system becomes
Who.haS died es the'result otii seivwe
HEARTL1NE, 114. E.-1)044in St:, West
the legislature to establish the new
connected disability.
completely effective the first of next
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
court system. This body.asked for the
A surviving spouse of a deceased
year with district judges to be elected
receive a prompt reply, but you must
establishment of 123 Districts Courts in
next month, replacing, city, county,
veteran who remarried loses
include a stamped, self-addressed
the state, but the governor was strongly
entitlement to CHAMPVA. Eligibility is . magisterial and juvenile courts.
envelope. The most useful replies will
opposed to this number during the 1976
Kentuckians approved the judicial
reinstated. if the surviving spouse is
be printed in this column.
legislature. He recommended between
subsequently divorced or, widowed. 'I--amendment -us-November 1975, and the
HEARITINE: -have heard of a
- A spouse • whe,js .divorced from_ a . - 1976- Legislature_ininiernepted the _ 90 and 10.9,,And a cctiPProinPe was
health insurance for- veterans called
•
reached on 113.
CHAMPVA. Can youtell me what this - veteran loses eligibility at midnight-the
lane would be more practical and would is and who is eligible? -N.C.
Dear Mr. Editor: During the tenure of Chief Justice
date the day the divorce becomes final.
In • his opposition to-establishing 121-Scott Reed, who stepped down last
Although reluctant to get into a letter- be adequate to handle the projected
The eligibility of a spouse depends on
-districts, Gov. Carroll said at the time,
A. The following people are eligible
week as head of the Supreme Court,
writing contest with anyone, a response traffic for "50 to 60 years" before any for benefits under the
marital status alone, so long as the
"experience has shown that once
CHAMPVA
much of the new system was
to Howard Brandon's epistle of Oct. 19 additional lanes would be needed.
marital relationship is not terminated
something is established it's hard to
program:
It also would cost the state conimplemented. Justice John Pain-tore
in The Murray Ledger -& Times is in
-. by a final divorce decree, eligibility for
change, particularly reduce the
siderably less money. They liked that.
was elected by the other six justices as
order. •
CHAMPVA continues.
number." He went on to say that more
Reed's
chief
Howard charges that "7 or 8 property
justice
place.
in
The
eligibility_
of
district
judgeships could be easily
children
is
not
This compromise was worked- out -4
— his
- reason for.stepoing
Reed.gave_as..
.o_wners"
affected by.divorne-or by remarriageof
. Road are
-need -is prOvedefter a
established if the
within less than an hour. About a week
down his desire to return to handling .year or so experience.
preventing a connecting roads.from
a
surviving
spouse
.(
except,
that.
A.
later, - Secretary of Transportation
tieing built along Glendale between U.
stepchild . relationship would_ . cease .* court cases and to "go back and write
There will be some new legislation
Calvin Grayson wrote Mayor Scott that
opinions."f
S. 641 south on the west and Kentucky
Wendell
at
Senator
Ford
the
spoke
when
the
introduced
.
stepchild
.
leaves
in the 1978 legislative
the
veteran's
the original four-lane proposal had been
He also said he thought a change at ..session to further implement the
121 south on the east. Let's set the
Calloway County -Court House last
household). A child adopted by- the
withdrawn and enclosed a new contract
the head of the court would be good for- -----diatricr court system, Bill Davis,
night. Also present were Carroll
record straight.
widow within two years of the veteran's
calling for the two-lane road .withjha.
ind.rboughtnitiliothe
-' ell znembers of the court. He said the
When
Hubbard and Pat McCuiston.:-_
director of the Administrative Office of,
7
-death
eligibility
-has
for'
Medical
turning lane in the center:
'administrative duties of the Chief
Deaths reported include Miss Ethel
at the corner of Circarama and Glenthe Courts said last week. However, he
benefits.
That's the status of the project today,
--Justice are a heavy burden that kept
May Stewart: and Mrs. Herbert Fardale nine years- ago, we were advised
explained-that It will be of a -cleanup
HEARTLINE:1 am 67 years old and
although a descrepancy in the right-ofhim from "getting to the legal work of a
mer. ,
_
nature
that a ,iroad 'eVentually would be built
in legislation already passed
ám
interested
joining
a
pen
pal
in
club.
way lines needs to be worked out betjustice," a role ne-seems to prefer over
• The: -Etell Beauty School in its
between the two highways along
and legislation implementing juvenile
Do y knoof any for senior Citizens?
ween some of the parties involved.
adniinistrative duties.
reeentiyi reinOdeled location on North
Glendale.
services. .
-. We folks along Glendale and in that
He said he had carried on the general
Fourth Street is now starting its
We have long recognized the pracDavis said research has shown that
ANSWER: Heartline has developed a
area feel we can live with the two-lane
implementation of all four tiers.of the
of service4or Murray.
ticability of such a road, and we have
the courts heaviest problem, cultic one
pen pal club exclusively for people over
road with the turning lane and have no fourteenth year
new court system, and from the
Calloway County, and Western Kenfelt that tnevitably one would be built.
that takes the most time, will be in
the
age
American
"Heartline's
60
50.
opposition to that type of project.
structural standpoint the system has
tucky area. Estelle Ezell is owner and
But it wasn't until last fall that we
handling juvenile cases.
Club" has been in existance for over
Everyone accepts the compromised
manager with Kay Ezell and Anna Huie
been completed.
learned, quite by chance,from the state
The district courts, in additional. to
three
years
thousands
now
and
of
has
road - we have, the state has, and the
In January, 113 district judges,
as instructors.
surveyors that a four-lane road was
juvenile trials, will handle traffic cases,
members throughout the country. This
people with whom we talk about it
Kirksey School Parent-Teacher
elected .this November, will take over
being planned.
police court, administration of estates,
is not a dating or a matchmaking club,
readily agree it is all that is needed.
Association is the second school idthe
the former duties of police courts,
Did you ever hear of such a thing? A
preliminary criminal trials and civil
but is strictly a pen pal club for people
Only Howard Brandon opposes the
Western Kentucky area to ever reach
county courts, magisterial courts, and
four-lane road, approximately one-halfcases up to $1,500. Heretofore, all cases
over 50 years Old. For complete_
two-lane with a turning lane road. Now
the 200 per cent membership in _PTA, information and- an enrollment Card,
-juvenile 'courts. Satan/ tor the new
mile long, connecting tv/o, two-lane
in-civil coUrts'invelVini More than $500
he says that he will withdraw his-freeaccording to Mrs. Harry Lee Potts,
judges will be $27,500 per year.
roads and costing the taxpayers of this
write
"Heartline's
were filed in_circuit court. .
American
60
Club,"
right-of-way provision unless a fourmembership chairman.
A special Judicial Planning
state $350,000? For what, we asked. The
114 E. Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Davis said his office has drafted
lane road is constructed. I think there is
Commission was appointed aft
The • Murray State University Rifle
idea was so ridiculous, we found it hard
he
Ohio,
suggested.
legislation for support
45381.
Please
enclose
a.
long,_selfsome question that he can, because the
Team remains undefeated after three
1975 approval of the dOnditutional
to believe, but we were soon assured by
addressed, stamped envelope with your
services fee juvenile cases.
contract that he already has signed
weeks of competition and six matches.
amendment setting up the new Court
Mayor Scott and City Planner Steve
request.
Davis said he has information that
agreeing to give a right-of-way does not
system.
Zea that this was the plan - and had
HEARTIJNE:
the Laurel-Knox district court will ask
I
am
receiving
my
specify a road width.
From this committee came the
been for some time.
Social Security benefits, as I am 68
for than more asitfor-atiother judge to
We can understand his opposition,
_ years old. I am -also on Supplemental
They couldn't understand why we
aid the one • approved'-by the 1976
being fully aware of his vast comSpecial recognition was given to
weren't jumping up and down with glee
legislature. Several districts are
mercial developments on the east end
various r county units of the State Security Income iSSIi. In July I
at the prospect of having a big, noisy, of the
unhappy, and Franklin County was one
proposed road and the need he Agricultural Council at a meeting held received the cost-of-living raise on my
dangerous, 60-foot-wide, four-lane road
of them.
has for access to them at as little ex- ui Louisville. The Calloway County Social Security but I did not get a
constructed right beside of or just in
All district court fees will be paid to
Council won the "Outstanding award deduction in my SSI. Every other year
pense to him as possible.
front of our homes.
By The Associated Press
the state under a uniform accounting So, let's set the record straight, good for 1957" with Leroy Eldridge speaking my SSI has been reduced. I called my
Today is Wednesday, Oct. 26, the system. Some of the fees will be
In February, a group of us went
people of Murray and Calloway County. on the activities of the council at the Social Security office and they said do
before the City Council to protest a four- It's not
299th day of 1977. There are 66 days left returned to the cities and counties, but
"7 or 8 property owners on
meeting. A. Carman was elected as a not worry about it. I can not help
in the year.
lane construction. We learned at that Glendale" who are
no accurate percentage is available as
holding up con- director.
- - worrying about this as I do not want to
time that the $350,000 appropriated for
Today's highlight in history:
this was written.
A-3C Lee Mansfield Farmer, son of Nave an overpayment to pay back. Can
struction of the connecting road.
the project would we Withdrawn by the
On this date in 1825, the Erie Canal
County judges will go on a straight
Mr. and Mrs. John Farmer, has you tell me if I have a problem?-C.S.
M.C. Garrott
was opened, connecting the waters of 'salary established by the 1976
state unless the priject soon was
A. You do not have any problem with
1125 Circarama Drive
completed basic training. at Lackland
started. We also were told that the state
lake Erie and the Hudson River.'
legislature. Their duties will be strictly
Air Force Base, Texas, and has been this. During the last session of
would not enter into the project unless a
On this date:
Congress,
business administration, all their
legislation
was
passed
that
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
assigned to a base at Laredo, Texas.
four-lane road was constructed.
In 1760, George III was crowned king judicial duties being taken over by the
As a service to our readers, The
Dr. Frank Steely spoke on the United requires states to -pass through"
This didn't make sense. We found
of England.
new district courts.
Ledger
Times
Murray
&
Nations at the meeting of the Murray federal cost-of-living increase in SSI
that hard to believe. So, after the
In 1774, the First Continental
periodically publishes the addresses
Rotary Club. Tom Winchester was in benefits directly to recipients, instead
project had rocked along through the
of using increases to reduce state SSI
Congress - was
djoussied
in
of the state and federal elected
charge of the program.
summer. and into September, City
Philadelphia.
reiiresentatives serving our area.
County Judge Waylon RaybUrn wifl costs.
Planner- Zen, Councilmen Melvin
In 1905, Sweden recognized Norway's
FEDERAL LEVEL
speak at the family night meeting of the
And Pilate wrote a title, and
Henley and Buel Stalls, Jr., Johnny
independence. .
Any senator or representative
Woodmen of the World Camp No. 170 at
put
it on the cross. And (hi-Rickman, Barry Johnson and I went to
In 1917, Brazil declared war against
may be reached through the
Kirksey tonight.
Frankfort and met with Deputy
Germany.
writing
was. JESUS OF
congressional switchboard, 202-224Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Secretary of Transportation Stephen
In
1959.
the
Soviets
released
the
first
3121.
NAZARETH
THE KING OF
meeting
the Eastern Star held a supper
_Editorials, columns and. other
Reeder and Bas Gaither, the departpictures of the hidden side of the moon
Here are the mailing addresses: THE
JEWS.
19:19.
at the Masonic Hall in celebration of the
John
opinionated articles on this page are
ment's chief planner. In addition to
which had . been taken by a Soviet
Sen.Walter D. Huddleston
21st anniversary of the chapter.
Even
in
humiliation
and
presented
for
---flie—parpose
of
maps, pictures end endorsements from
spacecraft.
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
providing
death,
a
was
Christ
forum
Jesus
for
the
free
eight councilmen that they would vote
In
1966,
43
American
servicemen died
D. C. 20510
Ago
exchange of differing opinions.
for a two-lane road if given the choice
glorified.
in a fire on the aircraft carrier
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
We at The Murray Ledger &
between that and a four-lane, we also
Oriskany off South Vietnam.
Harold Oglesby has resigned as fire
4107 Dirksen Building
Times strongly believe that to limit
had petitions bearing the names of
Ten years ago: The Shah of Iran
chief of ttfe city of Murray,a position he
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Ledger & Times
o
pinionated articles to only those
more than 500 city and county residents
crowned himself and his queen after 26
has held since August 1, 1946. William
Murray Field Office. 753-1852
which
parrallel
editorial
the
attesting That a four-lane road was not
Publisher
,years on the Peacock Throne.
Walter I. Apperson
0. Spencer has been elected to succeed
Rep. Carroll Hubbard,Jr.
Editor
K Gene McCutcheor
philosophy of this newspaper would
needed. We gathered arose names
Five years ago: Presidential adviser
Oglesby as fire chief.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg. ,
The Murra!, ledger & Tunes is publisrlki
be a disservice to our readers.
within a 24-hour period.
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4. ChrislHenry Kissinger declared that peace
Ty Holland and his 'Murray High
Washington, D. C. 20515
mas Da!,, New Year's has and Thanksgiving by
Therefore, we encourage readers
No, they told us, the state had no
was at hand in the Vietnam War and
STATE LEVEL
School Tigers pulled the football upset
Murray Newspapers. Inc
103 N 4th SI,
who
do
not
editorial
agree
with
an
intentions whatsoever of withdrawing
Murray.
Ky 42071 Second (lass Postage Paid at
that
Saigon
would
agree
to
a ceasefire.
of the week as they rolled over
State legislators may be reached
Murray,
It)
42071
by
an
presented
stand
or
the
ideas
the $350,000 appropriation if the project
One year ago: President Gerald Ford
Madisonville by a 13 to 6 score under
in Frankfort when the General
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
individual writer_ in a column or
wasn't soon started. They did hope,
sArners. 12 50 per munth, payabk inibdvawee-said that_ Jimmy_ Carter's election _aa
the lights of the Murray High stadium.
Assembly is in session by dialing 1By
mail in Callowa), County and to Banton, Harother
with
their
respond
article,
to
started
as
however, that it would be
president would be a danger to world
Henry Ward, state senator of
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
din. Mayfield. Sedalia and Fa ernington, K . and
feelings
on
the
issues
particular
soon as possible because of the inParis.
Buchanan and Purvear Th . 1117 50 per
stability.
American
security
and
the
Paducah, spoke on "Changing of the
of the State Capitol Building,
year By mail to other destinations. 1132 50 per
being discussed with a letter to the
creasing construction costs.
bipartisan foreign policy of the last 30
Kentucky Constitution" at the open
Frankfort, Kit. 40601. Home
year
editor.
No, they also told us, the state had
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
years.
meeting of the Alpha Department of the
addresses of state legislators
Association iindSouthern Newspaper Publishers
By the same token, if an issue has
never said the road had to be four-lane.
Today'.s. birthdays: The Shah of Iran
Murray Woman's Club.
serving Calloway County are:
Association
not been discussed on this page and
This had been recommended by our
• The Associated Press is exclusively eotitled to
is 58 years old. Republican Sen.
Bro. L. H. Pogue is serving as
Sea. Richard Weisenberger
..republish local news originated es The Murray
a reader feels that the issue merits
planning commission, we were told,
Edward Brooke of Massachusetts also
minister of the Coldwater Church of
Route 7
ledger & Times as well as all other AP news
the attention of the general public,
' TELEPHONE NI'MBE RS
and the state people did not know until
is 58.
Christ.
Mayfield, Ky.42066
Busmess office
we welcome a letter to the editor or
753-1916.
lastFebruary of opposition to
Thought for today:, Culture- is one
Mrs. .a.f Huie and her father,
Rep. Kenneth C.Imes
liaiisifiesi Advertising
— .rstFt/Teartiiiimikilsen-whatefer4hat
- Where/Vas suggeste&a twa.lade road
201*,3rd
varilleb-ar;other - Ralph
RetiliPlaBtsphr94-Ad!Orttfthlf* —
-Street-"
Air
r7Tri911/
attendetrtheiSonthelfftterfrFtr,Tr
(trculation
,
topic might be.
753-1916
instead, we were told that a two-lane
Waldo Emerson, American essayist
• ......:Convention in Birmingham, Ala.,
Ilucr.ay. Ky. 42071 .„.
News and Sports45ept
753-19111
road with a center, turning or collectoer
and poet', 1803-1882.
- October 20-22.
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FEATURED
INSTRUCTOR
Warren "Hawk"
Boughton, eastern
representative of the
American.. Mountain
Men, will be the
featured instructbr
for Land Between
The Lakes Wilderness
Weekend,
October 28-30.
1TN'A Photo)

Storey's
FOOD
!ANT

48el-Ai Shopping Center

*Limit Rights Reserved

8 AM-10 PM
EVERY DAY

Come and Join Your Friends at the

!tentsat-Display
Throughopt Me Store
PFtagieI1win Pock

79'
49t

Potato Chips
Merit Saltine

Crackers

R

1 lb

Frisictes Chicken & Liver

Dog Food

0LAS

251b 5459

Betty Crocker

Cake Mix

18 oz

59'

4 Roll

74'

belt°

Tissue
Hi-On.

Towels

Roll

2/99'

16 oz

4/99'

Scat-Lad

Corn .
Queen of-Seat

_

-

Coffee Creamer

16 oz

88

Staley

Syrup
Every Day Low
ShelfPrices

•FOR WITCHES
MiD GOBBLINS

24 cj'z

99'

Fara:leans -4/99'
Bush Chili

Hot Beans

Produce
Dept.

DRESS UP AND
COME TO BIG K

15 oz

4/99'

Del Monte 46 o.z

Tomato Juice
Dads

Root Beer

/
1
2 Gal

59'
79C

Jonathan

Apples

SATURDAY NIGHT 8:00 P.M.

Coconuts

• 1st Prize
$1500
2nd Prize

3 lb bag

each

Onions

49c
59c

Yellow

GIFT CERTIFICATE

69

3lb.,tag

White

000 GIFT CERTIFICATE

3rd Prize
$500

Grapes

lb 19'

Tomatoes

lb

59t

GiFT CERTIFICATE
I

p., L

COUPON
r., •I Ppr Farn,ly

Felger's

Coffee
$679

2 rh -

-

Expires ' • 7'
Gor,.d Only At Storey s

• Bel-Air Shopping Center
7$3 8777
'
Jun.

Limit Rights Reoeve4 Aeresaff Free Parking

Murray

_

COUPON
ttrni t 1 Per Family
Post
Super Sugar

CHM)

19

COUPON
Limo 1 Per Fom ,ly
Final Touch

Fabric
Softener
LOC
Expires '
(mod Doti F Slorr,

COUPON
Limit I Per Family

COUPON 09.5;i 4
Per Fo

Detergent

Betty Cracker

Creeze
$239

Potato Buds

I l 1 77
Gisrnt Only Slocerrs

Expires 11 1 77
'Mod Only At Stores'

.2F 11

99

UP

PAGE
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Every Day Low Shelf Prices!
Compare These Low SheffPrkes

Every Day Low ShelfPrices

Size
)
(

Kraft

Velveeta

$1"

2 lb

T e

49 oz

$129
I

SAVE

Drit'
Duncan Hines

'Kraft Amer

Singles
Milk

S1 09

1 2 oz

Ryan Lo-Cal

S1 43
Gal
1459

Crisco
Je11-0

31b.,

Gelatin

79'

22'

3 oz

Godchaux

49'

Sugar

99'

5 lb

Coffee

5,b 79'

Hour

His6fik

Domino Powdered

Sugar
Heinz
66-Food

I lb.j
5C
2

Cake Mix

18 oz

69'

12 oz

•73'

Eagle Brand

Milk
Pofkay

Margarine -

I 59
lb

Kroft Qt

Miracle Whip

Carnation Instant

99'

Milk

8 qt

s'

Jif 18oz

Peanut Butter
Towels

Scot Lad

99'
R01163c

Bounty

Gold Medal

S369

I lf

SAVE===mmi.

Limit Per CiiStOillei With 7.50 add.
Par. Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products

Every Day Low ShelfPrices

Apple Juice
Pillsbury

Biscuits

74

4 pack

Quaker
69
'

74'
22 oz I

Family Pac

99'

- Unsweetened

63

Kool-Aid

'99'

Roll

Gerber

Baby Food

-a

88

Sirnilac

Advance

99'

-

Sunflower

.Meal

'99'

'99'

t

BI ue. Bonnet

SAVE

• SAVE
-0° Lb
R. CHUCR

59'
79'

Margarine
w.te
Tissue
Cloud

20°DI

Richtex
Viva

Towels
Ivory

liquid
Scott Lad
6 PacArr

BMWS
Gt. Northern

-

Scot Lad

Beans
Crisco

$104
24 oz
Oil
Puze Family Pack

Fields Old Fashion-Park

Gr. Beef

Sausage

USDA.Choice T-Bone

Fields Sliced

Steak

$189 '
I

lb

Distilled

lb 79'

Water

99'

Bologna
Reelfoot

Loin

Pork Chops

$1I 19

lb

Fun Buddies

49'

Smoked

Cake

Dou'hnuts

doz

'
99

Jowl-

COUPON 66897
Limit I Per Family

POW 09584200
PAr Family

COUPON
Limit I Per Formty
Bar Soap

wnoute
Upholstery
Cleaner

Buc Wheat

Cereal

69'
Caress

3/89

Raq,

Expires 1 1 1 77
Good Orli, At Slott,

I

• t

Exp.res I TI 77
Sod 00,Li Storey

Expfro.s 1 I I 77

6e14 0th i Stem's

Expires I I- I 77
Good Omit At Slotev't

Week
Wks
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Bowling
Standings

OVC Defense
Honor Goes
To McFarlind

(
MURK AY LEDGER 1i+ TIMES
)

Thursday Couples
Bowling League
Team
33
Near Misses
21
.
Rib Shack
20
D-H .....
19
Kings & Queens
19
Little Demons..
18
Beauty Boa
18
M&P's
13
Untoischabies
12
Upe & Dawns
104,1
Bunlues
.
Bowlers
. 6
East Siders
4
Fit Pitchers '
2
Rookies
High Team Game(SC)
Little Demons Kings &Queens
M&P's
High Team Game iHC
Little Demons
M&P's
Kings &Queens
High Team se,nes(SC)
Kings &Queens
'Little Demons
Beauty Box.
ilsgtritamSeries F
Beauty Box
Kings &Queens
M&P's
High Ind Game SC
Men
Ron Pace
Virgil Setser
Dan Jones

1
5
7

a
9
9
10
10
15
16
17‘4

Earl Weaver Named As
Al's Manager Of Year

iskt
-_
788
742
855
831
829
3179
2014
/973
2342
2340
231r
210
208
207

ONE MORE YEAR - East Calloway should have another fine team next year as Jeff Garrison,
who is carrying the ball here, is just a seventh grader this season. Garrison pkkad up 70 yards
and scored a TO for the takers in their loss to Murray Middle. Running beside Garrison are quarterback Dale Martin (12) and offensive tackle Rodney Nounshell (69).

Women

(Staff Photos by Mikis Breeden)

.
Pat Hesselrode
Pat Scott
Betty Parrish...........
High Ind. Game(HO

332
200
183

D Clinstenbery

336

Men

Jones229
Women
334
'PatScott
230
Jean McClure • ._
224
..,-....-_
Marsha Hargrove
High lad.Sena hSC)
.
Men
586
T McClure
588
V Setser
512
Ron Pace
574
Toby Aller
Women
Pattlesseirocie
442
_
Marsha Hargrove
479
..
I ..ots Smith
High Ind Series itiC
Men
632
Virgil Setser
101
szt
Tommy McClure.
622
tohY.Aller
Women 6..V
Marsha Hargrove
614
'Pat Hesselrode
577
Elaine Pittenger
High Averages
Men
187
._
Ron Pace
....182
•
Dan Jones
181
Tommy McClure
181
tArgil Setser
180
Charlie Harrove
Women
....
169
Lois Smith '
165
Pat Hesselrode.
162
Waocta Brown
158
'
Mildred Hoctge....- ....:-.,
153
Betty Parnsh

Bowling
Standings '
Mar or Dollar
Fri Morning Ladies
Bowling League
L
W
Team
6
22
Tiny Tots
M F.A Ins.
IP: 94
Boone 1Alindry-Cleaners
12
16
Keel's Purchase Ilre
14 .14
Ky Lake 011C,
1362 144t
Astro Car Wasn.....
15
12
Paradise Kennels . • ..
15
13
Allen-Thompson Chrysler
11- 17
-T.V.Servloa Center
'SC.
High Team Game
505
Tiny Tots
565
-irer
T V Service Ces
560
ParadiseKennels
High Team Game,(HC)
782
?any Tots
pv Service Center ..__.......... . 761
770
Paradise Kennels
High TeaniSerthe(SC)
1610
Tiny. Tots
1601
T.V Service Center.
1570

That finish, y a • team
thought to have been stripped
of -too much talent in the reentry draft, earned American
League Manager of the Year
honors for Weaver by a landslide vote.
Weaver received 248 votes
-in a nationwide poll of writers
and broadcasters conducted
by The Associated Press.
Whitey Herzog of Kansas City
,.edged Bob Lemon of Chicago
54-52 for second place and New
York's Billy Martin polled 38
votes.
Billy Hunter, who ended a
long association with the
Orioles and took over in July
as the fourth manager of the
year for the Texas. Rangers,
BIG GAIN - Though it appears Charlie Santogado of the Tigers is about to get tackled on this was named on 12 ballots. Don
play, that's not the case. Sontogado scooted 30 yards down the left side. Supplying the lead Zimmer of the Boston Red Sox
block to the left is fullback Todd Rutherford while Jaff-Garrison (32) of the Laker: tries to get in received seven votes and five
.went to Gene .Mauch of the
fora tackle.
It
Minnesota Twins.
A perennial optimist with
imposing career won-lost
records to support his lofty
goals, Weaver never gave up
on the Orioles even akr_they
lost slugger Reggie Jackson,
Gold Glove second baseman
Bobby Grich and 20-game
winner Wayne Garland..
Although he had to use 10
. BBWA.A..writers,...two in each _
the prestigious award.
"By me winning it does a lot American League city. The
of good for all relief pitchers. point system awards five for
gives
It
them
more first, three for second and one
'
recognition and it means for third.'
Other AL pitchers recving
people are beginning to real*
the importance of relief pit. votes included, Kansas City's
chers, That's what•tlgs,award Dennis Leonard?,45,; Boston's
..Campbelb, '2542;
_Bill
means to riae.The only previous 'reliever Minnesota's Dave Goltz, 19;
to win the Cy Young award as New York's Ron Guidry, 5,
best pitcher In his league was and Dave Rozema of
•
Mike Marshall of the National 4.
-When I got a telephone call
Angeles
Los
League's
about the award, I was so
Dodgers in 1974.
Lyle, who had 26 saves to go choked up I couldn't talk,"
with a 13-5 record, finished said Lyle."I was so nervous ...
with 56',2 points to edge and at the same time, so
Baltimore's Jim Palmer, a
who
The 33,year-old Lyle, for
winner
three-time
received 48 points in the voting long one of the majors' best
by the 'Baseball Writers relief pitchers, led the
Associatlofi - of America. YanNees to the AL East title
Strikeout king Nolan:Rion'of for the second straight year,
the California Angels was appearing in 72 games. Along
third with 46 points..........
the way, he _carved out a
Lyle collected nine first- league-leading 2.17 earned run
place votes, three for lecond average.
.
Lyle's victories in Games 4
and 2'.A2 for third place from 28
and 5 of the AL playoffs
against Kansas City sent the
league champions into the
World Series, where the
reliever picked up the
opening-game victory over the
Los Angeles Dodgers.

nti's
eArer
)
A
STEAK AND PIZZA
HOUSE

753-1314

1201 Chestnut Street
,

players with less than one
major
league
year's
experience, Weaver directed
the Orioles to 97 victories.
They weren't eliminated until
three days before the end of
the season.
"We'll be looking to trade if
we can help ourselves,"
Weaver said before leaving
his suburban Baltimore home
for a month's vacation in
South Carolina and F'oricia.
"But we can give anybody a
fit, the way we are.
"We're lacking nowhere.
We have the type of team that
can win as many as anybody
71kbaseball._ Of course, thryll
still have to go out and prove
that statement."
In a boastful moment while
serving as an analyst for a
local television station after
the Yankees had won the
World Series, Weaver said he
was "glad that all the Yanks
would be back- next year.
"Then, if we beat them," ht
said, "it would be much more
satisfying. They won't have
any excuses."

We Deliver Anything We Se/V.-

Luncheon Feature
5-02.

Rib-Eye
Including

Peach Half with
Cottage Cheese
and our
Soup of the Day

$265

Or Enjoy Our Famous 15 Foot

Salad Bar
A meal in itself, you'll find it
a true delight

'195
6
• We DeliVEW Anything

We Sell

FOOTBALL
NEW YORK - Mel Morgan,
defensive back for the Cincinnati Bengals, has been
suspended for one game "for a
flagrant foul" during the Oct.
17 National Football League
game against the Pittsburgh
Steelers, Commissioner Pete
Rozelle announced.
• At the same time, Mel
Blount, defensive back for the
Steelers was cleared of any
wrongdoing during a separate
incident during the . same
game,
- •

(410:=X14---_-834:=41OSOSIOsthC=f)

THE PROFESSOR SAYS
"1 Fointil-11"...
,11,11//////
at

- - Cagle's I"
I I \\\\\\\

The

BETfER WAY

SAN DIEGO (AP)- After
nine years as a San Diego
on
announcer
Padres
television and radio, Bob
Chandler will be replaced as
color man on the broadcasts,
the National Eeague team
reports.
A former second baseman
with the New York Yankees,
Jerry Coleman, is expected to
remain as an announcer with
the Padres. Geoff Witcher,
host of a Los Angeles Dodgers'
pregame radio talk show, is
among those mentioned for
Chandler's job next year.

120 SO. 4TH.
PADUCAH, KY.
442-9331
sr
11550. 4TH ST.
MURRAY, KY.
753-1763

moos

IN MARSHALL CO.
TOLL FREE 527-1624

simnel

IsiC bet==24/0:==.4
LiestiC=ioet

OUR

Blackwell

'Power Streak'78
A78-13
blackwall
plus $t 73
F E T and
ottt Erre

A six-rib, dependable diagonal
ply construction,
Goodyear quality.
Don't miss this
value!

Whitewalls just $2.50 to $3.50 more per tire

d34V-

Size
PRICE
B78-13 $23.50
E78-14 $26.50
,F78-14 $28.50
G78-14 $29.95
F78-15 $29.50
G78-15 $30.95
H78-15 $32.95

STEEL BELTED RADIAL
GAS-SAVERS!
- --For Sports &Imports

Popular New Car Tire

belted metric size
radials

_
3O36 40 46
1SSSR-13 166SR-13 ISSSII•15 16558-15
Blackwell, Mutat 6711 $2,1113

&-W

eiPpt•
and
iold iim
$1.80
$2.26
$2.37
$2.53
$2.40
$2.59
$2.79

••'4„;
stir -tet.

P "", It;

'custom

'G800+ S' double
I

El. sad old tire

Tread' Radial
doable belted whitewall,
fits most U.S. cars
BR78-13
whitewall
pius S2 06
F.E.T. and
old tire

$45

Plus
whiteOUR F.E
win PRICE
Sild
Size
tke
ER78 14
MI

LION

KM

411;11351111111FEErl,

AdditiongiSizes Law.Prictit Ise 113/11131111/31111623'

It'
lustSay.'Charge
.

Ong,• bygug, agrig
uyg gny al Onyge 101.111, nay" 0 bvy Our Own Cvsionnn
• e•ntAngwybard • Arnynmon Exvens Moony Corn • Cann (bonen* • Cnnen C,vb • Caen

=UMW

Goodyear Revolving

'VW •
,•••••••••
0"
••••••••••••••••••,
S.•
Ne-o-sc.e•

Change Account

ow !we.. wo
L
, A,.b9 At
.'.'..,,
,
S.

Lube&Oil Change

$588 iig„LTand
• Complete chassis lubrication and oil change
ItT7P
• Helps ensure long
,
wearing parts and
smooth, quiet performance • Please
phone for appointment
• Includes light
trucks

GOODirfrEAR

so....
M.

EngineTune-Up

Front-End Alignment

$1388

10.30 grade oil

U.S. made cars - parts extra
if needed

$36§8

Ask for our Free Banery Power Check

• Complete analysis
and alignment cor11126
rection - to increase tire,
2.1111111
mileage and improve
steering • Precision
equipment, used by experienced mechanics,
helps ensure a precision alignment

$4088 8
cyt.

• Our mechanics electronically fine-tune your engine
• New points, plugs arid
condenser • Test charging/
starting systems, time engine, adjust carburetor
▪ Helps maintain a smooth
running engine • Includes
Datsun, Toyota. VW and
light trucks. Cars with electronic ignition $4 less

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES

ME. R. Cartwright
721 S. 12thSt. _
Murray,Ky.
753-0595

$3088

Add $2 00 for air conditioning Price includes
parts and labor.

Extludes front-wheel drive cars
-r...1‘.
-

a

•.

POLYESTER
BUY-OF-THE-WEEK

Cardenal Traded
PHILADELPHIA (AP) Veteran outfielder Jose
Cardenal has been acquired
from the Chicago Cubs in
exchange for_minor league
right-handed pitcher Manny
Seoane, the Philadelphia
Phillies say.
Cardenal, 34, hit .239 in 100
games last year in left field for
the Cubs, with three home
runs and 18 RBI. He has
played in both the National
and American _leagues for 13
years.
Seaone, M, has been in the
Phillies organization for five
years. Last year he was.
brought up from the minors
late in the season, starting one
game and relieving in
another. He had a 6.00 ERA
and no decisions.

The conference cited these
honorable
for
players
mentions: Anthony Miller,
Eastern Kentucky; Bryan
Stege, Austin Peay; Tony
Towns, Western Kentucky;
Steve Davis,Tennessee Tech.

F

Los-eifoii

Yankees' Sparky Lyle
Wins Cy Young Award

By KEN RAPPOPO)T
AP Sports Write
NEW YORK (AP)- After
shutting a lot of doors during
the 1977 baseball season,
Sparky Lyle has opened a new
one for relief pitchers.
"Maybe now they (relief
SOPA(1.8CL.,
pitchers) will -start to be
/249
Service Canterafter sweating
2176 recogniZed
Allen-Thompson
2171 'blood out there in the bullpen
Tlny Tots
tort.GoosedSCi211 day after day,"-says the New
Terry Underhill
180 York
Lou Smith
Yankees pitcher. "I
179
Marie Clark
think that now people will stop
High Ind. Game(HC)
253 and think about all the shortTerry Underhill
225
Marie Clark
worked
221 inning men who have
June Carbon
High Ind. Series(SC)
so hard in this game."
513
Lois Smith
Lyle was equally proud of
477
Mary Harris
464 hls.achievement, of winning
.
.
Vickie Baker
High tnd.SarlaitralC)
American League Cy
619 the
Nan Beard
611 Young Award Tuesday as he
Vickie Baker
594
Lois Smith
was of bringing a new status to
High Averages
163 his breed.
Lois Sinith
150
Mary Harris
"That's the'best part of it145
Margaret Morten
145 I'm happy n(51 only for myself
Parks
Jane
145 but for what it does for relief
Nancy Todd
141
Jean Bland
141 pitchers," said Lyle after
Terry Underhill
136 becoming the first reliever in
▪
Marie Clark
134
,,VicIde Biker
123 the American League to win
Geraldine Mathis

Murray, Ky.

By GORDON BEARD
AP Sports Writer
BALTIMORE (AP)- Earl
Weaver, backed with the
security of a three-year
contract and confident of his
team's ability,- LT eagerly
awaiting the start of a new
baseball season.
Our.personnel is as good as
anybody's in baseball,"
Weaver said of the Baltimore
Orioles - a team he led to a
surprising second-place
Eastern Division tie in 1977,
just 2k-2 games .behind the
World Champion New York

contributor to Murray's 13-10
defeat-of East Tennessee State
last weekend. He has been an
All-OVC -selection for-the past
two seasons.

NASHVILLE,Tenn.( AP)Eddie
back
Defensive
McFarland of Murray State
University has been chosen
the week's top defensive
football player by the Ohio
Valley Conference.
- The senior from Paducah,
Ky., made eight tackles, four
assists, intercepted a pass,
deflected two others and
fumble.
a
recovered
McFarland was rated a key

Store Nears: 7:30 A.M. until 4:00 P.M. Daily - Open Friday until 1.00 p.m
Mgr. B. Davis
Mgt. 8. Wine
Mgr. T.!Nokia
1005. Stateline
. -• 600 Jefferson
315W. Broadway
Ftilton,Kv.
Ky.-Mayfield.ity.
472-1000
• 442-5464
2474711_
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Murray Middle Ends Perfect Season

killant EastCoiiow:01,
• r

Falls 22-1 2To-Tiáers
first and goalfrom the Murray the Tigers prevented that
. By MIKE BRANDON
from happening. East moved
Ledger &Times Sports Editor two.
Two plays later, East tied the ball very well and had
Before East Calloway began
their first football season, they the game with 6:46 left in the several chances to score,
played a scrimmage game first half as seventh grader but...
— On a fourth and three.
with Mayfield Middle School. Jeff Garrison plunged in from
yard out. The conversion fràth the Murray 47 early in
"Our kids were scared to
the third period, the Lakers
death. They were simply in failed.
coach
lost the ball as John Frye of
awe
of
Mayfield,"
East
FACI
then
kicked
off
and
the
HIT HARD - David Schmaltz of Murray Middle gets pounded good as lee's hit on it-kickoff
Tigers intercepted his
the
Bill
Miller
said.
Lakers responded
with '
return by two takers. Moving in for East is James Hounshell. In tka.background for .1lie Tigers
Now, the football season is brilliant defensNe Play. In_ second one of the game. That
are Craig Crawford (36)and Jeff Cartwright(77).
over and East did something fact, the Tigers -were hit for play later lvd to a Tiger -TD
(lir} Photos by Mae Binmimi)
even Mayfield failed to do.
losses totaling 15 yards in the with Santagido going in from
nine yards out, Frye keeping
The Lakers fell 22:12 to series.
powerful Murray Middle
Murray punted from deep in on the conversion, and Murray
Tuesday evening in Holland their own territory and East led 22-6 with 3:29 left in the
Stadium but they were the took over at the Tiger 38. But third period. Near the end of the third
only team all season to score the series ended with 3:26 left
two touchdowns cif the lagenE-lehen John Frye of.the Tigers _4eriod, the Lakers were again
in one game.
'A:ticked off a pass on his own 15 "driving only to see the series
In fact, Murray gave up OM to puta halt to East'shopes of end at the Tiger 25 when Mike
Boggess picked off a pass.
--"htpriints all year and half that taking the lead.
"One of the things we did
• total belonged to East. Last
The Tigers then marched 85
week,the Tigers won 14-6 over yards to forge ahead just --real well was our kickoff ond
Mayfield. And it was 14-0 until before the end of the half. punt returns," Miller said.
the final half-minute. The Santagado picked up 30 of
"That kept us in good field
simple fact is that East those 85 on one play as he position. Actually, we never
alloway playPd Murray carried from his own Ak5 to the had bad field position all
Middle a better game than did_. East 2.5.
..„ --flight," Miller added. -'
Mayfield. And that says a lot
Rutherford then picked up
It was a return that set up
for a bunch of young men who nine yards to give the Tigerss East's pecand TD. Jeff
had never played footbla ----second and one from the East Garrison took a Tiger punt on
before this fall.
16. Santagado got the call and his own 30, streaked down the
As for Murray, the Tigers he headed toward left tackle. right sideline and was finally
finished a perfect 5-0 season Finding no hole, Santagado hauled out on the Murray 30, a
.4.14
with the win. They are the then cut back against the return of 40 yards.
grain and went around right
The Leiters moved from the
."344=kiitnt
...second Murray Middle team
end
and
until
he
didn't
stop
27
to the 15 as quarterback
to go undefeated over the past
HE PASSES TOO - Besides being a super runner, Charlie Santagado (26) of the Tigers is also a
was in the endzone. Santagado Dale Martin hit Dawson for a
The
present
three
seasons.
super passer. Here, he unloads one in a hurry as East is charging in. Tigers, identifiable by numsophomores at Murray High added the conversion and it 12-yard gain then on the
ber, are Kirk Warren (78) and Wolter Payne (32).
was a 14-6 Middle lead at
Garrison bulled in froi..
nextplay,
were 5-0 as eighth graders.
4
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
side.
down
the
right
halftime:
15
yards
.
It was simply a case of too
"Our games. are usually The conversing failed and with
'much Charlie Santagado, as
'far as East was concerned. decided in the first half," 5:11 left inAhe game, Murray
.. - _ led =ill:The gifted young tailback was'' Miller.said.
If we don't Make any
Garrison again entered the
unstoppable. Even when it
first half, we'll picture as on the next Tiger
mistakes
in
the
seemed he was stopped, he
anyone. We stayed series, he recovered a fumble
would break away and pick up play with
them
in the first half on the Murray 45. Martin then
with
more yardage. And not only
than anyone found Dawson for 15 and the
could he run but he also much, better
expected.
When`
I talked with Lakers worked the ball to the
passed well. Santagado threw
kids athalftime, I knew we Tiger 24 only to fumble and
one paRs that traveled at least the
se it as Don Hargrove of the
actually had a chance to-beat
40-45 yards in the air. - . Tigers recovered.
added.
upraised and a smile creasing
Suns93, SuperSonics 86
"You just don't stop San- Murray," Miller
Ity BARRY WILNER
Using a couple of 15-yard
Only a heads-up defense by
his face.
Phoenix and Seattle con- tagado," Laker coach Bill
AP Sports Writer_
Reseree forward Bingo tinued:1k gol—B- oppoial Miller said:
•
They stood in the Madison
Square Garden aisles and Smith scored nine of his.- 15 directionsr•the-uribeaten-Suns-- "He-finds -Ii1S--own holes.
cheered Walt Frazier. Then points in the overtime for the winning their third straight He's exceptionally talented
Clyde stood the Garden on its Cavs and Campy Russell tied while the winless Sonics arid - he's 'a smart and, exFrazier for team honors with dropped their fourth in a row. perienced runner," Miller
:ear.
Paul Westphal had 30 pants added.
Frazier, a mainstay of two 28. Hob McAdoo, whose two
seconds
with
three
and
Phoenix held Seattle to
foul
shots
the
teams
with
championship
411.but two of_the.„2„2. Tiger
-York Knicks, was sent to remaining in regulation time.,three points in the first seven
points • were scored by Sanscorers
quarter.
game,
led
all
minutes
of
the
final
the
tied
just
tavaliers
Cleveland
-the
tagado, perhaps one of the
Lakers 109,Spurs 107
prior to the beginning of the with 29.
Jamaal Wilkes' rebounel rikost talented eighth grade
Basketball
National
basket
with 48 seconds football players to ever come
76ers
112,
Kings
104
Association season. He
Doug Collins broke out of a remaining gave Los Angeles out of Murray Middle.
returned to his former
Santagado showed his
shooting
slump with 31 points its victory. Rookie guard
playground Tuesday night and
brilliant
ability on the first
2tpoints
Nixon
scored
Norm
led Cleveland to a 117-112 as Philadelphia held off
Tiger series. Using the runto
and
handed
out
10
assists
City.
Kansas
overtime victory over the
ning prowess of both Sanpace the Lakers.
Warriors 105, Bulls 98
Knicks.
tagado and fullback Todd
Trail
Blazers
107,
Braves
85
Barry
scored
14
points
in
the
was
tonight
reception
The
Rutherford, the _ Tigers
dynamite — I got goose opening period and 10 in a late - Portland won its third
marched from their own 40 to
pimples," Frazier said of the spurt in the third quarter to consecutive contest and
-handed Buffalo its first loss as the East 14-yard line.
11
/
2-minute standing ovation lead the Warriors to victory.
Maurice_ Lucas hit for 27 Santagado took the ball on a
Celtics 110, Hawks 103
•
-"\
he received from the sellout
first and 10 situation from the
points:
Boston
won
its
first
game
of
.
CrOwd—of 19,694. "It was a
A crowd of 12,666 attended, 14. He went toward left tackle,
happening tonight, and I won't the season as Dave Cowens
giving
the Blazers 16 straight quick-stepped and scooted
14
9
of
23_oints„hitting
scor_ed
rgetit,"
down -tM left Sideline Itelhe
home se-Milts.
Frazier showed the form floor shots. ,
first TD.The conversion failed
164..
Nuggets
129,
Pacers
guard
best
the
made
him
that
and the Tigers led 6-0.
32
scored
Dantley
Adrian
in basketball, scoring 28 points
Open With Astros
East moved only two yards
in 44 minutes and running the- points and John Williamson
their opening series.before
OIL
out
blew
Indiana
as
added
29
CINCINNATI i AP — The
Ca vs offense. With three
seconds left in the overtime, the Nuggets. The Pacers Cincinnati Reds will host the having to punt, then on the
he was replaced and received never trailed and forced Houston Astros when they first play by the Tigers, there
another standing ovation as he Denver into 16 turnovers in the begin next baseball season, was a Tumble and Tony
moved to the sidelines, his fist first half, eight by Dan Issel.
Thursday April 6. This will be Hendon recovered for East on
the third time that the Astros the Murray 35 just before the
have been in Cincinnati for end of the first period.
On a fourth and eight from
Opening Day, which is also the
official National League the Tiger 24, Randy Dawson__
fired a long pass down the left
opener.
The Reds and Astros met side for Nick Willoughby who
previouly on opening day in leaped, made a brilliant grab
and the Lakers had the ball
1964 and 1976.
•

Clyde' Returns Home,
Paces Tavs By Knicks

ALEXANDER
For

SHERIFF
If you elect Ted Alexander for Sheriff, he
will institute an AUXIIIARY FORCE
representing every section of the County.

416'94

•

'oink

to help me... help our county.

Bald Ralticiii Ad.P•18151.by Tea Alexander

Nelson E. Shroat, Broker

THE NELSON SHROAT CO., REALTORS

—•
-wry** !MO

This is CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT. I ask you

VOTE FOR TED
FORJHERIFF

Me
Nelson Shroat
Co., Realtors

Ariew company founded upon the principles of friendliness and service and modern competent real _estate
practices _where honesty, integrity and value are the rule.
A company where customer satisfaction is the primary
goal. A company whose business is helping people and
serving the community.
As a member of the Multiple Listing Service,The Nelson
Shroat _ Co., Realtors cah help you with the purchase of any
property listed with ani'Multiple listing service member
firm. Do not hesitate to come by or call the Nelson Shroat
Co., Realtors for any
, reaf estate service or information. Atthe Nelson Shroat Co., Realtors YOU come first. Rem—ember our business is helping people.
The Nelson Shroat Co., Realtors is located in the Uncle
Jeff's Shopping 'Center and will be opened 9:00 a. m: to
5:00 p. m. Monday through Friday and 9:00 a. m. to 12:00
Noon Saturdays, but will be at your service 24 hours a day.

-40.‘

1TED

pdnalties, Murray worked-to and Tony- Hendon.
"After the game, one of the
the East 11 but could not
penetrate any more as the Murray coaches and a couple
time expired in the contest. of their kids told us we played
"That fumble late in the better than Mayfield did and
game really hurt us," Miller that was a real compliment
for us. We were really high for
said.
the game and wanted the win
"Had we kept the--baft
think we could have scored__badly. We want to show the
because we were driving all city schools we can play
football arttli-lhitn.
right. We had difficulty throwing the ball. I felt of it
"We're certainly looking
and it felt like a brick. It would forward to our second season.
have been difficult for any I thinkl_have a fine nucleus
junior high kid to get a good returning. We'll have four
grip on that ball.
starters back on defense and
"But I'm not using that as three on offense," Miller
an excuse. That's certainly added.•
not the reason we ivat_ The
East t-ta-1at4a-with .a
receivers were open but_ the record and if they could replay
ball just wasn't there.
their schedule, their record .
— 5-3 or even 6-2.
r"They really -keyed 'oil might oe
Dawson so we kept running
eounters with--Garrison, We
"I had heard -they were a
.used Dawson...more as a good_ football team and I
passer.
wasn't surprised with the way
"We've gained a lot of ex- they played," Murray coach
perience this year. We didn't Haron West said.
get killed by anyone. Our... "Ithought our kids did well.
defense was built on pride. I We might have been a little
picked out the 11 kids who down from our win over
liked to hit the most and that :Mayfield last week plus we
was my defense. Offensively,.-mi.ssed a couple Of practice
our lack of experience showed sessions because of the
more than it did on defense weather.
simply because you have to be
"I felt Santagado came
experienced to execute
properly on offense. I felt we through with his usual fine
had a real good offensive game and I was quite pleased
game from Dawson. He with the defensive play of
caught three passes for 50 David Schmaltz and Don
yards. Garrison had 70 yards Hargrove. We also had a
in 15 carries. On the line, we brilliant game from Todd
had outstanding 'play from Rutherford. He really tilocks
Terry )44_ eL..aild.:1Yo_OPM well at fiAllback! and he's a
very sound defensive player
Hounshell.
_
James too,"-West added.
"Defensively,
Junior high football in the
Hounshell had nine tackles at
linebacker and Rodney county will come to a close
Hounshell had six tackles and this afternoon as Southwest
cost a couple of fumbles. He and North Calloway meet in a
gave us his'best game. We also 5 p.m. game at North. The
had outstanding play on East seven.graders play a $
defense from Craig Itort- p.m. game today at North
son, Dawson, Lester-Woods Marshall.

ALMOST SIX POINTS - Terry Benefiel (87) of East just
missed thjuass and had he caught the boll, would have scored
six points 76'Ii. was in front of Tiger defensive isecir Nen Murphy (25). The other East receiver is Lester Wood (88)
4

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

Office 759-1707
After Hours 759-1716
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Tom Lasorda Named As
NL's Manager Of Year

Bristol Given Ax As Braves'
Skipp,er, Hurt But Not Bitter
ATLANTA (AP),---- For the season was the worst in the legally could not have played
last-place Atlanta Braves and National League. It was most a part in the decision to fire
their roster of rookies, 1977 - games, lost by the .franehise .Bristol. It is generally
assumed, however, that his
was an attempt to develop a since 1935.
team for the future. For Dave
Bristol was offered an ad- feelings on the matter were
Bristol, who claims a _major ministrative Ensn with the _known to the boars!,
his
part in that effort, the future Bcaver-after his firing was • While - appealing
.does not include a return as announced, but he indicated suspension earlier this year,
• the team'smanager.
he probably will try to land a Turner shocked the baseball
On Tuesday. Bristol, who job as .a coach with another_ .world by giving Bristol "a
rest" and assuming the role a
managed the Braves for two 'baseball team.
•
seasons, got the word he had
The 43-year-old manager field manager himtelf.
Bristol returned after
been fired by the team's board said he wasn't bitter, just
-of directors.
htirt arid, be expressed- con- -"Zommissioner Bowie Kuhn
Atlanta finished last in its fidence the young players who ruled that the practice of
owners managing their own
division both years- Bristol geT their fil-st- major
managed the club, and the experience under him last teams was"bad for baseball."
Tuesday; -Bristol hat
Braves' -61401 'ieeora' this season eventualli
some final advice for his
become solid performers.
"There are some players employers. -They should take
Another Operation .
here that are going to be real a look down the hall at the
PONTIAC, Mich. AP) — good and they have the right i National Football League
The Detroit Lions waited kind of character and attitude Atlanta) Falcons," he said.
nearly half a season hoping and they're going to play
-People who didn't know
full/At* -awrenca - -Coines-.-geed," he said. •
-.anything about the game got
---,wuuht
Luvei frUITY knee' • BrtstOT-Mid /1-0-19-llS &sap- otit.of the way and let•football
. pointed that 'owner ---ted•-•-.peOplebandle it. That's what
sgrg-eTY-:
• He didn't. .
.
Turner, who once told Bristol they should do here," he said:
TOri- Thursday, _Gaines, the, he could manage the club "for
MARTIAL ARTS
team's. No-. i ground gather 100 years," apparently • had,
last season, will -undergo the decided nob to let him. . TOKYO- — Japanese pro
third knee- operation of his continue to work with the vire:Stier Anto-nio Inoki
defeated boxer Chuck Wepner
two-year National Football young team.
a martial
• -"-He's an impatient man," of Bayonne N.J
Leaguecareer. - - Tokyo's
at
match
arts
He will be put on the injUrZid • BriStuisuicL guess he thinks
• "
' •
the_America'i_Budolcan_Hall
reserve list- and is-ont -fae-H4 was
Wepner
35-year-old
The
that
race)
(sailing
Cup
a
in
season. He did not play
quickly and that easily, you counted out at 1:35 of the sixth
game this season.
can do the same thing in :- .round In a scheduled 10 round
The swift 240.pounder
mixed boxing-wrestling
baseball. Yon can't."
Wyoming, the Lions' No.
Turner is under a one-year match. Both wore boxing
2clraft ,choice hist season
.
-rt gained 664 yarcia as a rookie.' sustfirfsion from baseball and glOves: •

NEW YORK (AP) — Tom Dark and Pittsburgh's Chuck
Lasorda, head cheerleader of Tanner,1 each.
Lasorda, a longtime loyal
baseball's "Sunshine Boys,"
the Los Angeles Dodgers, was organization man who"bleeds
named the National League's Dodger Illue," inherited the
manager s job upon the
Manager of the Year today.
The vibrant Lasorda won retirement of the venerable
the award as easily as his Walter Alston last year.
The change was noticeably
team took the National
League pennant this past dramatic, both in terms of
season 7 scoring a landslide managerial personality and
victory over seven com- artistic accomplishment. A
free-wheeling
flamboyant,
petitors.
Lasorda, who preached character with a repertoire of
"love and togetherness" while one-line jokes, Lasorda was a
leading the Dodgers to the distinct contrast to Alston's
National League pennant in quiet, meditative ways.
Lasorda's reaction to gethis rookie year, collected 338
votes from a nationwide panel ting the job on Sept. 29, 1978,
of sports writers and broad- was typical of things to come.
"I've got this terrible weight
casters polled by The
-problem," he said. "I can't
Associated Press.
Herman Franks of the 'weight'to get started."
Lasorda continued to
Chicago Cubs, Lasorda's
closest 'competitor, wasn't bombard • his Dodgers and
even inihrsame-ballpark with newsmen alike with similar
-- Staff all - 121rtitigh the 1977
v-ws,
- Danny 7.4azatic 'otiose season. Atonepoint during-the
Philadelphia Phillies won the year when he truly had *a
East title-before losing to the weight problem, the whimDodgers in the NL playoffs, sical Lasorda quipped: "I'm
finished third in 10 voting on a seafood diet. I eat
everything I
.
with 32.
Lasorda's accomplishment,
Houston's Bill Virdon was
fourth with 8 votes, followed though, was rio joke. He
by Vern Rapp of the St. Louis brought a renewed spirit to a
SPiiritY- retail- that-flashed Ur games
2;
Anderson of the Cincinnati behind the Cincinnati Reds in
.
Red;2.and Sao Diego's Alvin the 1976 West race.

I
)

*

"'"fat •

•
,

' WORLD CHAMPION — Tracy Carr, 14-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Carr of
Wimp, ind her horse, Jupiter's Black Lady, captured first place honors at the sixth annual
Bucking-Horse World Celebration held lest month in Decatur, Alabama. They were named as the
world champions for horses 55 through 58 inches with the rider under age 17. They had
previously won four Juvenile State titles in Illinois, Kentucky, Tennessee and Mississippi.
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GOING DEEP — One of the bread end butter plays this season for East Calloway has been this
..., option play Randy Dawson fires the ball deep while quarterback Dole Martin (12) turns into.
blacker and tries holding back Bondy Halley fatly-Also in the picture for the Tigers-is Jeff Cartwright(77).
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Democratic Candidate
For Mayor

•
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MELVIN B. HENLEY
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HOUDAYTURKEY
(at participating retailers)

__,.._.

Send for your coupon worth off your holiday turkey when you buy any 5 of tfie
9 products shown below (at regular or discount prices)

r"B"

Submit proofs of purcilase by December 2,1977
! Bey any 5 of 9 partleipating product. any size. On this form
.-check product purchased and note retail price paid Include your
cash register receipts with purchase price circled and other
proofs of purchase as indicated below:U Lysol Liquid S _
Isom OFF FRONT LAB f

.1•YsIN Spray S_
(COM NO FROL4BOTTam „;

ci2=CON.
1,4

U Wel OneS 70 C7 S
(SW OFF FRONT LABEL
Li

Lysol Basin:Tub,
Tile Ora $

•1WA.•

f, CODE NO FROM BOT7OM OF BOTTLE
•

I consider the question of available time for carrying out the duties of the office
of Mayor to be legitimate and worthy of comment.
When the Board of Regents of Murray State University agreed that I could serve as Mayor with the understanding that my pay would be cut by one-fourth and
that I would be released from One-rourils of my duties, I felt that this additional
time, when added to the extensive amount of time that I now put in on city
business, would be more than adequate to do the job.
Each individual certainly has the right to estimate how long it will take him to
perform a task, and I cannot argue with another man's time estimate because
this is like the estimate of a contractor - it is based upon the ability of the individual to _do th* job at hand. Like a contractor hewever, I certathly have the
right to estimate the time required for a.given task, based upon my own ability.
After observing the office in question for a period of six. years, I feel the job can
be done adequately in the time I have available.
People who get things done usually are not concerned about hose many hours
are taken because they are too busy doing.Sometims people seem to be more
interested in the number of hours fhev put in than what they put into the hours.

•

IF YOU NEED A JOB DONE
GET A BUSY MAN TO DO IT

I state

_

110
Offer ekpires with submissions postmarked no later Man 12/2177

•
- •

Additional Terms Offer good only it u S A VOid where prohibited by law. em*
one refund Per name or address This certificate may not be reprOdUced and
must accompany your refund request Coupon'hot transferable or redeemable
for cash

Lysol Powdered

iS0A•OELEROtit LAEIEL.-

P4I

City

Am,

ones

474045 OFF FRONT

Addre

0
cP:7'

wet

Lysol Toilet Bowl
Cleaner $

0 Lysol Deoci Cirir S
0 mop & Gio

Iwo

Pt

(SOAK OFF FRONT LABE,

Name

-POWC
•••••=

CODE NO FROM BOTt)M OF CANE

I 1 Lysol Basin Tub Tle
Pump Spray Cinr S

MAIL ALL TO. UV 52.00 COupbil Offer. PO. Box NB-754.
— El Paso,Texis 79977
Receive 12 00 coupon by mail within 2-3 weeks.

0 Cleaner $
ePMCIF SPOT FROM TOP,OF_FACKABF.)

1

SAVE MrON THESE
2PRODUCTS
101'

SAVE ICS
on
Lysol Basin/
Tub/Tile
Cleaner
Offer good
on aerosol
or pump spray,

Political Al l'aid for 11 Afri'vir, tInnlev
1 108
,

—if—

I..-t,

4eri

•

-

[leaner
mp:
cleaner

4116,

•0.*WA
4 44%Luku,
"
-4444=
•

tam APni

Num& •11•0•
.

-11*

, lemitttscsiftswor
10

sToACCOV.W..

ftk

To the dealer We will pay You 10. plus 5.
sanding charge for each of these
coupons redeemed in accordance wiM
Me terms of this offer To obtain payment
send to LEHN A FINK Products Co PO
9os 1758 Clinton fowls 52734 This
coupOn is good Only Oren redeemed by
you iron) a consumer at time of purchasAcig
J
u esit17,4‘CI:arr
oi rttgerLyuSsole e
isnhttl
,
cr
showing purchase of stock to cover
rout:Iona must be shown upon request
consumer must pay sty sales takes
Coupon void if taxed restricted or pro
Iffbited by IS. Cacalt value 1-20 Of gyieli
cent Good onlym U S A
'87C 7-015.-- log

478 N

"qak%5%,t.

%""‘MINIZMC.InfirC400-3SWAMMIkklitM

SAVE
10c
on Lysol
Toilet
Bowl
Cleaner

11
11

ii

1.1
ii

10'4.'""WWW0 MMVM,,,11111

II
f • 4.

t..

101

To the dealer We will pay you 10. plos 5. handling

&TM
IMO

charge for eath of thele Coupons redeemed in accor•
ince wrth Me terms col this Offer To Man camera
send to LEHN I FINK PnliductS Co PO Bon 1758
Ci.nton km 52734 This Coupon is good Only when

wieemeo by yOu ffOrn a consumer at time 01 mochas
on Lysol Toilet Bowl Cleaner Any other use combAs fraud invoiceS shorn's') purchase of gock to
cover coupons must be shown upon requesi Consurniamvsfeay any sees uses Coupon .0.55 taxed
restricted or pcor*Nted Dy law Cash ,atet 2Oot one
Cent Good Only U S A
TE-A-aoss

•.P71••.../Nrom• omo•41•
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KEA Checkoff System MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
For Political Action
Illegal, Registry Says
Advantage Of Murray Home & Auto's

By The Associated Press
NATIONAL

football games in the country.
An unreleased report based on
the study predicts that the
TAFT, Calif. (AP) — Three number-of skateboard injures
workers dangling in a basket will be more than double last
above an oil well were burned year's 188,000.
to death when an explosion
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)
INTERNATIONAL
deep in the well sent a geyser
The Kentucky Education
of oil and fire more than 100
Association's political fund
BELFAST, Northern raising unit's dues checkoff
feet into the air. The fire at the
sprawling Elk Hills Naval Oil Ireland tAP ) — The Irish system — used to build a
Reserve, the nation's largest Republican Army is losing political action fund — is
Roman illegal, the Kentucky Registry
oil reserve outside Alaska, support among
forced officials early today to Catholics weary of more than of Election Finance has found.
send for famed oil fire battler eight years of guerrilla war in
Craig, registry
John
Northern Ireland, British executive director, said in anRed Adair.
security authorities say. They interview
the
Tuesday
the
WARTBURG,Tenn.(AP)— cite sharp increases in the registry
concluded
James. Earl Ray, .the con- number of persons — more checkoff is coercive and
victed killer of Martin Luther than 200 this year — shot in the violates the state law
King Jr., will be defended at knees by guerrillas of the prohibiting the use offoercive
his trial on prison escape IRA's' Provisional wing as pressure to obtain concharges by lawyer Mark punishment for disobeying tributions.
Lane, who co-authored a book them.
Under the system used by
on King's assassination. Lane
KEA, teachers who are
wee given court permission
JOHANNESBURG, South members of the association
Tuesday-tirrepresent Ray at -Africa (AP) — • Government must indicate if they'do not
-.his trial_for a June 111 escape ...patholoyists. who performed want to contribute to the
from a rural Tennessee the autopsy on Steve Biko political action fund. Otherprison. Lane said he would found the young black leader's wise, the money — about $8 a
defend his client on grounds of death in prison was due to year for each teacher — is
wrongful imprisonment in the "extensive brain injury;'--IlUtomatleally dechrted.
informed medical sources
King assassination.
Craig said registry attorney
report. The autopsy report has Allen Prewitt Jr. will draw up
not been made public yet. But an order summarizing that
_WASHINGTON .
. fieeeuht„: of the thecligil and other bosrd findings.
'the
l'Se—RentileRY Education
H.
Humphrey, foreign and local critics of Political Action Council
Hubert
promising to win his fight South Africa's white gover- (KE-PAC) will be _given 30
against cancer, gays he'll nment that security police days after the registry's order
is filed to stop practices the
become President Carter's beat Biko to death. '
congressional champion and
board has found illegal, Craig
ABU DHABI, Iliiited Arab said.
confidant. " The Mihnesota
If the KEA fails to comply,
Democrat on Tuesday made Emirates (AP) — Police
his first appearance in the , sources say man who tried to the matter will be referred to
Senate since it was announced assassinate Syria's foreign the appropriate common"that his cancer is inoperable. minister and killed the deputy wealth's attorneys, he said.
The original complaint
He was treated to a five- foreign minister of the United
minute standing ovation from Arab Emirates instead was a about the checkoff system was
the Senate floor and galleries. Palestinian from Syria. brought by the Kerltucky
Syrian ,Foreign
.Business-Political Action
WASHINGTON (AP)— The Abdul Halim Khaddam, Who Council, an. organization
Consumer Product Safety was being seen off by Ohobash connected. with the Kentucky
Commission estimates 375,000 after a one-day visit, said in Chamber of Commerce.
The registry .investigated
people will be injured in Damascus that there were
skateboard accidents in 1977. several gunmen who "came the matter because it is
That's slightly more than the fr_ym Baghdad." Relations charged under state law with
370,000 expected to be hurt in between Syria and Iraq have determining if the state's
Corrupt Practices Act has
all the non-professional been bad for some years.
been violated. The, registry
has the authority to recommend that action betaken, but
does not have the power to
prosecute.
Craig said he expects the
registry's decisions in this
matter to be tested in the
courts.
Reaction to the decision
from the KEA was one of

YOU WON'T
BELIEVE THE
SOUND...OR

Chestnut Street

PurP00e,

jfl a news release, KEA
President Wayne Hatirey said
the decision "astounds us
because we worked closely
with the registry and followed
its advice in setting up our
system of collecting contributions" for ICE-PAC.
"In addition," the release
said, "the legality of the Kkc
PAC operation was verified by
an attorney general's opinion
of June 9, 1975.
Harvey said the KEA will
appeal the decision, which
"will not put an end to teacher
involvement in politics."
Craig said charges relating
to the, dues checkoff system
that were not acted 'OriIfthe
-registry were dismissed. He
said-he could not elborate.
When the complaint was
filed last June, however,
Philip Thompson, treasurer of
the Business-Political Action
committee, said perhaps the
most serious violation lnvalved the prohibition ot
candidates agreeing to vote a
certain way on an issue in
return for financial support. Thompson said Tuesday he
wanted to check with his attorney before commenting on,
the registry's findings. He
scheduled a news conference
today to discuss the report. In addition to ruling against'
the checkoff method, the
board came to the following
conclusions during a closed
meeting, Craig said.
—That county school boards
have been making corporate
gifts of some value to KE-PAC
and rendettng a service in
violation of the state law
prohibiting corporate contributions to political candidates':
—That KE-PAC must report
the value of the service
performed ,by the local school
boards in collecting dues
through the negative checkoff
system.
—That Kentucky educators
public affairs councils in
various counties mint register
with the election registry even
though they do not disperse
funds.

LOW PRICE!

1

MAGNAVOX MODULAR STEREO
Model 1708 brings yat.j super stereo and a small
price tag. Stereo FM/AM tuner/amplifier with
built-in 8-track tape player, automatic record
changer and two sealed back speakers with
special vented designs project great sound.

SALE $16995
SALE Thursday, Friday & Saturday

QUALITY IN EVERY DETAIL

Chesinut Si

753-7575

Murray, Ky.

Weekdays &
Sundays
WPSD-T V

A group is being formed by
the Department of Speech and
Theatre at Murray State
University for a six-day New
York theatre visit March 1116, 1978.
Robert E. Johnson, director
of the University Theatre on
an
the campus, said
organizational meeting has
been scheduled at 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 2, in Room
111 of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center to discuss
arrangements and finalize
plans.
He emphasized that the trip
is open to anyone interested in
the Broadway Theatre.
Highlights of the program
will include tickets to four
including
performances,
"Chorus Line" and "Annie," a
lecture and backstage tour of
a major Broadway show, a
seminar with a leading
theatre professional, hotel
accommodations at .the
Edison Hotel for five nights,
and tours of Greenwich
Village, Lincoln Center, and
Players ( former home of
Edwin Booth).
The entire program, ex-

eluding transportation and
meals, will cost an estimated
$140, according to Johnson.
He urged anyone who is
interested who cannot attend
the Nov. 2 meeting to call him
at the University Theatre
(502) 762-4421. An early
inquiry is advised, he said.
since the time is short for
paying a deposit to insure
inclusion in the program.

Take

Bridal Registry

HUGER

10/22® AUTOLOADING RIFLE
(22LR) Standard Carbine 10,22R

9

WINCHESTER MODEL 94

port
20" Winchester Proof-steel barrel Winblue finish. New loading
with improved cover. Solid walnut stock and fore-end Sturdli
machinact siesion. 30:30 caliber.

8110 mum
"
°°

(A) 8-Track AM/FM Radio

(B) In-Dash Cassette

le-Dash! Toning dial swings up for tapes.
Indicator lights up for channel selection
and FM stereo stations_ Compact 5)4"
chassis permits easy installetion even in
es.n
tight places. 61165-554

And AN/FM Rabe! Fast forward,reverse
and tape eject on convenient 3-way con.
trol. Automatic eiect at tape ond. Indicator lights for tape-on and FM stereo recepMIS
tion. 61/65-436

Protects agelitSLfreezing axtivi-tiftstcPatented protection .you can trust.

Before you
get burned...
Protect your valuable- records at home-in your
Sentry Survivor fire-safe
deposit,box.

Here's the first safe at this price that withstands fires
4-inch insulated walls have
/
of 1700°F. for one hour. 13
'
feet of solid concrete. Weigh,
2
of
quality
the fire-resistant
only 35 lbs
Avoid the headache of replacing important papers, the
heartache of losing valuables Envy at-home
convenience and peace-of-mind - with Stirritior—
the best protection for .ctle mOney.
Summer heat can hurl performance, Improper oil levels can
ruin your car's ngine. Valvoline
10W40 is an excellent all-cli
mate .1 ..,tor oil that protects
mewing parts. G6110W40

Homecoming Dance
Set At Country Club
Saturday Night
Byron Gallimore and his
Commonwealth band will
provide the music Saturday
annual
night for
the
Homecoming Dance at the
Murray Country Club.
Scheduled to begin at 9 p.m..
with dancing until 1 a.m., the
dance will be open with all
Murray State University
alumni and their friends are
invited. Tickets are $5 per
couple.
Allen and Georgianna
Moffitt are the over-all
chairmen for—the dance.
Assisting them will be Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Mattis, Mr. and
Mrs. Tony Hamby, Mr. and
Mrs. A.B. Crass, Mr. and Mrs.
Ted Bradshaw, Dr. and Mrs.
Charles Warner and Dr., and
Mrs. Gary Marquardt.

BATTERY CHARGERS
Far charging both 6-volt and 12-volt batteries at a 4-ampere rate. Will
recharge an average battery in 5 to 14 his Automatic circuit breaker and
selector switch for voltagechange. Accurate numeral diii ammeter,shows
the erect rate of charge entering the battery. Steel casing
4-Amp Charger. 66/2521-04
1713
21.0
I-Amp Charger. 66(2521-03
27.1111
111-Amp Charger, 64/2521-06

14.99
AS FLAT
WELDING

us

QUARTZ HAND
SPOTLIGHT
Brilliant ham cetsfoe-seialst —
Mugs into any 12 V cigarette
lighter Fits easily into most
glove compartments and is lightweight-24 or Comes complete
with 1211 cord 61/0855

Cr a ,•••••
79, Amp AC
ISO Ar,

Federal State
Market Report
Federal State MarkelNews Service Lktober 26, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 1140 Est 800 Barrows &
Gilts fully 25 higher Sows near stead%
US 1-2 20D-Z10 lha
rts 50-40 00
US 1-3 200-240 lha
039 25-39 50
US 2-4 240-260
S38 25-39 n
US 3-4 260-280 Ills
837 25-3825
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
632 00-33 00 US 1-3 300-500
-88-32 Oil
1,1 500450 lbs
133 50-36 00
US 2-33n'500 the
831 00-31 50Boars 25 04-28 00

OVERHEAD
WELDING

WELDER

Gentle mist prus controlled heat let you curl, wave or style
your hair —,with no rollers, no long waiting. Incl. rest.
54-53

Murray Home & Auto
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Deadline Nears For Reconsideration On Home Rule Decision
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
' The deadline for asking the
state Supreme Court to
reconsider its decision
declaring-the-Kentucky-Henie-__ Rule Act unconstitutional is
Monday.
,But the chance of the high
court granting is, rehearing
_
_appears slim.
By -Tuesday, only the at• Wiley generals office had
filed a brief seeking a

rehearing.
Atty. Gen. Robert Stephens
has said his office would intervene because of its
constitutional duty to defend a--duly enacted law of the
General Assembly.
The Supreme Court's
September ruling negated the
General Assembly's authority
to delegate to fiscal courts the
povrer to enact laws.
The court said ,only the

General Assembly is vested
with legislative power and
cannot broadly delegate that
authority.
Since the attorner-generalwas not a party to the.appeal,
the office filed an amino
curiae (friend of-the Court)
brief asking.the high court to
reconsider
Parties to the appeal have
not- yet filed petitions for _a
rehearing. •

'Jr
r
ik

However._ Paknore said,
there is always the possibility
the court could decide ,to
modify or clarify its ruling.'

MB

Shroat Realty CO. &
Montgomery Ward
Catalog Store
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decision left the committee in for the attorney general's
office.
something of a limbo.
In an opinion released
Until committee members
know- whether the the court Tuesday, Asst. Atty. Gen.
w,ill rehear the -ease or Charles Runyan advised Scott
whether they have to re-enact County Atty..Richard Rawdon
a version of the home rule law Jr. that be would "simply
next year, "anything they do have to await the final
is like shadow boning" %Aid decision of the Supreme Court
Prentice Harvey,an IRC staff in the home rule case."
assistant to the committee:
Ftawdon had asked whether
That same uncertainty has the home rtde-decision would
spawned a rash of inquiries affect the authority of a local

settled by the end of the year—
before the legislature convenes in January.
Palmore • noted that only
about one per cent of petitions
for rehearings succeed.
County...officials.. eye .the
probability- of ã reheat-tit-poor odds, because the
supreme court was unanimous
In its ruling.
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Meanwhile, the special
Legislative Research Commission Subcommittee on
counties and special districts
were to discuss today whether
to file a Similar brief asking
the court to reconsider.
The committee has been
studying issues related to
home rule with the intention of
more clearly defining_ the law
during the-19711sesa4m-- --However, the supreme court

tourist and, convention
commission to levy a tax oh
motels in the city and county.
In a separate interview,
Runyan said he was hopeful
the matter would be settled by
the end of the year.
Erupteie-i .1--ClUir. -Chief
Justice Jplui Palmore said
Tuesday that the court, if
petitioned fbr a rehearing,
probably would schedule oral
arguments on the question
after the November elections
but before Dec L - - He said the matter should be
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in the Uncle Jeff's
Shoppins Center

ome items not exactl

as •icturecl

Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.
We have more hunting items than any other area store...all at discount prices

1111
.0
1.
M295 Mallardtone

OLT
Coon Call N-27

Duck Call
$395

$449

Counter Top

Sink Board
$299
Windshield
Washer
Solvent

_Yentzen
Sure Shot Triple Reed

Duck •
Call

$

Anti-Freeze
—Cleant Windows=

Cannon

Vicks
NyQuil
Nighttime Cold Medicine
6 or

Sale

$139

1

--

Strowberry, Lemony Herbal,
Golden Honey, Rainforest,
Mask. 15 tn.

16"y-16"
Reg.
2.99
100%
-Polyester
Filling

Hold & Hold & Hold
By Style
Invisible Hair Net, Regular, Extra Hold, Unscented.. 8 or
tioneerosol

,

settings, 1000 watts, snail and light
height model 901

Close-Up
Toothpaste

$5
99

Regular or Mint flavored - family Size 6.4
oz.

Sleepers
By Gerber
Zipper Front
Non Skid Feet
Toddler Sizes
S-M-L

Gillette
Troc II
Twin Blade Cartridges
helms of 5

,

Cricket
Disposable
Butane
Lighter
Super microgroove heads shave super close,
floating heads, self sharpening-rotary
blades, pop-up trimmer Model HP1119F

Men's
Football

Flannel Jerseys
100% Cotton
Shirts

I
Gillette
Pro Max
Compact
Hair Dryer
fast Robot for congested colds. 2$ tablets

Cotton & Polyester
Solids & Stripes

Boys' Long
Tale

We carry a nice selection

Discount Prices

Style Shampoo

Wash
Clothes

Rel. 1.49

Ladies
Short Sleeve

Pullovers
- Polyester
Cotton
Reg. 4.99

1r—
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Store Hours:
7-8 Mon-Thurs.
7-9 Fri. 8. Sat.
12-6;30 Sun.

512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

•
111
•
Char—min
Bathroom

Tissue
4 Roll

Frosty Acres Crinkle Cut
Pride of Illinois
Yellow Cream Style L Whole Kernel
Fields Pro leaguer

WIENERS
Swift Proten Rolled

Kraft Deluxe American Slices

CHEESE
Nestles Assortml

CANDY BARS...6/$71
"
ira6KIES....5t06...3/$1x
Similac Concentrate
Bush R.S.P.

Showboat 1702.

SWEET POTATOES

no

Pepsi or
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Final Rites Today
For Mrs. Fulton

Deaths and Funerals
Henry A. Farris Dies Tuesday With Funeral Thursday

Funeral Is Today

Final rites for Mrs. Ethel
Tatum Fulton are being held
today at one p.m.at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Herman Choate of Paducah
officiating and Mrs. Otto
Erwin as organist.
Serving as pallbeavers are
Aubrey George, Roy Bell,
Richard
Earl 'Byerly,
Lassiter, Paul Holland, Ben
Hopkins. Burial will follow in
the Palestine Cemetery.
Mrs. Fulton, age 88, died
Monday at 8:45 p.m. at the
home of a daughter, Mrs. A. T.
Meunier, Paducah Route
Nine. She was a member of
United
Aldersgate
the
Methodist Church, Paducah,
and had resided there since
1926. She was the daughter of
the late Cool Lee and Martha
Jane Page Lee of Calloway
County.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. A. T.
(Lorena) Meunier and Mrs.
William (Pauline) Warden,
Paducah Route Nine; two
great grandsons, Charles
Meunier, Paducah,and Bobby
Tatum,. Orlando, Fla.; four
great grandchildren. One son,
Lowell L. Tatum, died September 29, 1975.

Real Estate Seminar Set
A free seminar entitled University on Wednesday,
-Farm Appraisal and Land Nov
as aliother "Caravan
Investment Strategies" is 77" program of the Kentucky
scheduled at Murray State Real Estate Commisidon.
Offered by the commission
In 'conjunction- with the
Murray-Calloway County
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Board of Realtors and Murray
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
State, the seminar will begin
Murray,are as follows:
at .1:30 p.m. in the West
22% -%
Heublein Inc
Kentucky Livestock Show and
4744 +44
, McDonalds Corp. ..
13/
1
2unc Exposition Center.
Ponderosa Systems

Henry A. Farris, age 92, Farris, all of Murray; four- Funeral Home with Bro.
died Tuesday .at two p. m. at teen grandchildren; seven- Henry Hargis officiating.
the Murray-Calloway County teen great grandchildren; one Burial, will follow in the
Hospital. He was a member of great great grandchild. Murray City Cemetery..
The funeral for Mrs. 0. A.
the New Providence Church of
The funeral will be held
Friends may call at the
(Maud Hersler) Harker was
Christ.
Thursday at two p. m. at the funeral home after six p. m
changed from Tuesday at two
- Born July 7, 1885, in Henry chapel of the J. H. Churchill today r Wednesday).
p.m: to eleven a.m. today at
Coutty, Tenn., he was the son
the chapel- of the McEvoy. of the late James Henry
Funeral H6me, Paris,- Tn. Farris and Mary Ellen
38% -44
Kimberly Clark
41% -44
Union Carbide
Burial was in the Murray City
BurtonFais.
26% +
W.R. Grace
Cemetery.
Mr. Farris is survived by
26% +
Texaco
General Elec.
ON -4
•
Mrs. Harker, age 96, died
two daughters, Mrs. Rosie
9% -41
GAF
Monday at three a.m. at her
Pearce of Murray and Mrs.
25% unc
GeorgTaaCific
A.
Carl
Mrs.
for
The funeral
Pfizer
24% +%
home. She is survived by two Elaine Herzog of White
(Mamie) Davis, 809 Hurt,
Jim Walters
27% unc
daughters, Miss Ann Harker Plains, N. Y.; four sons, Noble
Kirsch
17% unc
Street, Murray, will be held
34%-%
Disney
of Paris, Tn., and Mrs. Her- of Murray, Floyd and Bradley
Thursday at one p.m. at the
744 unc
Franklin
Mint
Thelbert Wyatt of River
man Crouch of Memphis, Tn.;
of Tulsa, Okla., and Prentice
chapel of the Waters Funeral Rouge, Mich., formerly of
Prices
of
Stocks
of
local
interest
at
one brother, John T. Bersler of
of Fort Worth, Texas; two
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Home, Baldwyn, Miss., with Calloway
County, died
Wayne, Neb.; - two grand- sisters, Mrs. Novie Pattersoar,
Times by I. M. Simon Co. of Murray are
the Rev. John Donley of- Tuesday morning at—the
as follows:
children; two great grand- and Mrs. Meda Jackson, both
ficiating.
Riverside Hospital, Trenton,
Indus. Avg.
-3.12
children.
of Murray; three brothers,
Pallbearers will be br.
Hardy, Hall, and Herbert Mitchell Ford, T. Charles Mich. He was 65 years of age
Airco
307 -%
and-was preceded in death by
Air PrOducts '
2444 unc
Gower, Howard Hopkins, his wife, Mrs. Sallie Barnett
American Motors
3% -44
`Ashlandall '
29% -%
Harold Burns, James -Nanny; Wyatt; 66,Jan-illy 31,1971.
A.T.S4T.
.5112.s unc
and Billy Hopkins. Burial will
Void Motor-Co.
42% -%
The:deceisedii-inivived by
Gen. Dynamics
45% -I
follow in the Baldwyn one daughter, Mrs. Bobby
Gen, Motors
674 -11
/
2
Memorial
Friends
Gardens.
Gen.
Tire
7244
unc
.
.
(Fanny) Mohler,. Almo Route
Goodrich 19% +1'4
the.
may
CST
at
Waters
Funeral services for Guy
Mrs. Ella Pursell, widow of
One; two sons, Bunus Barnett,
Gulf011
27% +%
IBM
257% +44
Mark Purcell, of Sedalia, died Funeral Home at Baldwyn Lincoln Park, Mich.,. and
Rutland of Almo are being
Pennwalt
32 unc
at 4:30 p.m. Monday at the after six p.m. today (Wed- Walter Wyatt, Wyandotte,
held today at two p.m. at the
Quaker Oats
72% -4i.
Tappan.
7%
Community
chapel of the J. H. Chorchill
+4
Hospital,, nesday).
Mich.; two sisters, Mrs. Roy
Western Union
17% -44
84, died (Jetta) Sills, St. Louis, Mo.,
Mrs. Davis,
Mayfield. She was 77 years of
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Zenith Radio
13% +Le
Monday at seven p.m. at the and Mrs. Manon Hargrove,
Roger Josepk and the Rev..A. age.
M: ThOmaS - officiating. The
Mrs:Purcell leaves tiFee Murray-Calloway County Bronnson: Kansas; two
song service is by the Joyful
daughters, Mrs. Inez Taylor, Hospital. She was a member brothers, Aubrey Wyatt, 504
The funeral for Dennis Tn.; one sister, Mrs. Verna
. Sound Quartet with Terri Sedalia, Mrs. Frances Mc- of the First Christian Church North Fifth Street, Murray,
- Lamb is being held today at Clayton, Buchanan, Tn.;
Clure and Mrs. Betty Mc- at Baldwyn, Miss., where she and, Loyd Wyaft,-Cadfzr,MI
Downey as organist.
Clure, both of Princeton, and a and her husband, Carl, to grandchildren; one great 2:30 p. m. at the Hazel Church -eleven grandchildren; sixteen
Serving as pallbearers are
of Christ with Bro. Charlie great grandchildren.
John Imes,-gob Jones, Ralph son, Garland Purcell, of whom she was married on grandchild.
June 6, 1913, resided until five
Sedalia.
Evans, Alvah Galloway, Cecil
The body is being returned Sweatt and Bro. Ewing
Also, she leaves a sister, years ago when they moved tcr to the Max Cliurchill Funeral Stubblefield officiating..
Taylor, and Joe Dan Taylor.
Mrs. Nellie Tatterson, of Murray.
Burial will follow in the
Serving as pallbearers are
Home, Murray, where funeral
-Survivors include her services will be held Friday at Myram Lamb,Mike Pflueger,
Mayfield-, Rolite'Six-; thirteen
TeMple'Hill Cenietery.
grandchildren and - eleven husband, Carl A. Davis, one p. m. with burial to follow Gerald, Joe Pat, L. V., and
Mr. Rutland, age 76, died
The Fall Festival will be
Murray; two daughters, Mrs. in the Barnett Cemetery. ' Junior Ray. Burial will follow held at the
great grandchildren.
Monday at 7:45 p.m. at the
North Calloway
Murray-Callptvay County , Services are setfor two p.m. Sherrill (Lucile) Outland,
Friends may call at the in the Mt. Pleasant Cemetery Elementary School on Friday,
today at the Byrn. Funeral Murray Route Five, and Mrs. funeral home after twelve with the arrangements by the October 28 with the ParentEloseftal. -He was a retired
Chapel, Mayfield, with the LaVerne McCarthy, Meatrie, noon on Thursday.
farmer and was preceded in
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. Teacher Club as the sponsor.
Rev. Harry Nall officiating. La.; one son, Paul L. Davis,
- Mr. Lamb, age • 82, died
death by his wife, Mrs. Mary
.
Super will be served star_
-Erie Rutland, on February 8; Burial will be in Burnett's Oklahorna,City, (ikla.; seven
Monday at 3.:34 p. m. at- the• ting at 5:30 a. m. with the
IAKE DATA grandchildren including Mrs.1977.
Chapel ,Cemetery.
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 3541, Murray-Calloway --County activities to start at six p. m.'
•
Survivors include two - Serving as pallbearers, are Junior (Sheri) Pittman of down 0.2.
Hospital.
The King and Queen of the
daughters, Mr. Frank
Gary Ray, John Rodgers, Murray Route Five and
He is survived by three school will be crowned at the
Below dam 303.0, down 0-.6.
Wofford, Dover, Tn., and Mrs. James Workman, Larry Jimmy Outland of JefBarkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.6, daughters, Mrs. James Ray festival.
Perry, Mike McClure, Larry fersonville, Ind.
Vt/illiam Avery, Powell, Tn.;
and Mrs. Harold Ray of Hazeldown 0.5.
All parents, teachers,
The
Blalock-Coleman
two sons,' Jimmy Rutland, McClure, Greg McClure, Tim
Below dam 313.7, down 0.5. and Mrs. Virgil Clayton. of students, and interested
Dexter, and Don Rutland, McClure, Jeff McClure, and Funeral Home had charge of
Sunset 6:08 p.m. Sunrise Buchanan, Tn.; one son, persons are invited to attend,
local arrangements.
Murray; seven grandchildren. Dale Garner.
7:14 a.m.
• Jimmy Lamb of Humboldt, a PTC spokesman said.
.

For Mrs. Harker

Funeral Thursday
For Mrs: Davis

Thelbert Wyatt Is

Dead At Age 65;
Services Friday

Guy.Rutland Rites

Mrs. Pursell Dies

Today At Chapel

With Rites Today

STOCK MARKET

Dr. Robert C. Suter,
associate
professor
of
agriculture economics at
Purdue University, will
conduct the seminar, which is
open to anyone wishing to

Services Are Today For Dennis Lamb

North PTC Plans
For Fall Festival

especially
and
attend
designed for real estate
licensees.
Suter has a. nationwide
reputation for his book entitled "The Appraisal of Farm
Real Estate," now in its third
printing, and for his two-day`
appraisal seminar, which he
has presented in 14 states.
He has been on the Purdue
faculty more than 20 years
and has specialized in such
courses as farm management,
farm finance, farm appraisal,
and estate planning. He is now
researching the area of farm
next
the
to
transfer
generation.

Issues In
Chrisman
Campaign For
Mayor
During my comments on jssues in the mayors race
which are critical to Murray,f have pointed out some
of the methods used by my opponent in accomplishing
his objectives.
Several of the methods lie used were pointed out-to
me bymy opponerit-ptivately and in the presence Of
others. I can verify that he uses these methods after
-serving with hiinfor fouryears onthe City Coupcjkand _
,
which often created any number of problems.
As an example,during the meeting of October 10th at
the Womvi's Club, he stated quote "Being a college
professor; suspected Communist, left wingest,
liberal." He stated thissomewhat in jest in answer to a
questioriltit he seems to'take pridein describing hint=
self in those terms in addition to radical, controversial,
rough, tough. Quite frankly I do not associate college
professors with communist,left wingest or necessarily
liberals nor do I associate my Opponent with such a
description. In fact!do not believe he is.
But his self-description so often, has strenghtened
my convietions that he could,not serve-the. best tb-terests of the people and Murray as Mayor.
. Elect
IL Ed. Chri.sman

Maass Clip
Moro lions To Follow
Paid for by Chrlsznan Campaign Fund
For Mayor,Forrest Priddy,treasurer

•••••
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Your Kitcko.iAid® Headquarters
invites you to their

Biggest Dishwasher Sale Ever!
These Kitchen Aid dishwashers are priced so low...some prices are censored!
Come in...see...buy...and savemsavemsave on a beautiful KitchenAid!

The Superba.

y The Imperial...

Featuring Scan Scrbb Cycle.

Soak 'n

Plus six otber cycles to suit
year needs. Sani Cycle.

Normal

Energy Saver Cycle.

Rinse/Hold.

dpacesisoker Rocks:

bieray Saver.

Aetwootic
Disp

Dual

Normal
Wash.

Upper

Four Stay-Put
Flex 0-Dividers

Detergent

Action Indicator Dial.

16-Position Ashestable
!Kb,
Attestable Dividers.

The Custom
Wash.

Itinso/leold.
Energy Savor.
Ng, My Usable Rods.
Action Indicator Dial.

00 MIN Rot
Ap
e

Reg. $496.00

44111'
1

I $45800

E* *
Reg.$456.00
1

% SAYE 38°°
S•ass
,

*Nu"

You will love a"Load as you like"Illtitc1hkeinkAid®Dishwasher.
Phone 753-1713

Ward-Elkins

Murray, Ky.

COOKING CORNE
I.

Young Family Celebrates Holidays Traditionally
Martha and,Gene Cook are
I'
part because Martha's family 5 eggs, plus 1 egg yolk for 1 T. and 1 t. salt
Speed until light, about 5
working very hard at creating
In a meaiurn saucepan, layer top side up on the cream_
blending
always
turkey
had
well.
for
Sift
together
glaze
1 t. celery salt
minutes. At low speed beat in combine the chocolate pieces, Frost sides first, especially
a special home for their young
Christmas. Martha likes to
flour, baking powder and salt.
cup raisins
,the flour mixture alternating cream, and butter. Stir over where layers
1 t. hot pepper sauce
family. They are consciously
seperated.
are
continue this tradition, and.
Traditional dissolving
When ready to cook, dip with the cocoa mixture, medium heat until smooth. Next frost the top, swirling Add to the sugar mixture
building holiday traditions for
alternately with the molasses
because her family is small method: In a large bowl each sparerib in the sauce, beginning
and ending with the Remove from heat and with a decoratively. Refrigerate at
their son Gene, almost six,
to make a smooth dough. Chill
they can quickly tire of turkey combine flour, sugar, and salt place on the grill and cook for flour mixture, mix
- _ whisk blend
and their daughter Lauri, one,
only,
in the sugar. Set least 1 hour before serving. To
refrigerator at least 2
to enjoy. Martha is learning to by Christmas. Therefore, they making a well in the center, of about 2040 minutes, turning -enough to blend thoroughly, pan in a bowl of ice and con- cut use a thin-edged sharp in
hours. Roll out dough 44"
celebrate with ham.
the flour. Beat the eggs occasionally. Bast with the but do not overheat. Divide
make some of the very special
tinue to beat until the mixture knife, with a gently sawing thick, cut with gingerbread
At Christmas Martha _ma together. Soften yeast in 1 c. sauce during „the last 15 batter
evenly into 3 9" round holds its shape.
Swiss treats Gene has enjoyed Gene make
motion. The cake serves at "family" cutters and bake on
holiday treats for warm (105-115 deg)
. milk in minutes of cooking. Cook until .cake pans that have been
since his childhood in the old gifts and for
least 12.
Filling
entertaining. which the butter has—been the ribs are glazed and tender.- greased
greased, lightly floured
and floured. Bake in
Swiss Colony of London, They have a pinwheel
GINGERBREAD PEOPLE cookie sheet about 6 minutes
11
/
2 _c. whipping , cream,
candy warmed as well. (it Ii not
preheated 350 deg. oven for 25- chilled
Kentucky. London being and a snack called
1 stick butter, softened
nuts and necessary for the butter to
or until done. Do not overbake.
30 minutes or until surface
GENE'S FAVORITE
located in the Appalachian Dolts that they always
1 c. sugar
(scant)
unsifted
c.
condo, and melt completely) Pour eggs,
Cool on rack. Decorate before
springs back when gently fectioner(' sugar
CHOCOLATE CAKE
foothills. Martha is sharing other things as the
2 T. cinnamon
time and yeast mixture into the
baking with items of your
pressed
Cakes
with
fingertips.
Layer
Cool
39"
her heritage from the Land allows. Young Gene
11
/
2 T. freshly grated nutmeg choice, raisins, citron,
11
/
2 t. vanilla extract
and his well and begin mixing. As you
in
pans 10 minutes. Carefully
Cake
Between the Lakes area dother make and
Whip cream with sugar and 2 T. ginger
gumdrops, candied cherries
decorate are kneading the dough,
1 c. unsifted, unsweetened loosen sides with spatula, vanilla, refrigerate until 1 T. lemon extract
where she grew up on a farm. sugar cookies to eat
or whatever. Trim after
and hang gradually add,the :remaining
remove
from pans, and cool on needed.
Together they have a on the tree. For Christmas
c. evaporated mile
baking with the following icing
c. milk and the 4'2 c. water 2 c. boiling rater
wire racks.
distinctive Kentucky dinner dessert it is always
To Assemble
5 c. all-purpose flour
paste:
to
the
flour
that
has
not
yet
flour
Frosting
244 c. silted all-purpose
background that is as diverse coconut cake. During the
On a serving plate, place 11
/
2 T. baking powder
c. confectioners sugar
been incorporated into the 2 t. baking soda
1-6 oz. package semisweet one layer top sicje
as the state itself.
- holidays Martha makes loaves -- dough1
.
a.few drops.water
.
•
11t,taalf..
"7It is only fitting that
„spread • with, half -of -114
of-the Swiss Zupha
Varioux food colorings, ofr
the:- -1(4ad the dough, first in Ilse
c whipping cream
—_._
1.44.. baking powder
Western Kentucky girt should recipe follows,
whipping cream. Place second
froth her bowl and later on a lightly
-•1
e
softened
butter
butter,
1 c.
meet an Eastern Kentucky mother-in-law's recipe. These
layer, top side down on first
Preheat oven, to 350 deg.
Children •-• love to !yelp
2/
1
2 c. unsifted confectioners' and spread with remainder of Cream butter
1
2 c. granulated sugar
boy in Louisville while they she shares with special floured surface until little 2/
and sugar. Add decorate-and are usually quite blisters
form
and
it
is
smooth
sugar
eggs
large
4
were both pursuing medical friends.
whipping cream. Place third spices, extract and milk, creative.
and elastic, approximately 10 11
/
2 t. vanilla extract
careers. Gene was in medical
The rest of the year Martha minutes.
school and Martha, a recent is very careful about what
her.
Rapid mix dissolving
In a medium sized bowl,
graduate of -Centre College in family eats. She steams
method:
combine
the cocoa with the
In
a
large
bowl
Danville Was a graduate vegetables, uses only skim
combine
2
c.
boiling
water,
flour,
sugar,
mixing leth a
salt
medial technician program. milk,,and desserts are servect
whisk until smooth, cool
andA yeast. • --In -medium
wire
-1-1F-7 was •duiIii
their only for special events. At
completely. Sift flour with
residence in Louisville that home she rarely fries saucepan, over low heat,
warm the milk, the water and soda, salt, and baking powder.
they became acquainted with anythirig, trying to cut down
butte'r-iintil very warm (120In the large bowl of an
.7öfliBi1T Wilson,
e ay,-October 26,1977
Section B — Page One
on both the fats and calories 130 deg.). With an electric electric mixer beat butter,
tiquently learning a greattrill consumed. She has become
mixer at low speed, gradually sugar,eggs and vanilla at high
about Murray's advantages. very health conscious since
liquid
into
dry
Eventually, after looking she became responsible for pour
ingredients.
Increase
speeckto
around, they chose Murray creating good eating patterns
medium, beat 2 minutes,
.
and a partnership with- Dr.. for her children.
occassionally scraping the
Conrad Jones, After living,
The Joy of Cooking" is bowl sides with a rubber
here a year and a half they probably her most used cookspatula. Beat in the eggs and 2
have found the community to book and forms the basis of
more cups of flour. Continue
be everything they'd hoped.
her cooking background. -She beating 2 minutes, add about
Because they are new also uses the "American
4,4 more cups of flour or
residents, and because of Heart Association Cookbook"
enough to make a soft dough.
Lauri's birth shortly after for daily meals., reporting that.
Turn out on a lightly Courted
they arrived, most. of the the recipies are very tasty.
surface and knead until
entertainment they have done The
Southern
Living smooth and elastic, aphas centered around their Magazine Cookbook Series is
proximately 10 minutes.
families and occassionally another favorite, especially
Beth methods continue: Add
another couple or two. Also, for entertaining ideas:Martha
the raisins which have been
being an obstetrician does has also taken classic French
mixed with a little flour to the
inherently
cause
com- cooking classes since moving
dough. Shape the dough into a
plications in planning formal tal4urray.
ball and place in a greased
dinners.
__Today,.Martha shares some bowl, turning the dougl'orice
The Cooks have always Of her families favorite special
so that top is greased. Cover
enjoyed the holiday seasons. occasion recipes. It is time to
with a towel and let rise in a
Last Fall, Martha and young think about your holiday's
warm place away from all
Gine made a special point of baking program. We IcnOw you
drafts until doubled in bulk,
selecting the nicest pumpkin will enjoy trying something
about 1 hour.
from .their _ garden from new on your family--and
Punch dough down and(Urn
which to make a real pump& friends.
onto lightly floured surface.
pie. They both report that the
This bread Is a long standing
Divide into 3 or 4 equal.portaste was terrific: They,even Cook family favorite which tions,
cover, and let
washed, toasted, and salted may tle_served as is or dressed Grease either 4-81 LAW!rest.
loaf
/
2
the seeds fora meek". —
up for Christmas.
pans or 3-9"x5" loaf pans.
Halloween is Gingerbread
ZUPHA
Cookie sheets may also be
People time for Martha and
used, resulting in lower,
3 or 4 Braided Loaves
her son. They have made them 8-9.c. all-purpose flour
broader loaves.
fDr special friends who come 1 c. sugar
Divide each portion of bread
"Trick or Treating." Buf'most 1 t. salt
into three equal parts. Each
of the fun is in the baking and 3 packages active dry yeast part should be formed
into
decorating.
long strips for braiding either
11
/
2 c. whole milk
For Thanksgiving Martha L-2 c. water
by rolling with your hands or
usually has ham. This 1 c. butter
by holding and squeezing.
departure from the usual is in
Next braid each loaf, tucking
the ends wider, place in Itie
-loaf pans. Cover with a towel
and let rise in a warm place
until doubled, about 1-11
/
2
hour.
1 •*
Before baking you may cut
along the braid design with a
scissors to make the design
more pronounced. Be careful
not to deflate the bread in
11
"
doing so, however. Brush eifcli
loaf with egg yolk beaten with
1 T. of water. Preheat oven to
350 deg. Bake loaves 35
minutes or until they sound
hollow when lightly tapped.
Remove from pans imse,7
mediately. Cool on wire racks.
itt„•.
It may be necessary to
cover the bread
with
aluminum foil during the last
part of the baking time to
prevent over-browning.
For a special Christmas
touch the bread may be iced
with a confectioners' sugar'
glareand decorated with red
And remember when you're pricing coffee a
-.`-•ess, _dr Pa,,,otrig
and
green
maraschino
'2 pounctiar of Taster's Choice' 100% Freezecherries and pecan halves as
COOKIE TREAT—Lauri Cook, one, nibbles on a fresh
awl"— Dried Coffee makes as many cups as 2 pounds
one's imagination dictates. If
gingerbread cookie her mother Martha Cook has just
of ground roast?.
you decide to decorate do not
baked. Gene Cook Jr. anticipates having one just as the
apply the egg yolk glaze.
rroJor' 1the .e.ec11,-O
Base-1
photographer takes his picture. Mrs. Cook, wife of
Sugar glaze: In a small
Murray physician Gene Cook, baked the special fall
bowl, stir 2 C. Confectioners'
treat intonjunction with a feature on Dr. and Mrs. Cook
sugar,/
1
2t. vanilla extract and
in today's Cooking Corner.
about 3 T. water until smooth.
Stab Photo by Lovkt.11 Atchley
Apply to cooled bread at once.

the
Murray

r 81 Times

tomemoo
Looks,smells
tastes
roast
ccItee.

Spice Up Your Holiday Tables
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SPARERIBS
Boil 5 lbs. pork loin, countrystyle ribs in 4-5 quart (26.5 oz.)
white wine and Li c. lemon
juice for 1 hour. Cool ribs in
the wine liquid, place room
temperature ribs, still in
liquid in the refrigerator for at
least 6 hours. Mix the
following ingredients and
simmer on top of the stove for
10 minutes for the Bart cue
Sauce:
3 c. ketchup
1 c. water
1 medium onion, chopped fine
44 C. brown sugar
3 T. Worcestershire Sauce •
.3 T. 'naturally-brewed soy
Sallee

2 1', wine vinegar

r4o, io.cics

STORE COUPON

TO THE DEALER et., coupon 0
"deemed only as tonnes For amount spi
turd plus 50 tor hancll.ne er.owded
,)oCresre fecteved horn customer on 0
,
0
, l‘ase 04',seed merchand.se Proof oe
purcease of SuFterent dvi.oF Merehand.Se
)corer coupoessubmttecl
rn•Kt 00 S1XW'
+, request (Feturt to comply may vOKI
UtIfICOTS subrmeted tor fedemplon Re
senspr.Ons not noncaect thicaaah ta'flaa,,
other outsude agences Coupons Aft
.
ontranslerakee and yowl a use .s Pr01"0
,Pd I•sed riestficted of 1.0ense
•ereared Customer Must p.ef ant'
Ales
Cash
I.. rim( ,EOR
.WEESE;;T TO0U1411444--••EART4044
".
'
F401
MAN OR MAK TO Ti* NESTLE COMnANY INC PO BOO 1500 ELM CITY
C 271096 OfFER G000 ONLY IN S A
C.000 ONLY ON TASTERS CHOICE.
100% EREEZE•ORIED COFFEE ANY
OTHER USE CONSTITUTES FRAUD

EXPIR
LIM

JANUARY
1.4I78
NE COOF.oN
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me am an inn am rim am mom nog ale mime
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-FREEZE-DRIED cial-th.
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556801
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Let's Stay Well

PI

J L Blasi/van-ie. M.D

Avoid Lifting A Child
By One Hand Or Arm

VISA

0. Mrs. R. N. writes that
on the neck. A 'WhiplashIf the child shoWs any
she and her husband have
type of neck injury can local swelling, limitation of
had a mild family arguresult.
movement, or crying _ on
ment about his practice of
I agree with your point of use of her forearm or arm
suddenly lifting their twoview and caution your hus- after such handling, she
year-old daughter- by. one - band that practices which should be seen by a physihand, often when she is not
you describe in handling cian to determine the exexpecting the pull. The
your child by the hand and tent of 'injury and the apmother fears that • such
upper limb can be harmful propriate treatment that
, pulling - may harm the. to the child.
may be needed.
child's arm while the father says that such is not
true.
. A. Sudden pulling on the
hand Of a child, especially
one under four years of
age, is potentially dangerFrances Drake
ous. The most common site
of injury is the upper end
FOR THURSDAY,OCTOBER 21, 1977
head) of the outer bone
evening activities will more
.What kind of day will
radius on the thumb side
of the forearm. The head of tomorrow be? To find out what than make up for it. Look for
exceptionally stimulating hours
the radius may become the stars say, read the forecast
with highly Congenial comgiven for your birth Sign.
dislocated Out of the cuffpanions.
like ligament near the

Your Individual
Horoscope
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Mike Barnett,
Body Shop Foreman
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14 HOUR
WRECKER SERVICE
Call 753-5273
Nights & Weekends
492-8154
753-1833
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The 10 Wall* Realistic® STA-84
"Built by Radio Shock" Receiver

THE STA-64 HI-Fl BEST-BUY SYSTEM

CUT
1528°

Peter Nero says, -When you get this many clean
watts for a low price, its sensible to get into component hi-fi. I recommend the product,
"
ikft-sinett••aisdreaftetrameasoinarkftealitas
Hz with no more than 0 8% total harmonic divortion
p
.

Reg.
24995

.
277

Reg. Separate
Items Price

•

• STA-14 AM-FM Stereo

429"

.

Receover (above)
/WO AtC•4000 Watrrut

Veneer Speakers
4
0 • LAB-52 Changer on
Base with -Cartridge

31-207i
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---LOG- CA BtN-FERM
NORTH FORK, Calif. ( AP)
— Using old tools and Inethods;a small company here offers to
:build you the log cabin of your-- dreams.
W it h long-handled bark
spuds, trimming adzes and—
axes, and bowing to modern
technology long enough to ac- cept the chainsaw, emplbyes of
the company, an offshoot of a •
wilderness survival school, will
furnish a prospective filmeowner with a log cabin of any
size and shape.
John Somerville, an ex_ Marine and head of both the
company and school, said the
work is done predominantly by
hand because _to_date they have
found no better way.
Selected trees are cut and the

. ..,
•-•.....1....".toilw

-too*

191117Z."71--

tri.e

100

1-t.t.xts.t

analytical mind, are driven by a
motivating force of extreme
Id' 'ism. You ate religious at
heart yet may be highly unconventional and unorthodox in
your behavior ar times.
Unusually versatile, there are
many ffplitix in which.you-couldsucceed but, most notably, in
art, literature and psychology;
also in the law, the theater or as
a topflight business executive.
You are stongly attracted to
both music and poetry and may
adopt either as an avocation.
Birthdate
of:
Theodore
Roosevelt, 26th U.S. Pres.;
Dylan Thomas, Welsh poet.

.Specializing in all types of Auto Body Repair on
cars and trucks of all makes, models and sizes-.

fEREO set COVER
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The pain is
Be alert to deceptive
Mar. 2i to Apr 201
the
-'elertientt- no*. Even your
A period of-adjushaent.'Floofif'
outer aSpect of the elbow,
by experience and study The. closest friends may be telling
; but referred pain may be
methods of successful persons.--- - you only half the story. Here's
noted in the shoulder and
Make moves designed to
where' your innate per..
Wrist of the same airm. The
enhance production, insure
ceptivenes and intuition can be
child may cry out on move- gains.
of great help.
ment of the forearm and
TAURUS
SCORPIO
refuse to use It. X-rays
i Apr. 21 to May 211 66,
10ct. 24 to Nov. 22.)
. . may _be negati ve for frac- • Mixed influences. Check Thiszlay will be far..better
_ ture of any bone.
impulsive _comments, actionone-them-you-11w anticipate at
Such dislocations of the - You could step-into trouble with
first. Be enthusiastic; but not
little effort through wrong or
head of the radius may
hurried; resolute, but not obheedless
tactics.
• L._stinate. You have much to gain.
occur from suddenly lifting-_
GEMINI
no,91- - SAGITTARIUS
a young child over a curb,
( May 22 to June 21)
Nov. 23 to bec. 211
jerking away a toy, pulling •
A day calling For your best
Group
activity
highly
an upper limb through a
judgment. You could. cause
favor_ed. Stars indicate that now
- sweater-or Othet clathing
unnecessar y
misunis the time for you to make some
exciting new contacts.
in dressing the child, or in derstandings by involving
lef
forcefully swinging him or yourself itilheaffairs-cff others:- :CAPRICORN
Don't underestimate the
Dec. 22 to Jon. 20)
her by the hands in scuf— competition, either.
Give careful thought to
fling and playing.
CANCER
itli4
:
1
financial affairs — not only
Sudden, forceful, up- (June 22 to July 23) ""'
business-wise but where- your
ward jerking of the upper
Emphasize your stability.
personal budget is concealed.
limb can also injure the Many will look to you for supDon't let mere whim direct your
• -‘1,
--- shoulder joint in young'--port-'and guidanee7--Without- - • peat/how- - •
• -children, possibly'dislocat- overtaxing yourself, give help • AQUABIOS
flan: 21 to'Feb. 19)
ing the upper-end (headl.of wherever -you can..
LEO
Quite unexpectedly you may
the humerus (arm bone).
July 24 to Aug. 23) f,a4
find the solution to a difficult
- - In other words,it is prefMilted planetary influences.
problem. Another's . casual
erable to place - a- hand Good opportunities for idwords could put you on the right
under each armpit and
vancement abound in your area
track.
against the upper chest but you may have to search . PISCES
• X
wall in lifting a child. Care them out yourself. Personal
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) "
110.5
1 .
interests highly favored.
should be exercised to
Present conditions may not
VIRGO
warrant the expansion you have
avoid a snapping _ action
Aug. 24- to Sept..23)
in Mind.Go slow if conkervative
- -which causes the "Child's
Workaday routine may seem
opposition arises.
head to place undue stress
more tedious than usual, but
YOU BORN TODAY have an
understanding nature, an

PARKER FORD
BODY SHOP

Radio thaek
here Great
ound Costs Less!

CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES)

t)

,

wrip,

1

The 75 Walt Realistic® STA-2000 A-.HE STA-2000 BEST BUYSYSTEM
"Buill by Radio Shack" Receiver
CUT

Arthur. Fiedler says, "I'M Proud of my association
with Radio.Shack. The Realistic STA-2000 shows
how far they have come in designing outstanding
equipment for people."

1008°
Reg Separate 97980
Items

'75'watts per channel. minimum RIMS at 8 ohms from
20-20,000
Hz. with no more than.0 25% total harmonic distortion.

logs hauled to the location
where they are peeled, dried
and then hand-notched. When in
Place, each must be carefully
trimmed to fit its neighbor.

$1179
I. 40
•4.0

•SA-2000 AM FM Stereo
Receiver (Above)
• New LAB-60 Multiplay Turntable.• Two Optimus4 T-100 Walnut Veneer

31-2075

NOTICE
10% PENALTY
will be added to City of Murray
Property Taxes If Not Paid

BEFORE NOV. 1, 1977
Taxes May Be Paid At The
City Hall Building at 5th and Poplar Streets
Monday thru Friday 8 AM - 5 PM
and on
Saturday, Oct. 29, 1977
11 AM - 4 PM
Jo Crass
••
City Clerk

Speakers

-fr

SAVE $20 C111143% SAVE 6095
;2 CHANNEL
7 7-1412314 CB WALKIE
•ABIIP
'
.
TALKIE
REALISTIC DOLBY*
Reg. 22's
CASSETTE DECK

199. 17
Reg.

95
14-802

cuts hiss, extends
range on Cr02 and std tape!
SCT-15

'Dolby

is the trademark of Dolby
Laboratories Inc

it

2

21.174
95

ELECTRONICS
DICTIONARY

01,

REALISTIC 40 CHANNEL
CB PRICE BREAK!

.
79

10-7

Olympic Plaza

Ofillitiok OF TA/VOY CORPORATION'

12th Street

Reg. 6ss

I95

Reg.

139's

68-1030

Mobile TRC-452 is the greatest
CB buy in all our 17 years'

088

pages,--over 18.000
technological terms! •
imi mi UM ME OM OM I= MI MI MO J

r_MosedAeo:

PRIC S MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL

I

with coupon! 1

SMART SANTAS SHOP EARLY ... MOST STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS 111 CHRISTMAS
Mons-Sat.

6calectino

21 1 52

With wrist strap, batts
ch 14 crystals'

CUT
$5

mogp0010"

9,

a
ternt

-

a.a'abre
Flarao Shack

alSo

. Dealers

• Look Oor this

STORES

neivatophood

L

a

naehe I
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NORTNSIDE
SHOPPING
CENTER

SOUTESIDE
SUPPING
CENTER
71M-I RN
011(1
NOON-IPM--SUNDAY

I

6 AN-10141-,--DAILY -111r
CLOSED SUNDAY

PRICES GOOD THRU TUESDAY, NOV. 1, 1977. QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED.
WE WELCOME FOOD STAMP SHOPPERS.
DEL MONTE.WHOLE KERNEL & CREME STYLE•303 CAN

WHOLE

HARVEST OF
VALUES

SUPER FAMILY PAK

FRYER
LEGS or
THIGHS

st09

40

'
1°9- --PORK BRAINS

øosiotrrr
P
OAST

1.0
T•

DELUXE.LEAN
BEEF SHIRT RIBS

u)

ROI

79'

EXTRA LEAN

GROUND CHUCK

Lb.99

VER.

4

Lb 39'

SPARE
RIBS

09

$
Lb.

09

PORK
FAMILY
CUTLETS PAK Lb.

1

- SCOPE

99
5nt

MOUTUWASH
12 oz. BOTTLE

CASHMERE

3

BOUQUET

USSEIVAN'So32 oz.

59'

APPLE JUICE
HEFTY•10 CT

TRASH BAGS

MILK CHOCOLATE
or CRUNCH
ts ct. CANDY BARS

9'

PUREX LIQUID....IzGAL

.199

$1"

GRAPE 12 oz.
JUICE
CAN

4% oz.CANS

LAST WEEK:

DEL MONTE

FRUIT
:\ COCKTAIL
0
v)P
M

2

3 CAN
"

FOR 819

JONATHAN

APPLES

4cFAz$1

,

APPLE

DUNCAN HINES•13' z oz. BOX

RAISIN
-or--

DEL MONTE•303

CAKE MIX'

BANANA
NUT •

7QC

--

FRUIT COCKTAIL ZI5T.
STOVE TOM- oi BOX
PORK

STUFFING

SOUTHSIDE WINNER

Bernice Garland

300.00

& CHICKEN

69c

'BUDGET CENTER"

'BUDGET CENTEI"

SLICED

SELF-RISING

PEACHES

FLOUR

- 8U -MO;2", CAN

5 LB. BAG

4
49° 59'
"BUDGET CENTER"

JUICY•NO 210 SIZE

TANGERINES
DOZEN

77' CARROTS

2 Lb. BAG

5
49t

SOUTHSIDE STORE

OPEN SUNDAY

FOR i

5 Lb.
_BAG

9 oz. TWIN PACK
_

CRISP

3BIG1G3

NORTHERN BEANS

MOIST
44' EASY

SANK ROLL

149 59

.

LUCK'S•BIG 17 oz. CAN

POTATO
CHIPS

12 oz. CAN

Northside
No
Winner

2 7n
2.7

MIXED BEANS.VA. ...

VLASIC•SHWDED

ORANGE
JUICE
NORTHSIDE:".700.00
SOUTHSIDE:'200.00

-

BIG

LUCK'S

"GOOD HOT CORNBREAD!"

BANKROLL THIS WE

IGAGFROZEN

BISCUITS

BAG

N

"•

CORN MEAL

9
694:

24 oz.

FOR

LUCK'S•BIG 17 oz. CAN

PLANTER'S

HASH
BROWNS

2 79C

BIG
-17 oil- cm

SUNFLOWER•SELF-RISING
•

WELCH'S•FROZEN

HEAVY DUTY LAUNDRY DETERGENT

PINTO BEANS

303
CAN

OREIDA•FROZEN

NESTLE'S

LUCK'S'-

PORKN'BEANS

22 oz. BCTTLE

TALC

7 oz. BOTTLE

460z. CAN

sHowBoAT•300sizE CAN

IVORY

SAVE ON HEALTH & BEAUTY AiDS ATJIM ADAMS

69 I

TOMATO
JUICE

89 59'

49

BONELESS•TENDER

PKG.

•R

GREAT FOR SOUPS & STEW

DISH LIQUID

FISH STICKS

• DEL MONTE

CATSUP

STEWED
TOMATOES

"BUDGET CENTER" FROZEN

PILLSBURY

DEL MONTE

DEL mom

FRESH PORK

REELFOOT

HEAD & t
SHOULDERS

31b.

... WILL MAKE YOUR DAY
-GOBLIN PLEASERS"THIS WEEK.114ASE
ON
LP
STOCK
DRIN'ETIA'REMU- LW KING IFALCOWEETC AV:WAITE'01
FOR OUR CHILDREN

PORK STEAK

4.6 oz.

WITH /10 ADDITIONAL PURCHASES
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS.

)
'
- ,

LEAN JUICY

AIM
TOOTHPASTE

SHORTENING

- • 32 oz.-BOTTLE

Lb

Lb.

CRISCO

CANS$
FOR

DEL MONTE CUT•303 CAN

LIMIT 3 PLEASE!

BACON

3
3F0,

GOLD CORN
GREEN BEANS
SWEET PEAS 3c,A0N:

FRYING
CHICKEN

BULK PAK
SLAB SLICED

_

SALTINE

CRACKERS
1 LB.
BOX

89,t

12 OZ. CAN

ALL FLAVOR

TURNIPS

OON - 9 PM

"IT'S THE TOTAL ON THE TAPE THAT COUNTS"

2.49c

39t

CHECKER
DRINKS ‘1 FOR

at JIM ADAMS

IER
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II HASH
"ALLA
THEY DON'T HAVE A GHOST
OF A CHANCE AT SAV-RITE!
WE ARE A TOTAL DISC UNT DRUG STORE!
VICKS
FORMULA 44

MACE PAM=

ol.0or Win ST011ac“
AI
'
S I AC1of or WO/ KIRI *Ad 'AIM

L

3 oz. REG. 1.98

"

FEECIY RELIEF •

OFF
REGULAR PINCE

SAY-RITE'S
LOW, LOW PRICE

$1 28

SAVE 70c

CLAIROL

SHORT &
SASSY
SHAMPOO
7 oz.
•OILY
'DRY

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

REG.
1.99

CLAIROL

COR ICIDIN
TABLETS

SHORT &
SASSY
CONDITIONER
7 oz.
•REGULAR
*EXTRA COND.

3 PAK
•REGULAR
•LEMON

60's
REG. 3.17

25's
REG. 1.78

CAMPHOPHENIQUE
ANTISEPTIC

COUGH DROPS

20'
OFF

CORRECTOL

CORICIDIN

CORICIDIN D

24's
REG. 1.27

DECONGESTANT
TABLETS
WILKINSON
BONDED BLADES
5's
REG.
1.60

72C

-

.M
111
:

MEC/REIS'

WILYANSON
STAINLESS STEEL

OMR..

30's
REG. 1.85

60's
REG. 3.09

88C

50's
REG 3.47
Crovoostoo

WOMEN'S LAXATIVE

DEMILETS
CHILDREN'S
DECONGESTANT
TABLETS
36's
REG. 1.48

CORICIDIN

CORICIDIN

MEDILETS
CHILDREN'S
COLD TABLETS

NASAL MIST

20 cc
REG. 1.78

36's

MILK PLUS 6
SHAMPOO &
CONDITIONER
8 oz.
MIN&
'MILK
VUJSf.

•NORMAL OR
.OILY
•TINED/BLEACH
REG. 2.35

4)1 11

A.R.M.
ALLERGY
RELIEF
k MEDICINE

A.R.M.
20's
REG. 1.95

28

tAltATIVII

First
in
Price

Bel Air
Shopping Center
9-9 Daily
1 to 6 Sundays
Phone 753-8304
Prices Good
thre Oct. 29,1911

Some of the most important
laws that affect your life govern
the distribution of pharmaceuticals. Each state has enacted
regulations and enforces standards to which a pharmacist
must adhere. These laws assure the public that the
pharmacist fulfills his responsibilities and meets the highest
requirements of his profession.
Over the years, regulations
governing pharmacy have
increased greatly. Many states
have laws concerning mini-.
mum space requirements for

prescription areas and counter
space, as well as partitioning .
standards. There are also laws !
which :imit the number of
hours that stores i
r my toe open,
and which set inventory levels
which must be maintained by
pharmacists. All of these and
similar taws have been
enacted to protect the health
and safety of the public and to
ensure that only the best
quality of drugs will be availalai* to the people who need
them.

•...because
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CONDITIONER
8 oz

FASTPAIN RELIEF
HEADACHE /COLDS / BODY ACHE / NEURALGIA

'REGULAR
'EXTRA BODY
REG. 1.65

100 TABLETS

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

OUR EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE
1.38

annoinS
/MINIM
15 cc
REG. 1.75

30 cc
REG. 2.85

SHOWER
TO
SHOWER
BODY POWDER

•ST.JOSEPW
ASPIRIN
•I'.; FOR CHILDREN
Reduces fever fist Dodo! Approve.

8 oz.
—7-eltEGRAR--

JOHNSON JOHNSON

FLEXIBLE GAUZE
2"x 5 TO.
'REG.sr

•NERBAL
•Rog.2.43

ARTHRITIS PAIN FORMULA
40's
REG. 1.45

DRISTAN
DECONGESTANT TABLETS

24's
REG. 1.89

50's
REG. 3.49

99C

DRISTAN

JOHNSON I JOHNSON

_.
JOHNSON I JOHNSON

DECONGESTANT
CAPSULES

ADHESIVE PADS

STERILE PADS

MEDIUM
10's

MEDIUM
10's

6's
REG.
1.30

JOHNSON & JOHNSON

DRISTAN

ADHESIVE
TAPE

LONG LASTING
NASAL MIST
'REGULAR
'VAPOR

CUTEX
POLISH REMOVER

4 oz.
'REGULAR
'LEMON
REG. 80'. •

44PREPARATION H
SUPPOSITORIES

9-9 Daily
1-6 Sundays
Phone 753-8304
• Prices Good
Thru Oct. 29, 1917

2 oz

3.14
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Almost Half Of State's Students On Free Lunch eProgram

FRANKFORT—Forty-one
served at no cost," he said. size of a family, the income of plications are sent home with but
program is open appercent of Kentucky's high Last year, these reim- the family and
consideration all school children at the plicants at any time of the
school and elementary ,school bursements to Kentucky of hardship factors and beginning of the school year, year.
students participate in „schools totaled nearly $37
emergency situations. Apreduced price or no cost lunch million with 827 million of that
programs at their schools. covering reduced and no cost
This is slightly above the meals.
national average,.according to
Reimbursements rates for
Cooper Whitt who is with the regular cost meals have gone
Administration and 'Finance up from nine cents in tJie late
bureau of the state Depart- 1960's to the 14 cents currently
_!...essiseemannummwwwwouwaymmium...
ment of Education.
paid.
Last year, the 1,600 public,
Kenlake
J. •
Council
of
pr.ivate and parochialschools- How -distribution of tickets Teachers of Mathematics will
price,
4411
-Ter
tokens
':- in the state served 92 million or
sponsor a Mathematics Book
lunches-36 million were reduced price and no cost Fair Nov. 3 at Marshall
served at no cost to three lunches is hindled is up to the County High School.
million at reduced price,.
individual schools, according
The high school is located in
Most schools charge from 40 to Gall Rowland, who is with- toraffenville at the into 60 cents for a lunch. an school food services for tbe tersection of highway 641,N.
amount which does not mover education department. "The and highway 68. Representhe entire cost of serving the schools work out a method tatives from seventeen book
*
meal, said Whitt.
which prevents the obvious companies have been invited
W.O.W. Grove 869 President Toni Jones takes a break at a recent work session to try
"That's why the federal identification of singling out of tem
pairdboo
ehr
utee
n.n will
out the piano donated to the Hazel Community Center by the Grove and Camp
138 of
government reimburies a student who receives no cost
have on
the Woodmen of the World. The Hazel Community Center will be the meeting
site for
schools at a rate of 14 cents for or reduced price lunches,"she
math books for
tale groups'annual family night dinner on November19,to which all Hazel Woodmen
ki
dis
every regular priced meal and 'said.
nP
dielrygart
allen through
f72
are invited.
up to 63 cents for every meal
Eligiblity factots include that are on the Kentuclq Stae_
Just -about'any_ kind of seafcro4_you_.can name, delicious.
Adoption
_Lint__ gat
*
. andicest*pleked,:piesgoOd hamburge-rs - That's our menu.
zaPreeentatieeirilEbr*wen:-Iikinithewhialatanily_ We think ycuire- aff going to.enjoy. it..
ten to fifteeliautii talk-to the group - about the -coni-pany's proposed books for
FRANKFORT—The state director of the Administrative Jan.2, 1978, all collections Will
adoption.
Cases which have not been
they were new cases.
has sent letters to all county Cdfice of eCourts, urged the be deposited in the stato___settledby,Jan.2 will be turned If cases
pending in the &alit p.2
.° bCek
will beigl"- at 5
judges reminding them to judges to.i'eView their dockets general fund.
with fair
registration and
over to the Deli distria courts.
disphrolawaingforow
an.
lwriaftieftow
2,
nJftw
1978,
;
boo
infokriaai
ithich
ftt
othi
of
u
rt:
c
a
r
o
e
31.
Dec.
by
dockets
clear their
and to issue final orders on as
Under Judicial Article, The circuit clerk will then
the
The letters, Sent W finance many cases as Possible.cases,
docket
the
passed by Kentucky voters'in number and
Court
will
not be dinner and a",
Secretary Russell McClure This would enable the November, 1975, which giving preference,to cases in us`district
business meetipg_
wfthy
"
0____distriet,:_iimp..m.,iitidconcluding
4
and by --William ed - ate--iiifirdiaTiefergtia being ek
-counties- -to- collect— aim- agiataished- -if- %inur
bl
-court
but
be odculded 6Y
niissions on fines and for- court system, county, quer- detention.
esen
p,atation of textbooks Gocl
(crite fur
through Thurs.
o rPrce
9
at
feitures on cases winding- in terly, pollee and-magistrate
Cases itihidi will be passed the _circuit_court.,
their goirts.. After tha new courts were replaced by on to the district courts Indistrict courts begin operation district courts.
dude:
If You
-e
- h-41 actions in which no
Need Them:
judgment has been entered,
153-1441
Fire
and in which some pretrial
write
153-1621
Police
step has been taken within six
months prior to Jan. 2, 1978.
1516952 _
Rescue
—Probate actions where the
Ambulance . .7511331
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
will has been filed, but no final
Hospital
settlement has been accepted.
Emergency . 753-5131
Dr. Vaugh Vandergrift, an raised questions a few years
—Juvenile actions which
Humane Society ,
assistant . professor
of ago, about the possibility of have been filed, but for which
753-3535
"
chemistry at Murray State hazards associated with some no final disposition has beeq,_
Comprehensive
University, has been selected experiments they- were een- mane',
7534671
Lore .
to participate in two seminars ducted - using a newly":
Criminal action where
Poison COOITOt /53-7588
dealing with precautionary developed
known as citations, summonses or
Senior Citizens 751-0929
research guidelines for "recombinant DNA iesear- warrants have been issued but
Needline
753-NEED
hazardous scientific ex- where no. judgment has been
Learn To Reed. 753-2288
The Memphis seminars- altered. - periments.
— —
The seminars,scheduled for have been designed to explore
All other cases filed expired
Nov.10-11 and March 27-28, the recombinant DNA issue in courts of limited jurisdiction
197.8n 4emphis, Tenn., are some depth, both in its own but not -disposed of, may be
spuIue dbYtiW National -right and as I
Jar trail erred to Abe -dtstricr
Science Field Qenter in, that scientific responsibility and court by motbm of any party_
city.
public involvement in making
Cases which are appealed
- There - has been growing- - decisions -- affecting- the Mtn a-court-which is MSIKERSI- --7elmItIlic--controversy since - -fundamental -daeetiah
- by &grief60-tirts' will be tried
-- small group of. scientists - science.
in cirCuit courts de novo,or as- -

Math Teachers
To Host
Book Fair Nov. 3

We're
tlittle
ood place
that serves a
mighty good

Judges Told To Clear Docket For District Court Change

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

Fish Dinner
just$199

pL

Captain Ws

Free for the Asking!

MSU Professor In
Science Seminars

A great little seafood place.

(hi
Dr

Di
Gt
I ra

12th & Olive
753-9383

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

TOY 111 GIFT

OTASCO

cial Concern
Committee an
The fedger
Times

1
wa
Ca
Ur
So
he
MI

VALUES

0ENLIYFoticsio

it

Flying

SAVE $3

arm
ToBlyanC
Save
Either way you cut the coupon,you
win.Cut it vertir:allv, and you get 25;
off the purchase of two cans of Bryan
Chili No Beans_or Bryan Chili With- Beans—Regular orHot at your grocer's.
, (Mix
match.)
Cut it horizontally.and mail it to us
with labels from 6-cans of Bryan Chili

Cl
tU
St
Si

40

st
di
tt
ci

USE
OTASCO
CREDIT!

No Beansor Bryan Chili With Beans —
Regulator Hot,and well-send vou $1. Sincewhichever coupon you choose
must bear the
picture, only ,
one coupon may be tied.Sofriake your
choice,Then try the meatiest; tastiest
Chili you ever put in your mouth. And
save money while ypu're at it.

gi
Talking Bugsliunny —America's favorite
wabbiri's _II Orme:. Just pull his
'tall, no batteries needed. 72-320
st-ringl lir

product

Movie Make-up Kit

iDn3ssinan

•

Store Coupon

King

25C

"King ofthe Gorillas"

99

SHOWN ON

TV

Gillas
Movie Make-Up

On 2-Can Purchase Of Bryan
Chili No Beans or Bryan Chili
With Beans—Regular or Hot.
(Mixor Match.)

Become 'gorilla with this professional kit
created by Dick Smith, the Make-up artist for
the Exorcist and_ others. Contains Fleic-Fletsh,
-Motels, Make-up, Adhesive Kit, Antt-DryIng
Agent, and hood. All non-toxic and approved.
72-a40-1

_ Mi. Diziler. Send thii:eoujipn kali,in roods
.
Int PO Box R-7057 LI Paso•Texas 79475 and
‘‘e s,lI par vou 25c plus S4r handling, provided redemption is made in accordance with.
terms hereof Coupon is good orlly when re- •
deemed by you from a oxisiimer at the tuned
pun:hasing two cans i1 fin an Chili No Beans
or Bryan Chili With Hvans.-ReguLar or Hai
nct., showing your purchase of sufheienr
sti irk to erner air couponsredeemed must be
shown upon request Consumer must pay Wry
salts taxes Otter void where restricted Cash
value I 20th of 10 Valid only on brand spallied Ant iittier use constitutes fraud OrtEFetpires rchruan 28. 1978
ii•
•!

Si

10" Trilts—Widit Wheat base,_ throme
fender and-,-Itandlebar:--Adi;stable
metal seat. Reg. 15.99 es-150-7

I-m.1111C bi:11 ,!

.****E•IMI••••Im

•••••••

• Mail-in offer.

I
I

-

11ior

$1.00.

With 6 Bryan Chili No Beans
Bryan
1
Chili With,..1 ns ,( Regular or Hot)Labels. i
' Brian Foods lot Quit k-Cash Retund
-PO Fkic.0k17 —
Clinton, hitt a 'i2712
Pkase send m,51-relund lam tnchning labels Imm n i am.01 Brian Chili
No Beans°,Bowl(hill With Heans -Regular or tfot

•I
I

Name
•Address
.C:0

PAD 1077

•ir

•

_

- ••

State

.111.1.
25;
• 7.

Store Coupon

Zip

P Mailm offer rail tald without product picture
.
011
.
er Expires,Mat 10

25;
••••

Smull Fryer—Ideal for isreparing individual servings in just a few minutes.
Easy to use. Perfect for hot snatks or
quick meals. Reg. 13.88 52 AO 9

1

1978

I

Cookware Set—Extra heavy
cast aluminum cookware
cooks evenly, holds heat. Includes 2-qt. saucepan, 5-qt.
dutch oven, 10-in. frypan.
Glass lids, pebble groin exteriors. Reg. 1984 sc '64

Sa• Prices Good At Over 650 Stores Throughout The South And Southwest

Bel-Air Center

14 Mee. Thor*

763-8391

USE 0115(0
CREDIr

BANKAMERICAIRD

master charge
• -
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yr Down the
,
iv
Garden Path

INTRODUCING WAYNE

. .„

DOG FOOD

'

*1

t

This is a quality dog food comparable with any top
brand. High protein and high fat content.

• ''1*.

. !. :
By MRS- W-P• WILLIAMS •,-:-:-:.:•:-:•:.:.:.x.:.:-:.:;:::.:-:.:::;!.:::::::!.:5559::::::..4*

Only $9G° for 50 lb. bag
hope to save until spring. They with soil and lay a brick or
chore. easy.
are so dainty, just like little heavy
rock on it to hold it
But DpN'T over water.
Save even more by bringing this ad and receive
-roses. thavezadonea-and9Lnk_-_dowrfl'rall you have
tp do Mori Infuse *MS are:ones and since they root so is let
$1 00
nature take its course.• by Being drowned than by any
easily in water, I should have
I
off on 50 lb. bag
But we are approaching that other reason. We feel that the
no,trouble whatsoever:
time of the year when we turn litat Of "our furnaces drietofbite
size
VVayne'Dog Food If you have any plants that our
attention
to
indocir
thein
out,
but
a
good
soil
plants.
you would like to have in the
Offer expires Oct. 31, 1977
house this winter, get your Personally I prefer outdoor retains enough to keep a plant
gardening.
But
when
health.
Spraying
a
prant
there
is
Other specials in our new bird department
cuttings or stems at once
nothing I can do there I will be between watering does as
before the frost really touches glad
to have some greenery in much good sometimes as
them. Now they are still full of
the house. That is where anything else. That keeps the
sap ancLwill grow quickly in
water. As soon as roots get to hanging baskets come in leaved free of dust, makes
handy. Hove the plants that go them glossy and fresh. They
about an inch longs transfer in
them.,The Ivy leafed take a-little care but it is worth
the plants to small pots and
Geranium,
Purple Flowering it.
you should have blooms in
Cane The Airplane plant all
very short time. For tney
94 East
153-4106
are so lovely in a basket. Their
South Carolina became the
continue to bloom, just as they
NOSPITAL NEWS
Specierizing in Groorriffvg and boorthrtg of our
long
sprays
of
varying
color
the
from
secede
to
state
first'
summer.
do outdoors in
and shape are intriguing. nation when the Ordinance of
canine freinds
Some of your shrubs or
Good fertilizers are available Secession was passed Dec. 20,
10-14-77
- • Hours: 9-6 Non -Sat. _
roses can be rooted by
Adults 113
:layering. Simplyspull down a in a liquid form that are -ea.''y 1060. Ike statecsGongressienal
- --Owner-Opezaters-N
Masse
Nureery 9
low branch and cut tenotth in to apply. Sprinklers and delegation resigned en resigBarbara and Charlie,Snyder
their
but
days-later,
four
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
the underneath side. Pull it watering pots of all sorts of
accepted.
THIRTY-THIRD DEGREE — Loyd B. Arnold of Murray
Baby Girl Tharpe (mother down to where you can cover it sizes and shapes make that nations were not
Paducah
from
thirty-third-degree
the
was elected to
Peggy)MN Depot St.,
Consistory No. 92 at the 91st annual session of the
Tn., Baby Boy Jones (mother
United Supreme Council,. 33r1 Degree, A. A. S. R.
Mary), Rt. 4, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Southern jurisdiction, Prince Hall Masonic Affiliation,
*PROFESSIONALLY
Lamb, Rt. 4,
Derek
held October 1-4 at the,Muelebach Hotel, Kansas City,
*QUICKLY
Murray, Mrs. Sheila D. Shaw
Mo. ffinkle Anderson of Paducah was also another of
and Baby.Girl, 409- N. 10th.,
AQCURATLY
the-229 condidates.chleyalted- to the thirty-third degree
Murray, Mrs. Revs 0. Story,
(honorary) at the ritualistic ceremonies presided over"by
*
FOR LESS
Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs. Wilma E.
Dr. John 0. Leyisir., Baton Rouge, LA., Sovereign Grand
Lyles, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Commander. Also attending from _Kentucky were
G. Hurt 1004 Olive,
Shirley
Louisville,
Jr.,
Perry,
H.
William
Kentucky
Deputy of
John M. Dillon,
Murray;
Grand-Attorney John W.Delaney, Lexington, G. A. Davis,
Shirley A.
Mrs.
Dexter,
Paducah.
of
Calloway,
all
Ira Newsome,and James
Borders, Rt. 2, Murray, Larry
H. Black,Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Gisela K.- Adams, 219 S, 13th.;
Murray,Johnnie H. Anderson,
826 S. 4th., Murray, Mrs. Gail
DRUG STORES
Taylor, Rt. 1, Paris, Tn., Miss
Anna M. Walker, Rt. 8,
Murray, Miss Teresa J. Price,
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
JERGENS PRICES GOOD WHILE
Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Phyllis A.
SALE ENDS OCT 24
Carter, Rt. 2, Mayfield, Mrs.
QUANTITIES LASTI
BATH
'Duel V.—Thompson, Rt. 3,
•
Murray,
SOAP
Murray,
- Of Ch ris
Rbert
TWIN PACK
A. Guy Waldrop, minister of. University of Kentucky and L.C. Miller, 1663 College
the Arlington Christian the University of AlabanuL Terrace, Murray, Harlon
cvricm MilO
D SIZE
Prior to becoming minister Black, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Church in Lexington for the
past seven years, has ac- at Arlington he was minister Mrs. Sanova B. Dodd, Rt. 4,
cepted the call to become of First Christian Church, Murray, Mrs. Lottie L Key,
associate general minister of - Tuicaloosa,.Alabama and 1621 W. Main, Murray,
Warren, Rt. 5,
the
Christian
Church campus Minister at the Elizabeth G.
Stub(Disciples of Christ) in University of Alabama; and Murray, Frank A.
722
(expired),
.blefield,
Church,
Christian
Lexington beginning Jan. 1, Central
1978. Sheffield, Alabama. As a Poplar, Murray.
OZ SIZE
Waldrop's responsibilities studenthe served as pastor of _
will' -Include' -serving as the .Mt. GilEad -Chrlistfart- —
secretary-treasurer of the Church in Harrison County,
Christian Church In Ken- and the Wihnore Christian
tucky, program coordinator, Church. He was also student
supervisor of office personnel, associate at the Highland
PLASTIC COATED
supervisor of publications and Christian Church in FrankBUFFER1N
PLAYING
public relations, staff con- fort
Waldrop has served on the
sultant to five of sixteenTABLETS
CARDS
districts, and consultant for Mayor's Advisory Committee
BOTTLE OF 100
SAFETY
the
organization
and in Sheffield, Alabama, 1. If a %restarts in your oven,
pffiRlf
WHITE
development
of
new Tuscaloosa County Mental
you Should open the door.
Health Association, a member
congregations.
El True Ej False
HALLOWEEN
A graduate of Transylvania of the Self-Study Committee
TINY
TOT
Adand
Organization
on
COSTUMES
University and Lexington
2. It is safe to operate air
Theological
Seminary, ministration of Transylvania
VASELINE
heaters near curtains,'
HALLOWEEN
has
He
Waldrop has had additional University.
drapes, rugs or furniture.
INTENSIVE
COSTUMES
graduate study at the represented the Christian
True, Ej False
Church in Kentucky on the
CARE
Board of the United Campus
ROLL ON
LOTION
Ministry at the University of
ANTI PERSPIRANT
saiiineJogei siaiiimapun Aq
For Information
DEODORANT
aoinJas Aisies 3yqnd
Kentucky and on the
S Se .papnoid
Assembly of the Kentucky
Regarding
0 PIECES
REG OR
Council of Churches.
• an;;ovoid
BUBBLE
Waldrop and his wife. Nell.
ainliwniin clliu.'cadPip swel
FlPrfrAIVtIS
10 OZ._ SIZE HERBAL
111•01101•11 %0• e•
BAG
have three children, Robin,
woi; a3ueuip ales e pineiado
BUBBLE
OF
101
kletamuci
Larry ens! CarrL
aq Pincus ualeal iiyARVI
(Permanent
METAMUCIL
AivRAGRANCE
Quencher
DUM DUM
Carl R. Flock resigned on
FREE
sloaispedap an;
Removal of Hair)
-MOiSTURIZiNG
AMERICANS
,
•*1
•PERFECT
FOR
August 78, 1977 to become
ay; 11E3 'min poor e iitlxvimn2
SUCKERS
ALL-OVER USE
..NON GREASY
BULK LAXATIVE
regional minister for the
-uuxa iou Si aig aq II„lo„
Christian Church (Disciples of
4 02
Call 753-8856
ley; ioieinlai ay; turn ptie ioop
Christ)in Alabama-Northwest
BOTTLE
ascPsa
aq
•
'I
3ST/
14
uomi
Florida effective December 1.
ASST
1 GALLON
NYTOL
COLORS
The frost has surely been on
the Pumpkin this last week.
Each morning the roofs have
been touched with white. But
the plants don't seem to have
been hurt- Eyes the delicate
things like begonias are still
holding up their head as perky
as ever, But one of these days
very soon, we are going to find
everything that is left outdoors turning brown.
1 have collected all the
cuttings I want, so that I can
have a few things growing
through the winter. I have
some double Impatiens that I

Parakeets $100°
Cockatiels $6000

PARADISE KENNELS

rmaJA if

Lexington Minister
Accepts State Post
For Disciples

i.yi.HCeLlbertowayS;

*
FLASHLIGHT
BATTERIES

AC

33e

ANSWERS

0

tN
'
.11 s.
-

114,
IlL

TABLETS

..••••11011.7.10, y
aila

Aelry
11,
41,

•

BOX

OF

72

PRESTONE
ANTI FREEZE

GRASS MAT
17- x 23”

*

NytoI
,
1 011WE MITRA el.119

-Old Oak Tree
Restaurant
Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake
Located at Buchanan Resort
Close to Paris Landing
Ph. 642-8810

SAFE, CONVENIENT
AUTOMATIC PORTABLE
waits
HEATER 'no3014
25-0 I
,No.
1.2
GALLON

\twits.'
NYQUIL
COLD MEDICINE
10 OZ. SIZE

Help,

t,N, torment of

VAPORIZER

4.88

For Your Dining Pleasure
live Entertainment

TRASH BAGS

Scotty Bell
Sun.-Thursday
7:00 a.m. ti 10:00 p.m.
Friday IL Saturday
• 7:00 0.M. tel
1100 p.m.

Sings & Plays The Organ
BLACK & WHITE
TV
Your Choice
No. imarvr

DENTURE
CLEANER

Every Fri. & Sat. Night
from 7to 11

MR
NEAT
BOX OF 6 6 BUSHEL

ferfgr..

e

Of kfts/swO
• 'Pro-Sol VHF Roo

•

6 Tuning
• Sot-And-Forgot Volume

NOTS,511/0

a— • ,
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GER

Your Proof of
CHOICE QUALITY
In Kroger Beef....

PIK'S Offecr ,r rwo Oct 30th
Ouontity.righ" reserved Eopyrtght 1977
The Kroger L,mpony

AU Kroger Beef is inspected fol quabt, b, rio
Debt of agriculture (weir - He
niokes tuff' OW beef meets void government
standards for, teeture (010, niaiu,,ty
marbling .bone structure and other feature.;
kg tagiski
ThIPCIKSOly to earn the U
0101C1 seal of quality

-Offloal U
micleur,

•U.S. Gov't. Graded

lirlok9er

-CLIOICEKELK.11-ilt1/14'
-4 .7

V

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A'
Neel Firms

4?E. TER
COUNTRY STYLI NM

Sliced Bacon
NORM

Smoked Sausage

•

LI

MOMM

_Dinner Franks

•

-

TIN ME

IMOGER

tit
sU8
89'
MG.
g: 994 _
Li 89'
69"

WHOLE
-FRYERS

Jumbo Bologna
&CORM VARIETIES

Fox Deluxe Pizza

-

special price onyiinii *Whin. 31Tddei- SHUGUARANTET
-r-iln7softh-in
--14 jou- iiiii-M-Me
-Muhoha. we wilt-repro(t your .UW1 or refund your money

Wpp

Catfish Steaks

LI. 89

STAMM*
510141
PIG.
1

Corn Dogs

39

„Whole
or
Half

MORRILL
11MIG.01.$1

Sliced Bacon
SING COTTON

GRADE 'A 01
.
010E

Sliced Lamb Shoulder

SHOULDER
pound- ROAST

RIB
EYES
$959

lb.

894
Ls.$1 19

Sliced.Bologna

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice

.S. Gov't. Graded Choice

4
A C031.
'
W810°

FAMILY
PAS

c_HttaN

at the

If:

MEIN WATER IMPORTED

egrlitS'

WE HAVE MtiAl WE ADVERTISE IF AT All Possum If due to
conditions beyond our control we ittn out of on advertised
',moot we substitute a omporoble Mond at o

/46,
1;,176_,)11
SWIOr.e-

GRAIN'A' ROUT FARMS

Quarter

PORK
LOINS
SI211

MI

-

g.

=

KROGER VARIETY PAK

LUNCH MEAT
attituittitlit

(es Oct_ 30th

with this coupon. Lund one.

Fresh Pork

Kroger

SPARE
RIBS

MEAT
WIENERS

lb. -

Fresh

TURKEY
DRUMSTICKS

LEG '0
LAMB

SMOKED
PICNICS

,

U.S.D.A. Grade 'AtiPZP,..
Holly Forms Mixed Porti'cif!, evress
tAt

ate
:*
pornons
orocwe4
1.114 Div*"
-4 0W°
'
c
poloc":00a.,

Kroge: Carden

er .
'
1*

Freshness
ftor Row of
Row 00wn•t0lorth
Prices'
ot

'twpw

ED

POTATOES

40"14

$169

loaves

pes:99

Delicious Apples
MIMI NEW CROP

Tangerines
NORTNV/IST NEW CROP

D'Anjou Pears
NORMA ASSORTED

Show Plants

61.$11

Brown & Serve Rolls

5
1 2 F.a $1
39'
“,$399

404Frrnid
SWEET
-CORN

Broccoli

Baby.Shampoo

32 oz. Bottle

7.°.1 $1 09

SPRAY

$10u

16 Oi.
Eft.

Italian Dressing

Lysol Disinfectant

994

1201. can

'•
•

$149
g

KROGER

Stir & Sip

32 oz. one$4149

e
A.
_
Cream Style or Whole-Komi

ei
v vor
CREAM
$159

OA.

rogere

.a.
U.S.D.A. Grade 'A' Small

:YKROGER
EGGS

EEN GIANT

es_1„1$

GtANr

17 oz.
cans

AVONDALE FROZEN

**(,,

COFFEE

'299

5
r WORTH SIX OFF

$1

racious
Iron gone

TOWARD PURCHASE 010111
"Gmeimes" Patten Stemmer*

DINNER
PLATE

59c

Large Bunch Lb.

694
es 99'

liMall

F:
IL

Each .

0!t_coyi ........................1
.M•
MN.

GRAPE,
t.49c

'UMW ASSORTED

RED

3

SOUP
vie
es

SOFT MARGARINE
2 LI
ROM

Blue Bonnet Spread

on lox
oz jor of

"
M.

1401.
TDB

,
qz I 1Lc_cin

NGERcrea
BREerAD
GiknY
MIX

-

with thiti .„„o
FF
n ots
inti; ono.

69c

-

994 HALLOWEEN
994 MASKS
assp-

411=
=IP
IMP

36 OZ.
KG.

•=1

$126

66c

59c ,50i $169 .
BRECK
SHAMPOO

on.

.1

NED

Perspirain or

-•

•M•

SURE
ROLL- ON

=

alm

,.s.z.
DTI.

884c.,

mei

;11 vem with this coupon Limit one
with this coupon Limit one
Expires Oct 30th.
Expires Oct. 301h. •
/we
em
FAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIV
.
41111.111111111111114
4 :!5111.1111111Mill=511111111111111111C::11111111111111111C.with this coupon limit am
Expires Oct 30th
MO

OM

grMI

e
with this coupon Limit one r
Expires Oct 30th
m°

WE ARE OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
-

.
•••••••••.....1.1.•

AL

on. $2
sia.
29

a 2
..•jOST
(Unfit (
S Oz. Anti-

Co-U-PON

ur‘miDs
PRIME
VARIETY

DRISTAN
TABLETS

P01' Lovely Hair

ASSORTED

.
13
moon 1C1

CoW Meade*

CRICKET
LIGHTERS

...p. u.

RI•

:127*-1"-

Fried Chicken
now
Pimiento Cheese

MARYIAND CLUB:
17
:. TASTER'S CHOICE E= 14 OZ.
PIG.
COFFEE
Cc0 ELE
ime
with this coupon Linn one
300
E

$

2110

tc1V. ORrdTts
Viowo
He pu-1,c5h..°

o 1 lb con of

Kw. $1
Of 4

IND
Eft

osT cinfliec-c-Pbn CM I• (.( Ost
F

SURE

1

OZ

Pot Pies

Disposable

1.50i.
8
ROL
L ON with
8c

KROGER FROZEN

54.99 Price
INN
ME
1.00 Queen Value
You Poy $3.99 with coupon- 11•1
Heti
- mem
himmOrtIuiIIIIuIIflhIIUHUIIllE

.-

4 "a $1

Kroger Biscuits

11.-" 12" PLATTER

- NO' 7

:
' Perspirant or

TEXAS STfU

1P!ILC_OST CUM,COUP001111111E

attern

MONEY SAVERS FOR NOME & FAMILY

satiso$1 29

French Fries,

1 Lb. Bog

•••'

icsooviso•
04o"
10to

$

IMO

Expires Oct 30th

)
it
:
'"-GW
IN
E:
;NC
14°LEL
Err

CRUMMIER FAJ1Cf

Celery Hearts
uN.Of TIN IVIST s sin
Honeydews

2001.
LOAVES

)
tiO
r
•

r

me applicable taxes limit one

ei

K.F.P.

vegan

Clocesamas OR

FINK! HMSO

.3

with this coupon and Sr0 00 purchase excluding items

be
oggi mig kn. and in addition to the cost of coupon merchandtseproMbited
Sub", lc

no$10 PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TO BOTHCOUPONS

ARSEN v*alleVEG-

0

1o'$1
44.4140.
4

INN

NM with this coupon and '10 00 pUrchose excluding items prohibited by
tow and in'oddition to the cost of coupon merhconchse Subiect to
Em applicable tams Limit one Expires Oct 30th

PCi

Mixed Vegroebies

KROGER SPOTLIGHT-

Bell Peppers

rolls

lb.
bag

VAISIMONE

99ti

LL NsIWM 010011.0111

ftiorfI•i"
YELLOW
ONIONS

2

Buttercrust Bread

2

ALL PURPOSE
Iiiprx
ENRICHED FLOUR

\

moon venni oa

Mushrooms

....MEDAL/

I

20 oz.

-

IlkITOWELS

C.

WHITE
BREAD

.....
'ma

COST CUTTER COUPON:1
7S C nt

Plain Or Self Rising

e

eVT V

COUNTRY STAND MON

[COST-CUTTER COUPON311

-

C
39

p El

AL

the

lb.

mi"7,Z sock%

ill fmr.••

(Circle B or Hunter's)

hr9qet

r

we

FRYING
CHICKEN

BONUS
5 LBS. FRESH GROUND BEEF
BUNDLE
S LBS. FRYER QUARTERS
5 LBS. KROGER WIENERS
5 LBS.PORI SAUVAGE 30-.4s-$2995

-SLICED
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_PORK
ROAST
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Fresh Sliced

Turkey Drumstick;
Pork Neckbones
Meaty Pork Tails

. WORTH 30c-OFF =

Fresh Picnic Style

am:.98C

maims
/MAT
30 POUND BOXES:

L. 1 94

Fryer Backs

CHUCK

79

1,77'

LB 394

CUBE
STEAK
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Pork Neck Bones'
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MEATY

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choke

CUP &
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State Republican Chairman
BlastsCarroll Remarks

Cla
ss
fle
d
-741)11
,
I Legal Notice

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)State Republican Chairman
Lee Nunn has lambasted
Democratic gre,,
i _ Julian
Carroll as an irrational liar in
connection with a growing
controversy over allegations

of payoffs by strip mine
Nunn was responding to a
-Furthermore, I challenge
Operators.
charge made by Carroll him to prove that I was in
Nunn said Tuesday that the
during a political- tour ,at Frankfort on more than three
governor was guilty of
Pineville Monday.
occasions from 1967 to 1971,"
"irrational,
vindictive
The governor charged that Nunn said.
behavior and deliberately_
-Ntner'and-130P congressman -Those fears co'vef
untruthful slurs."
Tim Lee Carter "have made a Republican administration of
deal to represent the monied Nunn's- brother, ford*'Gov.
Answer tOTuuder's Puzzle
Crossword Puzzler
interests
in eastern Ken- j.nitio ELNium
_
ACROSS
OUW
DOWN
WM=
MO UMW ROOM tucky."
Dance step
Lee Nunn also noted that
1 Man's
4 Climbing
CINEMA HOS CO
The governor also quoted Carroll
nickname
had. promised
Want
UM04 OHS USU Nunn as telling Carter that he
2 One, no
9 Vessel
reporteri that he would play
matter
WUI
OHO OMR
I 2 Emmet
could not be-elected by-telling for them 1r- Enped telephone
which
mijO 4@R WAG
3 Go in
3 Strips of _
rati UMEIEIRIUM RS the truth. •
conversation- between Carroll
14 Anglo
leather
MOO MOO SOO
Saxon
In addition, Carroll saki he and_ Carter. He - said the
4 Period of
WWUU
WOU
6UWEI
money
fasting
would release evidence conversation referred to
LUBA JULI NOWU
.15 Absolute '
5 Concerns
00 RIU OORSOM "about what Lee Nunn did for Carter's charges against the
finere Near. .
OUU0 WOW A= the Republican coal operators
17 Plagued
7 Openwork
Democratic- governor's adSNOB LEARN PRO
19 Change
fabric
when the Republicans were in ministration.
21 Girl's name
27 Country of
8 Region
moisture
22 St4.01
Europe
9Spanish inn
Frankfort."
44 Round dish
- "The governor also owes the
c*th
10 Native metal 2_8 Wants
46 Pulverize
The entire _controversy -people of-Kentucky a complete
24 Ethiopian
Metat
11 Youngster
47-Fruit seed
title
from recntsm
16 Beverage
allegations explanation and description
48 High card
4
_1 Urge on
26 Norse god ,
8 Worship
34 Cures
49 Born
by
that strip mine the taping system he uses to
29federal
20 Male sheep 37
_ Scorched
..1 Drunkard
6_SCottish Ter
At ruion 1,operators made payoffs to the .1ww'd'itntlYez60,04.1," Noun
-17-c1111T
.
_23nält
*eliniiiis/rations of Cariell gid salt— '
30 Moderate
zodiac39Commands-32 Three-toed
fromer Gov. Wendell Ford, -"For a man whn-expresSed
25 Europeans • 42 Condensed
deity
,416111.1
also a Democrat, to obtain -such moral indignatilitilbata
33 Pronoun
10 1 1
9
permits. Carroll Jind F20 _high public official _ in.
34'Mature
IIIII
4115 II7 in
35 Diphthong
ag 1•
have vehemently denies:lids. Washington would resort to
36 Feeling
44
; ill
II
Nunn Said in a statement such tactics, it is quite
indi9nant
E17
18
39 Ancient
il
11
that
"Gov. Carroll's tirade in revealing of the true nature of
400n the
Pineville leads.me to believe Mr. Carroll to learn that he
ocean
4 1 Capuchin
that he has problems of such a tapes conversations with his
monkey
leileus-itatere that he.needs -feltow Kentuckians at tax.- =
42 Aronittrtionts
43 Priest's
Immediate help."payers'expense.
vestment
The
GOP
chairman
45 Titled
47 Clergyman
The strong statements by
suggested that Carroll 'either
SO Least
Carroll
consult
in easterff XeittliCky
psychiatrist
his
or
get
cooked
53 Frozen
down on-the mourner's bench Monday seemed to surprise
gt44
water
45
and ask forgiveness the next some members of the
54 Unwanted
WWI•
" g
Democratic _political team,
plants
time is in church."
56 Fisn eggs
Challenged the which included Democratic
Nunn
57 Man's
governor to substantiate what congressman Carroll Hub.i.nickname
he called false allegations bard, LL--GoV.ThelmaStovall.'
58 Leather
thong
concerning his contacts with and Commerce Commissioner 59 Music is
Distr• by United Feature Syndicate.
Terry McBrayer.
coal operators.
written

1 legal Notice

NOTICE
final settlement of acIN ACCORDANCE with
counts was on October
Kentucky Statutes,
24, 1977 filed by J. L.
Sections 25.195 and
Keeling di Arlet E.
25.200: Notice is hereby
Jones
Co&elf that a report of
Administratrs
-a 'the
final settlement of acestate of Attie L. Jones,
counts was on October
Dec'd and that the same
24, 1977 filed by Wells
has been approved by
Overbey, Executor of
the Calloway County
the estate of P. H.
Court and ordered filed Thornton, • Dec'd. and
- a ICTie-ivér for exthat-the same has been
- -ceptiOns. • Any person
By Abigail Van Buren
approved .by
desiring to file any
the
1977 tly
Crt4c.ago Tribune-Moira Synct trrc
Calloway County Court
exception thereto will do
r
and ordered filed to lie
so on - or
before
over for exceptions. Any
- November 28, 1977 or be
DEAR ABBY:-We are a retired c
- ouple living next door
person desiring to file
to a very nice elderly woman who recently lost her
forever barred.
husband.
any exception thereto
Witness my hand this 24
I remarked to my husband yesterday,"That little widow
will do so on or before
day of October, 1977. *
seems to be getting so thin and frail lately. I suppose living
November 28, 1977 or be
By Marvin Harris,
alone as she does, she doesn't bother to cook for herself.
forever barred.
County Court Clerk,
Perhaps when I make something special, I should take Witness my
hand this 24
Calloway County,Ky.
some over to her."
_ day uf.Cortober, 1977.
11P-i!4n!`I.
snr.Prised
1RX-1W..1141raw
-Tig
-By_MarvinHarria_
Clbier-Vatihn -fiestrting; no.That would &eller-1U iikitkinTai:
-County MUM
NUTICE
that we think Else's not able -to look after kierself._"_
`--Caltoway COurity,xy:- 7.- nr-:ACCORDANCE with
Abby, that notion never crossed_my_mind.,Po you,think
-By: Judith Ainley, b C:
Kentucky Statutes,
my husband is right? Or am
Sections 25.195 and
GOOD NEIGHBOR
NOTICE
25.203: Notice is hereby .
DEAR NEIGHBOR: You are. But people who live alone IN ACCORDANCE with ,
given that a report of
miss much more than food. They miss companionship. If
Kentucky, Statutes,
final settlement of acyou feel geneicius, do something foi the widow's spirit as
sections 25.195 and
counts was on Octoberwell as her stomach. Invita.her to_join,you sometime. The
25.200-, Notice is hereby
-X.137T-IllinLtiy4:latus--7-.7.-•
simplest meacwitheo
—niAiirlIlloe more appreciated than
given that a report of
Colson, Administrator of
the finest delicacy alone.
final settlement of acthe estate of Evie
counts was on October
Colson, Dec'd and- that
DEAR ABBY; FRIA 16-4frikr-old gia Iitietrirhey the
24, 1977 filed hy Arthur
ine -Seine has been
other night at a party. We go to the einnelichool. We liked
H.
each other right away,and before I knew it, waweri- in the
Bailey,
app'roved
Adby
the
bedroom making out. (Nothing serious happened.) There
ministrator of the estate
Calloway County Court
were about Illother kids there, including some football
of Arthur L. Bailey, Jr.
and ordered filed to lie
players from our high school.
Dec'd and that the same
over for exceptions. Any
Thinbay_ittalcoy-elub member and is-neat-up-at-school.
has been appreied by
penile .dealring
file
-Abby, whenever I see him in the hall now, he doesn't even
the Callowpy County
any
exception
thereto
speak to me. You would think he never saw me before.
Court and ordered filed
will do so, on or before
This has me confused. What's wrong with him? Or is it me?
to lie over for ex:
November
28, 1977 or be
•
MIXED-UP
..ceptions. Any person
fortier barred.
HAMM
-desiring to file any
Witneas'my hand this 24
DEAR MIXED-UP:You were foolish to"make out" with
exception thereto-will do
a boy you had just met at a party.- He either (a)is ashisied
day of October, 1977.
-NEY,
-YOU NATE
of himself,(b)doesn't want anyone to know beings-Vie yogi,- -So on
or
before
Y.MarviitHarris
oe ic) doesn't recognize you in the light: - -51'090'
00N1T-YOul HOW DO
November 28, 1977 or. be
County Can'tclierir,
'forever barred.
Calloway County,
CAT! " 'IOU KEEP TRACK OF
.DEAR ABBY: I am sure other wives of-traveling men -Witness my
hand this 24
By: Judith Ainley,
ALL THE PEOPLE
have this same problem. When my husband is out of town,
day of October, 1977.
LfOU HATE 7
a long-distance call will come in for him. The operator asks,
By Marvin Harris
'NOTICE
"Is Mr. So-and-So home?"
County
_ _IN--ACCORDANCE wits
Court Clerk,
-- I say-, "Itio;-iie
Calloway County, Ky.
Kentucky Statuteg
She asks, "When do you expect him?"
By: Judith Ainley, D. C.
Sections 25.195 and
I say, "Not until next Friday."
She ap"Whare caehe be reached?"
1.-_-_-__T-20120-11Motice _is here
stu2ly
reL
eply'
mil
by-,
doa:Iyou
know,
caLtee,
%
's ion
l roadnow
t co
given that a report/
be
NOTICE
.;:leright.
NANCY
someone
IN-ACCORDANCE-with - final settlement of aik
around the corner, trying to find out if I'm home alone, and
Kentucky Statutes,j NEVER MIND coy*,Itavoo___Qctobet
alC_T_LIRE IS_
li. X \X
how long-T- 0, 1-be genet-With the crime rate so
SectWns 25J.116 and_
24,19Tillecitty Judy L. _
shouldn't
some
thing
'abaft
lone
thlarNtaybe
he
THERE'S NO
someone
NOW
SEND A MAN TO
25.200*:-- Notice is hereby
Patter, Administratrix
601./ND C014.1N.•
_at Alm telephone oottiPan.Y-has the anawf11_
.1:4Y-T-E-L.E.V4S40/4thr:temwlif
-.-1114rosl
lhat
-AU
.
Matt
- -CUT,
'SECT
-• - ALONE
final settlement of acParker, Dec'd and
\\\\\\
counts ires_ 9n. 0_ctober
the Bann has.. bee
DE4ft.ALOIVE:. When sonzeon
'
s-calla for your-huall
2
'
and
24, 1977 • filed by Ode
and he is out of the city, you need only ask, without
approved
by
th
Att.
•
revealing that your"husband is out of town,"Who totalling
lsc
Grubbs, ---MaiiliFritor
Calloway County Co
Mr. So=and-So, please?"
of the estate - Of C. F.
_
Pad_ er_cterPft ritedlo_
If you don't recognize the name,say,'V your party will
(Clovis) Grubbs, Dec'd
over for exceptions. An
leave his name and operator's number. I will have Mr.
and that the same has
petition desiring to -fil
So-and-So return the call." That war you &Aldose NO
been approved by the
any exception theret
information whatsoever.
o o c9
00
0
Calloway County Court
will do so on or befor
and ordered filed to lie
November 28, 1977 or
BEETLE BAILEY
aver for exceptions. Any
forever barred.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
I HATE LOOKING
person desiring to file
Witness my hand this 2
HOWEVER,
'reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
FOR BEETLE
any exception thereto
day of October, 1977.
I
Endow stamped,self-addressed envelope please.
WHEN HE'S
will do so on or before
By Marvin Harrit
THIS PART
600FIN6 OFFNovember 28, 1977 or be
..`courfty court aerit4
forever barred.
qiltolvaX
.
Witness my hind this 2
By: Judith Ainley, D.C
-4
day of October, 1977.
• By Marvin Harris
NOTICE
-IN ACCORDANCE wItICounty Court Clerk,
Calloway County,Ky.
Kentucky Statutes
By: Judith Ainley,D. C.
Sections 25.195. _ant.
25.200: Notice is hereby::
1
given that a report o5
NOTICE •
to-lb
oAtg
IN ACCORDANCE with
final settlement of ac-..t,
TVA will expand its loan
Kentucky _Statutes, _ _
counts_ was on-October4
The study .
that. -Sections '25.195 and
program for home attic in• .24; -197? filed by Hazel::
WAIT„,
BUT., WHOEVER yOu ARE.,,
sulation to include homes with Insulating attics of these
WE WILL MEET AGAIN, GENERAL.
25.200: Notice is hereby
Workman, Executrix of
DON'T SHOOT.
additional homes W recomI WILL TRACK YOU... TO
BUT/ WILL FIND YOU..LATER.
electric
air-conditio
given
the
ning,
that
report
a
estate of
UT- Hattie::
I'LL APOLOGIZE
THE ENDS OF THE EARTH—,
NOW, WE MUST GO
based on studies showing that mended R-19 level .weuld
70 THE LADY
final settlement of acBeach, Dec'd and that$
AND KILL YOU -5LOwLy,„
AMP re s.
-savings from this expansion- produce about 14.8 million a
-counts-was on OctoberOLOW-L y,..
-the---same has beeni?
GENTLEMAN
will exceed the costs involved, year in fuel cost savings at
24, 1977 filed by Patricia
approved
by
the:.
power
plants,
while
saving 250
the agency said today.
Stinnett,
Calloway
Executrix
of
Cou,nty
Court1
.1
THAT'S FAR
The program already un- million kilowatt hours of
and ordered filed to lie.;;; _
the estate of Cecil G.
ENOUGH,
electricity
annually.
'
derway in the TVA area is
GENERAL,
_ over for exceptions. Any;
• Fitts, Dec'd and that the.
.'.;
joint
TVA-local
The
4
aimed at electrically heated
same has been approved •
person desiring to file„::
distributo
insulation
r
homes, based on earlier finby the Calloway County
any exception thereto:::
dings that savings from in- program offers home energy
Court and ordered filed
will do so on or before!?
sulation in these homes would surveys to all residential
to lie over for exNovember 28, 1977 or be.„.
1,
be enoughto justify interest- customers, and interest-free
ceptions. Any person
forever
barred.
.•.
three-year
loans
attic
for
free funding by the TVA power
desiring to fite any Witness -my tumil Thir-74tto
eligible
system. This program is now insulation
exceptionthereto will do
day of October, 1977. •:k
customers. Loan repayments
BLOWN
underway regionwide, with
so on
or
before
By Marvin Harris;
included
electric
are
in
bills
143 Of the region's 160 local
IOW HONESTLY,
I DREAMED THAT HUNDREDS
November 28, 1977 or be
County
Cost Clerk.;
GEE WHIZ! HOW COME
OF BEAUTIFUL,SCANTILY CLAD
electric systems participating for customers who take part.
forever barred.
"Calloway County,Ky4
IT WAS HORRIBLE'
I NEVER-HAVE ANY
Daniels,
Director
A.O.
TVA
GiRLS WERE CHASING YOU
Witness my hand this 24
By: Judith Ainley, D.
NIGHTMARES LIKE THAT? so far.
THRU A JUNGLE
This addition to the program of Power Utilization, said the
day of October, 1977.
program
home
insulation
in
is
for
homes
with- airBy Marvin Harris
NOTICE
3=3
conditioning ---will get un- full swim. "The interest has
-CountyCourtClerk, - --IN ACCORDANCE.-withtremendous,
been
some
and
JS
derway immediately on
Calloway County,Ky.
Kentucky' Statutes
participating systems. Con- p'ower distributors have a
By: Judith Ainley,D. C.
Sections 25.195 and;
.
sumers should contact their backlog of requests for home
25.200: Notice is hereby;
energy
surveys..
This ex_ local electric system and
. NOTICE
given that a- report ot:,
. request a home energy sur- pansion of the program to air IN ACCORDANCE with
• Ting- settlement of acil conditioned
homes
will
enable
vey,- as the first step. An
Kentucky Statutes,
counts was on October:::
energy advisor will inspect the more consumers to take adSections 25.195 and
24, 1977 filed by Troy
vantage
the
of
program
loan
home to see What conservation
25.200: Notice-is hereby
Colson, Executor of the:ft
*
*4°1
and hold down increases in
measures are needed. If more
given that a report of
estate of Lorene Colson,::
LI'l ABNER
their energy costs, while
insulation is needed in the
Dec'd and that the same;
BETTIER TAKE- ME TO
Nof-tr'LL BLOW UP TI-415 15 MY I'M 0-4ARMEI, ML51146aVW,W)6-al5r
attic, the consumer will be helping the national conhas been approved by,.43
_SEE YOUR G011_,
servation
effort."
FIANCEE,
TO MEET
THE ENTIRE crry
HOW FRIENDLY I CAN
eligible for a no-interest loan if
the
Calloway County
FOSDICK- OR
Electricity
savings from
f3LIMT- Nti515 FRIEND OF
014-5cer- I'M
Be.smpermsi-the home uses electric heat or
Court and ordered filedw,
PRUDENCE
FEARLESSE3ANSMY
expanding
program
the
HELPLESsitwill
has air-conditioning.
to lie over for exPIANDLETON71SKULL AGAINST'
In addition to homes with not be as great as those from
ceptions.
Any persont
insulating electrically heated
T1-115 WALL
electric heat, another 615,000
desiring to file -iiicy74
homes, he said, since heating
homes in the TVA region have
exception thereto will dc.4
typically requires much more
It
some type of air-conditioning.
so on
or
beforel
energy than air-conditioning
More than 300,000 of these
November
28;
197/
or bei
However,
Ii
homes have inadequate attic in this region.
• forever barred. consumers taking part under
insulation and would be
Witness my hand this 24.1
the expanded program also
eligr •for -no-interest in. day of October, 1977. .
saving
be
will
on
their
winter
sulation loans under the exBy. Mtirvirilfarris
heating fuel costs as well, he
panded
program. TVA
County-uit Cler-k.
estimates...* _•
- Galloway lotaitf;-Ky.-----

Elderly- Widow. Will
ApOitciate Kindness

-Carter

NOP' UUU2O tigv
.a••lk.:,. ,
al" MIAMIT
mg ant" atia
RIlii
ii
32•
,Ks
...,33
l
a
OR11
iM101111 1111 Mil•11
4° UNUNW
NM . ima
;1.iigii.
ihri iiiiesid
MI ....:,:111 id IIMIR

44

e*RYBODY,

1

4st

•

40.es

LIKE

•

TVA To Expand
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Amy

7
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pig

*
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.4e-z
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2 Notice

1 Legal Notice
By: Judith Ainley, D. C.
- NOTICE
IN ACCORDANCE with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.19k and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
final settlenpent of acaunts was on October
24, 1977 filed by Mary
Gupton
Pierce,.
Executrix of the estate
of Wylie B. Gupton,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by
the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on
or
before
November 28, 1977 or be
forever barred. • Witness my hand this 24'
day of October, 1977.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Ky.
By: Judith Ainley, D. C.

.5er

WELDING
CLINIC
iloir •am

•
OVERHEAD
WELDING

NOTICE:
TN ACCORDANCE with
Kentucky. Statutes,
- Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
final settlement of ac-'
counts was on October
24, 1977 filed by R. B.
Patterson, Executor of
the estate of Warren
Keys Patterson, Dec'd
and that the same his
bee approved by the
'Calloway County Court
. and..ordered filed to lieover for exceptions. Any
_ person desiring to file'
- any exception -thereto
will do so on or before
. November 28, 1977 or be
'forever barred.
Witness my hand this 24
day of October, 1977.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,Ky.
Jadith Ainley, D.C.

AS FLAT
WELDING

WittyS new
295 Amp AC-2S0 Amp DC
WELDER

15.Articles For Sale
SALE BATH TUBS, 5'
steels whites. $59.95.
Colors, $69.99. Wallin
Hardwaier Pins.

26 TV Radio
24 Mistellvneous
15. Articles For Sale
20. Sports Equipment
and
rotor,
ANTENNA,
TV
SALE WHITE COM- ZENITH TV SALE.Trade
ADVERTISING
FOR
WATKINS
LUGAR .n automatic.
tower. Good condition.
now and save. All color
MODES, $34.95 each.
DEADLINES
Products.
Contact
Brand new with holster
Call 753-0229.
TV's bought between
Colors
Wallin
$42.50.
•
Holman Jones, 217 South
All display ads,
and brief ease. 90.00.
now and Christmas get
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
16. Home Furnishings
13th, phone 753-3128.
classified displays
Ray Wallace, 759-1432.
free 1 year service.
SALE CLUB aluminum, 8
and regular display,
SALE BATH TUB faucets
1953 JUBILEE Ford
SLssons Zenith Sales and
„ piece sets, choice of
6 Help Wanted
must be submitted
old style, 68.95- Modern
Tractor, plow, disc and SWIM AND WESSONService, 18 miles west of
Wallin
$39.99
colors.
by 12 noon, the day
8" center, $12.99.
cultivator. A-1 conmodel 13 .357 magnum,
STUFFERS and Mailers.
Murray on Highway 94.
Hardware, Paris
before publication. Washerless type $27.95.
4" barrel, 150.00. New in
dition. Call 489-2188 after
382-2174. Open 7:30Call
URGENTLY
NEED-readerAllI
•
Wallin
Paris.
box.
5
SALE
p.m.
Hardware,
faucets
Ray
KITCHEN
5:30
Wallace,
or anytime by
759ED!
$25.00.
per
hundred
classifieds must be
1432.
chrome 8" center,
appointment.
GUARANTEED. Send
submitted by 12 noon
CUSTOM MATTRESS
$11.99. Washerless type, USED WASHER and
self-addressed stamped
27 Mobile Home Saips
before
the - day
-made any size for an753-0492.
dryer.
Call
lever
$17.88.
type,
Single
REMINGTON
12
gauge
envelope,
TK
publication.
campers.
or
tique
beds
.9 bedroom
1978
• 12 x
Hardware
$22.95.
•
p.
Wallin
1100 3" magnum.
ENTERPRISE, Box
FULL SIZE, medium
Buy direct and save on
electric.
All
trailer.
Paris..
Ventilated
rib
- 8195.
21679, Denver, CO.
firm mattress and box
all mattresses,
Central air. Washer and
Remington 20 gauge
80221.
springs,50.00:-See at 802
SALE
Healthopedic or foam.
ALUMINUM
dryer. Call 435-4413.
light weight, ventilaged
5p.
m.
after
N...20th,
ladder
Also
see their elegant
$14.88.
5'
$12.88,
6'
WANTEDPERSON
rib $175. Call 753-4061 or
16' $18.88, 20 $24 88, 24'
gallery of furniture, TRAILER PLUS a 100 x
17.Vacuum Cleaners
wash and lube person.
753-4031.
Bamboo, Wicker and
$32.88. Wallin Hard253 lot for sale. Will sell
Apply in person, .Jim
ELECTROLUX SALES
22 Musical
ware,
Brass. WISES WEST
Paris.
trailer furnished or
Motors, 810
Fain
and service. Call Tony
KY. MATTRESS AND
unfurnished. Located on
BALDWIN PIANOS and
Sycamore.
Montgomery, 753-6760
IF CARPETS LOOK dull
FURNITURE
1136
Highway 280 in Conrad
organs, used pianos.
day or night. South 3rd, Paducah.
Heights Subdivision.
HOUSEKEEPER-Ito- 2 and drear, remove spots
Lonardo Piano Co.,
as We,appear with Blue
Phone 1-443-7323. _
8443. OW.4 30
Call.
Aao. per week....Some
• across fr.om Post Office,
- Litatre.__Rent electfic
child
care
involved.
Paris,
TN.
sachains
SALE
CHAIN
•
_Society
References required. shampooer. Western
Isi" or 404 pitch to fit 12"
Sports
Neeclleart Center, South
753-.918
Auto, home of "wishing
1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
Call 753-8760.
BACH TRUMPET with
bar,$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95,
Retail. Display ad16th Street in Fox
Well Gift Shop."
bedroom, 2 baths,
case.
Stradivarius
20" bar $10. 95, 24" bar
Meadows, now has
yertisin-g 753-1919
heat and air,
central
EXPERIENCED MAN
model. Excellent
refrigerator,
NICE
$12.95. We also have
Tapestry
Paternayan
'Classified Display.
underpinning, nice front
for buffing and detail
playing
condition.
Ideal
stove,
bargain in sprockets and
electric
yards in stock, also
Classified, Circulatiporch. Furnished or
work. Also assistant
for pupil entering MHS
automatic washer,
bars to fit most chain
Paternayan
ply
3
on and the Business
unfurnished. Call 753clean-up
body man in
band
program.
250.00.
saws. Wallin Hardware,
bedroom, living room
Persian. Materials for
Office
after 5.
may. be
3418
shop. Call 753-6038.
Call 753-4720 after 5 p.
and dining room furParis.
counted stitch, cross
.reached on 753m.
Home Rentals
Mobile
29
_111.1.11re. Antique woos!,
Atitell, crewel, and floss
-117f6 arld 753=1'917
CARRIER-SALESMAN AVAILABLE
NOW."
cook stove, lots more.
embrodery.
ONE YEAR OLD 2
WANTED for Courier
Urethane foam. All
Call 435-4128 Lynn
Latch hook in 28 SEKOVA GUITAR phase
bedroom 12 x 44 trailer
for
753-7116
Journal.
Call
a*
sizes,
all
densities.
Cut
Matthew
shifter, two rods and
-Z-US saYA in
Grove.
- AF
designs, kpitting and
private rd in
on
interview.
to your specs. West Ky.
28:19, 20. "Go ye
reeLs.- Call"753-8963;
crochet yarn. Kits and
TWO WARM MORNING
country. Low cost gas
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
therefore, and teach all -5
accessories for all your
LP gas heaters, one
WAITRESSES -wanted.
heat. Water furnished.
Avenue. 753-6767.
nations, baptizing them
PIANO IN STORAGE
needlearts.
Call
heater.
autocrat
LP
month.
110.00 per
Apply
time.
Full or part
in the name of the
ileautifel spinet-coossele stirred
26 TV Radio
and
weekends
436-2411
Call
'required.
Deposit
Inn,
Triangle
person
in
.
Reported no eon.
Father, and of the Son,
after 6 p. m. 753-2424 7531848. South 12th.-.
itesponeble party emu take o big ZENITH T.V.'s and
and of the Holy Ghost:
saving of bow payment holoome.
from 8-5 p. m. weekstereos, at the lowest
Teaching them to obWrite Joplin Pismo Co., look,
prices in West Ky. We
days.
TRAILER SPACE in
FOR
serve all things what- WANTED BABYSITTER
Missoori 64001.
what
we
service
sell,
HazeL Call 492-8746.
for
care
home
to
in
my
comsoever I have
SALE
this includes lake area.
infant. Call 753-4023 SALE LAWN NlOWER
manded you:. And, lo I
22" cut 3'2 h p fi and S
14 Ft. PCA
All work is guaranteed
TWO
BEDROOM
after 5 p.m.
am with you always,
engine, 588.88 Wallin
so come to Sissons
T'RAELER, 1 mile out of
even unto the end of the
livestock
Hardware,'Paris
Zenith Sales and save.
city limits. Water and
world." This directve • EARN MONEY NOW. FREE
TraileE
Take
Orders
for
Lisa
Highway 94, 18 miles'''
. garbage pickip • furwas to the disciples but
Termite
frames.
BUNK
BED
Jewelry. Call for free OAK
West of Murray. Open
nished. 1 or 2 adults.
-- Call 753402
is also binding upon all
'
Excellent condition.
Inspection
800free
7:30-5:30,
on
toll
or anytime by
catalogs
50.00 deposit, 85.00
for
information.
Christians today. Are
Call
753-3704.
33.00.
Cornfied ay Era
appointment, phone 1631-1258.
month. Call 753-5405
you observing all things
Avail Costly Nome Repairs
382-2174 or 382-2743.
after 6 p. m.
commanded you in the $ 2 0 0
WEEKLY HEAVY DUTY four JOHN DEERE 45 pornpages of God's Holy
wheel wagon, heavy - - -bine, 2
stating
POSSIBLE
headers, grain
Kelly's Termite
Word? If not you have no . envelopes. Send a selfduty tires, strong frame
truck, 'good condition.
promise of eternal life.
& Pest Control
and
standards,
no
side
stamped
addressed
Call 527-7493.
For,.assistance call 753boards. 650.00, Call 492envelope to Fischer
Nem wool and •qmaisoi mei II
TD 18 International
0984.
poen. S. rot sip
orinwt MIS
8702 from 7 to 9 p. m.
Enterprises, Box 127,
h fibbed.
dozer. New steering
Friday Evening 6:30 p.m.
Dakota
South
Eureka,
100Southl3th
St.
flORNBUCKLE Barber
.crutches, rebuilt
SALE 4000 WATT 4 stack
. Phone 753-3914
57437.
Rain or Skims.
Stop, shaves .; at
hydraulic pump and
Matthews electric heat
10 Business Opportunity
This is a complete dispersal sale of Lynn grove
haircuts. 209 Waldrop.
Roaches,Sliver Fish
$39.99. Wallin Hardcylinders, good conCash and Save Market on Highway 94 Lynn Grove,
and Shrubs
-slition. -$70041:- Call 898-,
LOANS.-.AVAILA-BLE, -. - ware: Parts; •--.
Ky.
3429.
- business,farm, personal
BEDROOM CHEST with ' Everything goetedown,do the bare walls, can
A phone call to us can
and consolidation. 6 per
hutch top, 20" boys bike.
goods, dry goods,cosmetics,cigarettes,tobacco,
SAVE 1966 GLEANER combine,
cent interest 5,000 to
handle
Polaroid
detergents,
supplies of all kinds, store shelves,
Call
good
753condition.
you several
500,000. Call 502-885-1795
display racks, center isle display shelves, check
camera. Call 753-6054.
5852.
DOLLARS
between 3 and.,11 p.m.
24 Miscellaneous
out counter, 12 grcery carts, McCmy Freezer,
on your
14. Want To Buy
FIREWOOD, cut to SALE BALER twine, 9000 SALE FAUCETS,chrome
14 ft. refrigerator meat box,6ft. dairy case, 12 ft.
TV Towers
length. Call .759-1219
- -fresh vegetabletox, other boxes. Three set comfeet prethiurai - quality, - lavatory 4'' center,
WE BUY used trailers.
and
local number.
puter scales,6 ft. fresh food freezer, meat wrap$8.95. Washerless type,
guaranteed, $10.99 per
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
ping machine, Victor cash register, adding
Antennas
$13.99. Wallin Hardbale. Wallin Hardware,
443-8515. ONE
PI Service Center
machine, automatic washer and dryer. This is
FLEXING
ware, Paris.
Paris.
all fresh stock. For information call
EXERCISER, like new.
Curnsi Chlief
753-5/O5
18,000 TO 24,000 BTU air
20. Sports Equipment
SALE 6" STOVE pipe, 99
Two twin size bedconditioner.
Good
cents. Chain saw files,
spreads, bright _Areen, SMITH AND WESSON
repair. Call 753-8216
all sizes 79 cents each.
yellow and white fippsle
model
19,
.357
magnum
COLOR PORTRAITS,
after 5. "Daisey BB's, 1560 pack
pattern. Excellen't
barrel, target
6"
bring us yours for extra
99 cents. _Heat bulb 250
435-4122 or 435-4144 Lynn Grove, Ky.
hammer, target trigger,
condition: Call 753-4012.
copies. Made from any
WOULD - LIKE to buy
$1.19. Wallin
watt,
new
target
in
box.
grips,
size into any size.
registered wire haired
Hardware, Paris..
220.00. Ray Wallace,
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
For Sale
759-1432.
x-I0 $2.40. Fast service.
753-5669-.
55 Gallon Drums
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
'.',
STANDING TIMBER by
COLT DIAMONDBACK
753-4035. Free parking
Thornton Tile
Call
or
footage.
the
acre
1
2
" barrel,
.38 Special, 2/
lot, use our rear en115.1
& Marble
498-8757.
new in box. 165.00. Ray
0
trance.
64
S,Oth VI St
5. 1
Wallace, 759-1432.
WANT TO BUY used air •
YOUR NEED IS our
conditioners. Call Dill
concern. .NEEDLINE.
' Electric, 753-9r04 Or 753-•_
i•
753-6333. "
• -0
1551.
Auction Sale
•••
i
BELTONE
FACTORY
15. Articles For Sale
10 •
Of the
fresh batteries. Wallis
Every
Nouse,
-Auction
Paris,
night
Ten641
Friday
SALE ELECTRIC-heater,
Drug Store, Murray,Ky.
nessee.
1500 watt, fan forced air,
MEADO WOOD SUBDIVISION
Call 753-1272.
automatic. $16.99.
This week we have a round dining table, 4 chairs
Wallin Hardware Paris.
-to match, small oak table and 4 chairs-. Oak buffet,
will be .old as
ELECT
oak dresser, set of 4 oak spindle back chairs, cedar
SALE STOVE BOARDS,
JOHN C. NEUBAUER
wardrobe, old accordian, books, metal cupboards,
heavy lined, 24" x 42",
0
COMMON COUNCIL
electric
range, refrigerator, odd tables, chairs,
32"
x
42",
$9.99.
$12.99
Nov 8 1977
5
On SAT.. OCT. 29th at I:30 P.M.
crailts, lots of glass dishes, odds and ends of all kineach. Wallin Hardware,
Paid by candidate
ds.
Paris.
0
. _
N Throe Iola !weird in
of the newt.; and bron ;Strbdivi
-*""
2. Notice

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are-As Follows

ia

Thurs.
Oct. 27
7:30 p.m.

Murray Nome
&Auto
Chestnut St

*Auction Sale*

•

19" diagonal Touch-Tune'" Star •
Reg
System Portable. Model 4471
699.95
brings you computer sharp,
computer fast color pictures on
SALE
any channel - at the touch of
- your finger. Totrch-Tune -at-the-set456995
...or from up-to 40 feet away.

SALE Thursday, Friday & Saturday

B MUSIC-MAGNAVOX
Chestnut SI

753-1575

Murray, Ky.

-NOTICE
OF PUBLIC HEARING
The general public is hereby notified that the
Murray-Calloway County Airport Board intends
to extend the existing northeast-southwest 4000
foot by 75 foot runway by 1000 feet by 75 feet to
the northeast. Actual lunway construction will
be on property now owned by the Airport Board.
The extension will, however, require the
relocation of the Collins Road to achieve the
necessary glide slope.
The Airport Board has filed an applicalion fik
funding with the Federal Aviation Administration at its Memphis, Tennessee District
Office and the Kentucky Depastment of 'Transportation. Division of Aeronautics for federal
funds to assist in the land acquisition, road and,
utilities relocation, runway and lighting extension, and VASI-2 relocation. As a prerequisite
for approval of the Grant, the. Airport-Board
must provide all interested and-or objecting parties an opportunity to request a public hearing
relative thereto.
Accordingly, a public hearing will be held at
the Murray City Hall Council Chamber on Monday afternoon at 1:30 P.M.,November 7, 1977, for
the purpose of discussing all phases of the Airport development with particular reference to
economic, social and environmental effect of the
airport, its location, and how futuredevelopment
will fit into the overall consistency of future
goals and objectives of existing community
plans.
The draft Environmental Impact Statement is
on file at the offices of the County Court Clerk;
City Clerk, and Airport Manager and may be
examined during normal bu.siness hours. A copy
may be obtained upon written request by Larry
D. McClanahan dr Associates, 200 East Franklin
Street, Gallatin, Tennessee 37066 and payment of
$5.00(five dollars) for rrproduction and mailing.
HA,.Oakley, Chairman.
Murray-Calloway Airport Board

4

Chester and Miller
_ Auction Service

"AUCTION"

-

8- OF THE CHOICES
FRONT LOTS

"AUCTION"

011•
•

SHORTY McBRIDE,

4iona. Ti,,, ha,e ne•er been offered no 4he
public before

-

#247 Auctioneer

\Y,1

Reginning wish
N01. 11-I and .idling
all how ion 0101
of 4NTIlltil III RI H R11141).
through IA.1.1.-2.

111.14
.

ra

-0

a I
8"* ATER LINE IN FlitSNT OF EVER 1 LOT

'0

• 4,

-T-torre*.reat -at Favicir tLitr AhiLp.oi, flu .
79 and fooTh;;
crowd .-11 Mile 10 Sear.

seNMINDIVC-.

2 miir• tio Puri. landing
mile los hull Durham'.

p

c
'0

HERE TODAY - GONE TOMORROW
A practically new 3 bedroom brick only minutes
to town, Fisher-Price, Vanderbilt, or Tappan.
This qualify home offers you the best in central
gas heat and air conditioning. Drapes and carpeting throughout. This home is priced for quick
sale at 27,900. So call today - it could be gone
tomorrow.

105 N. 12tb Street

BORYER-EpRS

753-8080
THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENDLY TOUCH-

Warren Shropshire 7$1-3277
Aid& 4'4,733-9036
B. 11,1look_753-2387

Barbara Erwin 753-4136
'No..'Miner. 53-7519
Reuben MoOdy 753-9036

,3

04tres, high dn..
comAllittiis 10 111r
high future potenlial.
•
Meal Faiate will nerpoire 21I0- down will,

111.

1-1•111•cr,

4-

CHOICE NEW LISTING
Almost new 3 bedroom,2 bath home 1 mile from
Murray. Many outstanding features including
great room with wood-burning fireplace,
beautiful cabinets in kitchen, large 2 car garake
with workshop, outside storage building, wooden
deck in back of house. Priced to sell fast! 30's.

KOPPERUD
REALTY

in

753-1222
711 Main
Geor94Gallegher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Harry Patte;son 492-8302 BiKkopperud 753-1222
BM Rayburn 753-4474

'•000le 'noodled In •

HASTINGS REALTY & AUCTION
_

-Al'UTIttNEERS"
23-I. Paris
l:ol Freeman Earhart. Ni..
573- Dmer
col. I-bait. V. Hinging:, No.

l'h. 6424543 - Paris or 232-5980•
ritt•Ett

t 0T1100•ri4

fr%

Ihner

•Ir

•
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29. Mobile Home Rentals
-TWO •BEDROM
TRAILER 12 x 60, water
furnished. Prefer 2 boys.
Call 753-0957.

31E.11.111.•

31E1E'3E3031D1

=inn SCIMMENI

48. Automotive Service
sALE 36 MONTH car
battery. $24.99. Williard
Brand. Wallin_ Hardware, Paris.

51 Services (Meted

49.Used Cars & Trucks

51 Services Offered
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-6348.

WILL DO BABYSITPRICE
REDUCED
I305 DODGE DART Slant
TING. Call 753-6189.
5,000.00 on thia quality 4
6 automatic. $200.00.
bedroom, 2 bath brick
Call 354-6217.
INSULATION BLOWN in
Ilindo Jeffs
home on tree shaded lot.
4.
MOBILE HOMES and
Shoop* Corder
by Sears save on these
Located only 5 miles
1976 GRAND PRIX, low
49. Used Cars & Trucks
7591707 or 759-1716
mobile home spaces for
high heat and cooling
owner,
mileage,
Tilt
one
northwPst • Pf 14urraY,
rent. at Riviera'Courts.' p.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
Wheel, • landau fop, • bHH.-Call- Doug Taylor
this home has central
Call 753-3280.
at 753-2310 for free
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
steering, air, 2 door
GUY SPANN REALTY- heat and air, central
excellent buy. Call 753estimates.
,
hardtop.
exterior. Also dry wall'
Dark
We
go
to
lengths
extra
to
Green.
vacuum system, inTWO BEDROOM mobile
- Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
finishing. 10 years exserve you. Your interest
tercom, large fainily
home, Shady Oaks50 C2mpers.
WILL DO general. house
perience. Call 436-2563,
and desire are our
room with fireplace and
trailer ct. Call 489-2533.
cleaning. Call 436-2295
1972
M.G.
TRAVEL
Ralph Worley.
KY.
WESTERN
Midget
primary concern.When
conmuch
more.
Phone
30 Business Rentals
evenings.
vertible.
complete
TRAILERS
Best
offer.
buying or selling see The
Call
KOPPERUD REALTY,
LICENSED ELEC753-8200.
service
sales and
20' x 30' BUILDING, • PrbfeSsionals. Guy
753-1222 or visit our
FOR BACKHOE and
TRICIAN and gas indepartment at 1-24 and
Spann Realty, 901 conveniently located
"conCrete floor, excellent
bulldozing needs: Call
71974
stallation
CORVETTE,
will, do
new
Call
Ky.
Cadiz,
68,
Route
Sycamore, 753-7724.
condition. Via miles 94
office at 711 Main Street.
437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
paint, tires, side pipes,
plumbing, heating and
522-8507.
East. $50. Call 753-8216.
We are working full time
354-8161 or 354-8138.
pearl red with red insewer
7203. cleaning. Call 753COUNTRY FOLKS' - to provide the best
terior, 350 4 speed, a tilt
31 Want To Rent
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
possible real estate
Located 6 miles from
telescopic wheel, AMWANT LAND FOR row
Steam clean one room at
service
to
you.
Murray..
This
FL tape,
3
WILL CLEAN gutters.
any
crop. Call 435-4593 or
11 cents per sq. ft. and we
Trailer
bedroom, 1 bath home
reasonable offer con,
Call after 5 p.m. 759hallway
489-2575.
the
clean
will
REALTORS
offers easy, happy
Anti-Freeze
sidered. Also 1958
1416.
free, limit 4x10. A 10' x
family living at a
r
32 Apartments For Rent
Corvette 327-375
10' room would only be
WET BASEMENT? We
reasonable price. Home
automatic, needs paint.
.Now 3" gal.
$11.00.
Call 753-1335.
TWO
BEDROOM
is situated nii71
make wet basements
j
Cali
.accqq_
_
tL
townhouse, all carpeted,
PONtkf- Mtl/14/17-RirmaiN-A.CAR77:
.-dry;-Work cortip•letety"
with lots Of shade trees
ELECTRICAL
WIRING
-range, refrigerator,
South 12th at Socarricwo
-PPM. 1T'S THE NEW.SIZE CW HIS 1973 VEGA,rotund white
and two outside storage
guaranteed. Call or
home or industrial. Call
diiposal, dishwasher,
sharp. 1971 Electra
write Morgan Conbuildings. Priced at
TELEPHONE 7511061
CAR THAT GETS ME."
Charles
Cooksey
after
6
753-8072
"washer, dryer hookup.
Limited, local ear', nice.
struction Co., Route 2,
32,500.00. Phone Kopp.m.
43.
436-5896.
Real
Estate
Central heat and air.
1972 Chevey car hauler.
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
perud Realty, 753-1222,
1 q
HOME SWEET HOME
46. Homes For Sale
Private deck. Call 7531970
Pine
CABIN
AT
Bluff
GTO, immaculate
'INSULATION SAVES
42001. Phone day or
Real
-Ever think of being a
Estate
7550.
Shores. Complete fur- FOR SALE BY OWNER
car, sharp. 1952 Chevy
$$$. Attics and walls
t 442-7026.
Headquarters in
gentleman farmer? Buy
753-7785.
nished.
Call
truck,
good
blown. Free estimates.
body.
Runs
bedroom
3
Calloway County.
house.
this chtece property and
51. Services Offered
54.
Free Column
NEWLY DECORATED
excellent. Call days 753- .
Call .753-3316.
Near University. Priced
46 Homes For Sale
your dreams will come
FREE
MOBILE
KITTENS white
apartments for girls.
HOME
0MEAe
or
Nr-.
0405, after 5, 753-0695:
.
in 20's. ,Call_ 753-8736
„
Home an440 acres BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
arid
gkey,
-CtIORS,
60.00 per month. Call
lent
'
underpinning,
TREES
TRIMMED and
after 5 p.'m.
with lovely landscaped
DODGE SPORTS van brick, 1 baths, large
John C.
housebroken Call 436patio awnings and roofs
753-3685.
cut. Call 753-4707.
surroundings and 5
royal. 1973. 50,000 miles.
kitchen-den, 3 walk in
sealed, white
5502.
silver.
Neubauer
BY.OWNER-2 bedroom
ponds in wooded setting.
Good condition. Call 753closets,
wall
to
wall
Call -Jatk tIov15, 753FIVE ROOM APART•
Several
remodeled
house
outbuildings,
on I
Realtor
8952.
carpet,
HICKORY AND OAK
attached
1873 after 5 or weekends.
K And H
MENT including den,
fenced area for horses,
acre. Has nice rich
I
List Your Property With Us
garage.
firewood
Economical
free
gas
to
Lawnmower
unfurnished, quiet
pine forest with walking
garden place. Come by
DO YOU NEED stumps
1963 FORD pickup. 6
central
someone who will cut it
heat, and
753-0101
SOS Main St.
And
neighborhood. Low
and
riding
trails
removed from your yard
cylinder straight shift.
electric central air ..at Joe Hortin, Route 3,
up and clean up. Must be
Chainsaw Repair
Utilities, drapes, and
meandering
Big 119, off of Highway
to
a
or -- land - cleared -'of
Long
Wheel
base. conditioriing.
done within the next
35,900.00.
Nigher/ 11 last
washer hookup., .150.00
beautiful 1 acre lake
stumps? We can remove
Mechanically
good.
1701- Magnolia.'Call 753- 'E. 94.__Eighind Whites
week. Contact Calloway
Phone
per month plus 100.00 NEAR THE UNIVERsurrounded by wooded
Camper Sales.
stumps up to 24"
200.00. 1972 Honda 450, 2
7906.
County Board Office at
759-1221
deposit. Couple-or single SITY - The price is
hillsides. You'll not see
beneath ground. Leaves
cylinder, DOHC,' 2
753-3033.
persons preferred. Call
47. Motorcycles
BY OWNER-3 bedroom, 2
another picture this
only sawdust and chips.
right and so is the
helmets. Call after 5,
753-5447 after 5 p. m.
bath, living room. den,.
pretty in this area.
Call -for..free estimate,
location, close to the
753-5368.
LAY AWAY a Yamaha
-Phone us today at - kitchen - -and
38 Pets Supplies
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
university ori qua
motorcycle
now
at
Town
room. Efficiency cotKopperud Realty, 753Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
residential street. Four
Save! Save!
1969
CHEVROLET
GERMAN SHEPHERD
1222. We are Kurray's
tage At rear of lot. - and Country Yamaha,
XX
bedrooms and 2 baths
wagon. Power and air,
- 20 Mils
Murray,
icy.
753-8078.
pups for sale. Call 901TREES-TRIMMED and
Presently renting for
with lots of living area. - fastest growing realty.
excellent mechanically
free Delivery
247-5336, Puryear, Tenn.
$125 month. Excellent
_ cut. Call 753-4707
Fenced backyard and
condition.
650.00_
Call
LAY
AWAY
A
helmet
or
Lumber
Hazel
or see at
condition. $39,500. 1803
living
room
with
437-4805.
any other motorcycle
Yard.
PROFESSIONAL carpet
Reared, reedy to two. Or boy o U-iold sad save. Corapleto and
College Farm Rd.
fireplace are some of the
accessory. NOW at Town 1976 PICKUP, long wheel ' and furniture cleaning.
reedy to ownadtla Id up te 21140 standard, bat wilt wean say
GERMAN SHEPHERD. extrafeatures. Priced in
notidod. Skop the rut thou ciao fe Cmtoas DOI sod boy tko krist
and Country Yamaha,
BEDROOM
Servicemaster
offers
bed Toyota. 10,000 miles.
the 20's. Phone KOP"Your Key To Happy. 'FOUR
puppies. A1CC registered
for less.
Murray,
Ky.
753-8078.
modern brick house. All
steam or dry foam dimimptioslear BUILT NOTABLE BUILDINGS 75341101
.1975 Honda CB 200 T
PERUD REALTY, 753House Hunting"
females at reduced
conveniences. Located
method. Segicerapster
motorcycle. 1700 miles.
48. Automotive Seivice
1222, or come by our,
711 Main 753-1222
prices. Cell 753-0438.
In country. Call 753-8333.
hat been cleaning the
• Both in exbellent shape.
conveniently located
TIRE SALE: Truck load,
Chemical
finest homes for over 30
Call 435-4413.
4. AP 220-1 Economical to operate
office at 711 Main Street.
AKC DOBERMAN pups.
and maintain. -. with an output
PLANNING to build next
Feed
BY- OWNER 5 room . 4 ply polyester white
Pump
years,
and
are
Number
1
capacity-of 11,400 g. p. in with a 2"
Champion, blood lines.
spring?- We have-several
tronse;altuiiiiiioasiding.
t91$ ISIONTLP--CARLO ---the -professional
suettonaiseliarie."1&isT1 pum90.00. Call 753-1948
3.17.N.?9p1,,u-semon
32
ping imum rernuzers and pesticides
tread
depth, .7 rib --Rlver and-blue. Factory
lots that are- beautiful
-cleaning business today.
Large yard and garden.
• PriMp body, impeller.'arid vohde
753-2593.
guaranteed
against
building sites. Buy your
Immediate possession.
Call Servicemaster.,
are 'inforced polyester thermoAM-FM stereo tape and
defective
'retlxt ebreosidn.orriatioft
material,
lot nowso you•canget an
0259 todayi.
41. Public Sates
If interested call- 753CB. Nearly new set'of
priming design with check valve
workmanship and road
early start next spring.
10-11:30_
7449
or
Michelin
after
gives a 5 ft. suction trft in 15 we
radials.
32,000
YARD SALE 310 South
hazard. A7843" $16,06- -• miles. Call after 5 p.
elatel head up to SS ft. •CartioaLORETTA. -JOBS
REALTY
ELECTRIC
WIRING
330. m.
ceramic shaft seals made of
8th. Ya'll come. We've
E17-74" FET; 68x13"
REALTORS,
753-1492.
home
and
industrial,
air
753-8030.
_ stolid= Seel and Buna-N rubber*,
_
_
got' it. Tuesday and
527-148 a. 753-9625
--SIB4
4
.Powered
$1.94
•
by a 4-cycle single
FET,
conditioning,
and
ENERGY
CON.
COW U. LOtf • 11C it FP
der engine with spalsh type
Wednesday.
.
refrigeration, heating.
INVEST NOW. Rental
SERVATION home- - F713N14" -4- $2.30 FET; FOR SALE OR TRADE
ildbrication efltgh voltage magneto
F78x14" $21.15 + $2.44
e
ignition
ane.
r.syze
tner
„..W
ia
32
1
able
3
foam air
Call 474-8841.
property
near
nearing completion.
1946 Ford pickup truck.
.140
FET; G78x14 or 15"
University. Eleven
Located on Quail Creek
Needs work. 125.00. 1967
$22.38 + $2.60 FET:
houses and one apartDrive in Gatesborough.
Toyota Land Cruiser GUTTERING BY Sears,
Murray Supply Lawn & Garden
H78x15" $24.23 + $2.85.
Sears continous gutters
ment house. Buy now
bedrooms,
Three
engine. 250.00. Call 4362
*PRESCRIPTIONS
FET; 1,78x15" $26.76 +
ins4alled per your
200E. Main, Murray
and see a return in your
5412.
den
large
baths,
with
1 *HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
$3.13 FET. Wallip
specifications.
Call
money immediately. . .
wood burning fireplace,
•LEADINGBRANDS Of COSMETICS
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
Hardware. Paris. -Owner will consider
FOR SALE OR TRADE
living room dining area.
for
free estimate's.
•HOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
financing. LORETTA
- 1966 Ford van, inKitchen with all built- SALE OIL filter, $1.49, a-ir
JOBS REALTORS, 753•
las of,closet space
filter, $1.88 to.. fit most-- terior all done in carpet. GENERAL
..BACKHOF
1492/
- including walk-in. 2700
-Roof scoop and chrome
American or import
work, gravel hauling
sq. ft. Call 753-9208 after
wheels. Call 759-1813
cars. Wivilm Hardware,
and top soil. Call Joe
6 p. m.
after 4 p.
Paris.
Beard, 436-2306.
Purdons & Thruman

THE NELSON SNIOAT CO.
REALTORS

.4!,4

Supply.

in

.
fqr

•

QUALITY

225

WALLIS DRUG

MIL

1

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

Sat. Oct. 29 10:00 at Mrs. R. F. Williams
Farm. From Murray go Hwy 641 to Puryear,
Tenn. Turn left on Hwy. 140 go approx. 12
Miles to sale. Mrs. Williams has sold her
firm andegone to the rest home. This is an
accumulation of a life time.

.1•1..1=0.e
0

BEECHAM'S AUCTION
SERVICE

'r

Paris Tn.
Phone 901342-0919

II

Drinks and Sandwiches Available

1

GOOD TASTE-GOOD BUY

' Very neat and attractive 2 story home in quiet
residential neighborhood. Three bedroorns, 2
baths, woodburning fireplace in living room,fenced backyard, newly painted inside and out.
Robertson School District, immediate
possession, and priced in the 40's. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 for more information.

KOPPERUD
REALTY 111
711 Main

753-1222

Geo.Gallagher 753-81 29 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Ruppert/41 753-4222
Harry Patterson 492-8307
Itylarrn 7S3-4474

eesee.11.000

Insurance & Real Estate

1968 FORD FALCON, 4
door, power steering,
air, low .miles, good
condition. 1972 Dodge
Polara, 4 door hardtop,
power steering and
brakes, air. Good
condition. Call 759-1231. _

Southside Court Square

Murray, Kentucky

753-4451

HAND-IN-HAND - Good
looks and good living go
-.Lots of antiques. Bedroom suite, cedar wardrobe,
trant-in-handln this likeseveral small tables, dining tables, (4) matching
new 3 bedroom brick
spindle back chairs, old rockers, Trunks, sewing
located on Hwy. 121 at
Machine, quilt box, Radio, old wood beds, dressers,
Calloway-Graves
Ceveral old chairs, irictures, Temco gas treater, - County -Line. Large
*ood cook stove, pot belly stove, glass door safe,
rooms offer spacious
kttchen cabinet, ref., stove, old dinner kettles, tea
living at comfortable
kettles, milk cans,stone churns all sizes',stone jugs,
price.___ Many extras. In
clocks, depression glass, lots of other dishes, pots
the 30's. For more inand pans,lots of good old quilts, lamps, dough tray,
formation, call or come
aird hundred of items not listed. Sale held rain or
by, 105 N. 12th, Boyd
*rte.
Majors Real Estate, 7538080.

1973 LINCOLN MARK IV.
Color metallic baby
blue, 45,000 miles. Call
after 5 753-0093.
Beautiful landscaped lot 225 s 100' with fruit trees.
Dowers, pine trees, and grapevines. PRA a 12 60 mobile
home, furnished with an additional family room,
screened porch and carport. 12 • 16 outside storage
building. Storm doors and windows and loss ost oil heat
make this ideal for the newlywed. single, Of retiree. Near
East Elementary School. 512,000.
Call or come tm.

The Wilson InsnranceandReal Estate Agency,
Inc. hag helped to solve
your real estate needs
for over 25 years. If you
are a buyer or a seller
and we can be of service
to you please call 7533263 anytime. Our
pledge to you is competent, courteous service.
REDUCED 5,500 - Few.
settings can rival this
with the towering shade
trees and beautifully
landscaped yard. Over
2,100 sq. ft. in this 3
bedroom,2 bath home. 2
Car garage, ample
outside storage, redwood deck. Spanish
design exterior. Call
today Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate 753-3263 anytime.

--The Nelson Shroat Co., Realtors
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
759-1707 or 759-1 716

-In Business
Since /956"
793*-54414

19711 MUSTANG Grande,
new tires, air conditioning, automatic.
Call 753-3607.

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and-sert
vice. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.
CUSTOM
UPHOLSTERY. Free
estimate. Call 753-9753

1956 WILLIS JEEP, 4 FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
wheel drive, Excellent
at 753-2310 'for free
.clulditien. aU 7.6,3-2571.
estimates - for " your
1976 GRAND PRIX, low '- needs.
mileage, one owner. Tilt
HAVING TROUBLE
wheel, landau top, exgetting those small
cellent buy. Call 753plumbing jobs done'
4331.
Then call 753-6614.

FOR SALE'
494 Feet of street frontage /
1 2 block of
court square.

See
Waldrop Real Estate
H. 1. Wa:drop
Broker

EXTRA! EXTRA!
Readafl about itf It you Wifit to live well not •spensively,
look no more t•ceptionally well built home._ Three
bedroom brick veneer, large living room lamilv room, S
closets phis 2 storage rooms_central heat and air_prired
in the 10's. Call now, you'll be glad you did

.

OM
After How%
fobs 75-3-605
!tele" Spann - 75185,9
• -

753-1492'
1200 SNcamore

Bill*Payne --'11.9714
Brenda lanes -.751-01,08

11 A l;
W 1 1,-1,
DRIVEWAY gravel or
decorative rock or stock
' pile lime. Call 753-6763
1970 MALIBU, good
Roger Hudson,753-4545.
condition. Best offer.
Call 753-2467 or 753-0254. YOUNGBLOOD'S
ROOFING. Commercial
and residential. General
1974 FOUR WHEEL drive
carpentry. 10 years
Chevrolet
pi cku,p
experience. Call 759-1524
Excellent mechanically.
after 5 p.m.
Call 767-3325 after 8 p.m.
1973 DATSL-N 240 Z, great
condition. 3350.00. Call
753-0054 or 767-3791.
CHEVROLF:T
1973
pickup Cheyerie -Super
10. Long wheel base.
Power steering and
brakes, air and 'tilt
wheel. Red with black
"Radial tires.
Transmission -needs
work.'Cal/354-6206 after
4 p. m

Chain Saw
And
Lawnmower
Sales and Service

..i..M1101111111111111111

SPANKING NEW

INglrirey 14Test
7534180

,

And a super location at 1607 Sycamore is this
lovely new 3 bedroom brick with ;baths. Has
thermopane windows, all built-ins; large family
room with fireplace. Carpet, double garage with
electric .opener. Heat: pump for economy in
heating and air conditioning.
Two new 3 bedroom -homes in Westwood Subdivision. Both have double garage, central heat
and air, carpet and all built-ins. Must see to appreciate.

Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESATE
901 Sycamore Street

Eastside Small
Engine Repair

Pete Waldrop
Realtor

753-5646
After Hours - 753-7149

1974 . CAPRICE Classic,
black on black. 3250.00.
Call 753-6648.

•L

Waldrop Realty

Downtown
Commercial
Property

Phone 753-7/24

Member of Multiple Listings
Guybpsion, 753-2587 lake Baker, 753-2409
Jock Porsoll, 7S3-11161 PTentite Dunn, 7515725
T.Crtollii, 753-5122 .11ey Reeves,2531431_,

•
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Congress Delays
Vote On Carter
Hospital Bill Plan

Fire Marshal Could Go To Another New State Department

local building authorities tobe organizations that supported the fire marshal's office in the
ad- redundant.
for
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — responsibility
be
t
can
argumen
answerable to this office the the measure during the last Insurance Department and
-Little
'The Kentucky fire marshal's ministering state regulations given against the principle of same purpose can be met legislature, including the called the role of the bill
office would be placed in a which apply to building and this hill but the method with without setting up an entire Kentucky Municipal League "unworkable."
new state department under a housing industries.
new department," McGuffey and various industry and
it attempts to meet this
—Transfer the division of ,which
proposal approved by a
professional organizations.
classified as
be
can
principle
Departlegislative panel examining plumbing from the
Siemens noted, "The .only
said in a
y
,
McGuffe
Hancock
"
overkill,
archite
the Beverly Hills Supper Club ment for Natural Resources
n we got in the last
oppositio
the
to
d
submitte
,
of
the
proposal conceded it
statement
WASHINGTON (AP) — Kennedy said in a recent
and . Environmental Protec- committee.
fire.
session was from the adcost
would
money
and
would
Congress is delaying until next speech.
The proposal to establish a tion to the new department.
ministration within Frankfort.
th
of. _what is being add
d to
:
tnocthe taebure
math a
Meanwhile, according to
.:'Most
state
the
of
.
year 'votes 'on- President
ent
new ..state Departm
• --Incorporate
I think that's a -pretty good
in this bill is "but what doesn't.?"
d
requeste
ration estimates,
down
administ
hold
Carter's plan to
Buildings, Housing and plumbing code and the
(by
authorized
"The bureaucracy we wduld indication that it's needed."
bills consumers were expected to
hospital
s
in
increase
Construction was approved by national electrical code in the already
statute) as the responsibility set up couldn't be as bad as the The panel approved - the
amid charges from one critic pay an extra $760 million in
the Interim Joint Committee uniform state building code.
office of state fire one we've got now," Hancock measure for pre-filing in the
Carter has not Pushed the- hospital bills in the last three.
that
on Cities over the objections of
—Establish criteria for of .the With the relocation
1978 legislation. Rep. Carl
course
it's
"Of
said.
Marshal.
to
going
months of the year and face •
or
ration.
state
issue strongly enough.
the state administ
determining whether
sections of state cost money. But consumer Nett, 1)-Louisville, was the
unveiled even higher payments next
ration
administ
The
. The measure, which passed local governments -are of . a. few
nt, such as plum- protection is one of the main only committee member who
the House but was killed in a responsible for reviewing governme
its proposal last April and had year.
voted against the proposal.
the office of state goals of this bill."
under
bing,
The federal budget for the
hoped to get it through
Senate committee during the blueprints for a particular
Nett said he favored keeping
marshal and requiring
listed
Hancock
fire
us
numbero
is
.
y,
'fiscal year, which
since
Assembl
Current
But
1.
Oct.
by
General'
Congress
1976
building.
then the bill has made its way began Oct. 1, had assumed a
The proposal was written
sponsored by Reps. Hank
Hancock, D-Frankfort, and before last May's .Beverly
through only one of four slower rise in hospital costs
the
government's
congressional committees for
George B. Siemens Jr., D- Hills Supper Club fire which
Medicare and Medicaid
that must consider it.
Louisville.
killed 164 persons. However,.
Congressional sources say programs than has been the
Fsgr.ntially, it would create the fire-and the resulting
a new domain in the state controvery about the way the
there now is no chance for a case.
bureaucracy designed to fire marshal's office has been
ROBINS, vote in either the House or
The Carter proposal is to
WARNER
adjournment
encompass areas now scat- run generated renewed inlimit the cost increases for
GA —Sergeant William I.- Senate before
tered over several depart- terest in the bill.
hospitals to the general inMcGinnis, son of Mr. and for the year.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, flation_rate,.plus a 3 per..cent
ments. "One- of the main problems
. Mrs. M.D. McGinnis of Rt. 2,
Specifically, the bill would!. -- MU committee has heard is
D-Mass., the proposal's allowance for technological-Murray, has graduated from
supporter on Capitol improvement. This formula
leading
-Transfer the fire. mar- that there is simply a great
Cairo'
to
g'et
to
going
was
the Air Force Logistics Com( AP) — his family. His daily rounds he
of Carter for would allow annual" cost incritical
is
Hill,
shal's office • to the. new
deal of confusion" about the BARDWELL, Ky.
for and he said, 'Walk.' They,just mand. Noncommissioned
the various fire and building Few people would challenge take him to city hall
from
he calls Carter's failure
what
department
the
train
creases of about 9 per cent,
as
and
laughed
n as conversation, to the gas
Officer Leadership School at
to sell the plan to Congress.
Department of Insurance.
codes, said Rep. Bob Benson, Bill Gorham's reputatio
last
the
Instead of the 15 per cent of
on
got
he
out,
pulled
a
to
more
for
chatter,
station
of
The
Ga.
AFB,
Robins
Carter has left tbe lobbying
—Establish a 15-member D-Louisville, the committee the master storyteller
to
recent years.
got
train
the
When
car.
store for ice cream and yet
sergeant, who was trained in"effort chiefly to Joseph A.
This would Carlisle County.
board of buildings, housing chairman.
and
down
jumped
he
Cairo,
He
tab
session.
another
the
The administration also
in
military management and Califano Jr.,the secretary of
eliminate that confusion by Gorham is a pillar
and construction to develop a
everybody asked him how he
six
walks
he
about
figures
a national limit on
ary
proposed
Mission
ippi
Mississ
and
y
on
plans
is
an,
inventor
Educati
Health,
mandatory uniform state requiring that all, new
he supeniision,
'em
told
He
there.
-got
tures for
a
miles
day.
expendi
the
with
capital
but
management specialist al Welfare. _BA_ Jienne_dY
building code. The'
for corfStruction be sent to the - Baptist Church
d Gorham of walked."
501 the
reminde
about
That
of
ld
hospitals
79-year-o
the
eye,
of
du
wink
should
t
revrew."
of.
Presiden
for
l
u
w
d
r
a
o
b
s
conSitt mostly
new'department
up that Robins. Sergeant McGinni is contends the
followed
Gorham
year,
per
and
Wilson,
Bill
billion
uncle,
$5
his
to
current
been
he's
that
a more visible
technical experts such as
State Insurance 'Com- will tell you
yarn with one about a man he a 1968 graduate of Calloway have taken
Bill
story.
"Uncle
another
saying_ that new 'buildings-__
_
back.
and
y,
'hell
has
heand.
as
McGuffe
Issue,
-the
al
en
Harold.
missioner
architects, mechanic
he could County.kiigh School...lad-has have boosted hospital costs.
t'little- town just Wilson was quite a walker,. knew who claimed
orriSoSed -the
how-evei:,
eleC1ITCal -‘efirriettS and
-put to studied at Murray State done on his energy package.
question
any
answer
was
and
a
Mason
He
was
too.
The Congressional Budget
explains
_
Detroit,"
issue,
was
it
outside
complex
a
grounds
such
"For
the
on
measure
contractors.
Uniy,ersity. His wile, Cynthia,
some
with
once
to
has estimated the Cairo'
going
Office
place..
only
the
interests
"It's
.
with 'vocal vested
—Give the new department •'overkill,' —to costly.' and Gorham.
could,
the-daughter of Mr. and
lie
is -people
tell
"He'd
a
save more than
meeting.
to
would
Masons
other
nation
postI've ever been where the
opposing the bill, a strong
then answer yes, no, or I Mrs. C. B. Norman of 112
al effort throughout $40 billion in the next five
ducation
office and store are in the They all got on the train ex- and
e
don't ,know," Gorham ex- Hillside ,Ter., Warner Robins, the country and with the years
adunder the
same building. I bought a cept him.
Ga.
"They asked Uncle Bill how plained with a sly grin.,
ministration plan.
Congress is essential,
postcard there . with lots of
snow and ice. I mailed it to my
A
preacher and told him, Well,
it-finally froze over.—
Gorham contends that the
Minister, and all others he's
ziniatirm V,.1. CVO, Wertti 122:ZESSI= elts
known, crack jokes as aptly as
BIG
- they' recite - scripture. "I've
never met one yet that
wouldn't kid and go on with
you," -says Gorham: "People
who say that preachersare all solemn have know a different
BIG
'bunch than I have."
lEMMITIESM .411:0
Gorham followed up that
AiN10111: SKIL 0POW smy
IL'V.,0: '
observation with a quick one- .
woh ilvsCcAvan
liner about a fellow he knew
who thought he could get away
with cussing- under -a-bridgere
Exposu
On Any 20
because God. .couldn't hear
Vf L(Iftf) & PIONTED
him there.
{.41,1i ?)_st 1(.11.L PR CULIUN
But Gorham has a serious
side to his religious stories.
Among .ins favorites is a
-*Mabiamsensan 411I0 •t
r71
parable about an artist who
4,-P416•1
100:
-yarucet.-tt • Air 4V1
•
ai•
painted.a pictlire of Ihe:LastWhThn
Campo.
SuPPer•
"The artist who painted it
found a handsome man to use
as a model for Jesus but he
high and low for just
looked
E
ATI%
t4M OE !ROM ANY SUM. OR lOtOR NEC
,
fellow to be Judas but
right
the
E•LARLMES,TC PER(0 P,)8 BIG
•AIV- /1,11/7
he couldn't find him.
-s
Idt A*/0 'Ar.
ris
isg
"Two years later, he found a
`r
'
OP Mr cio
41,41AILM:
sorry looking man in a bar and
.71310.PMV.
'wentviakaideriemptowee%46,
asked him if he'd be the model
4 1
4
for Suds. tie"man looked'
and asked him, 'Don't you
Orl
recognize me? The artist
didn't and the man said he'd
?V EXPOSURE SLIDES
NO S6 XPKiSt RE
Reirlos /..Ievues
teC
It
S.F., II
been the model for Jesus.
h Mei
What you see now is the result
IlG4+
"3,1.
.
abo..7... .00
of two years of sin and
ry."
debauche
1.
31ra
r,M211=17511S5=
Gorham says walking, like
storytelling:is a tradition in
Any 12

-Bill Gorham

Few People Would Challenge
Bardwell Story Teller

PHOTO
SPECIALS
ic+

PHOTO BONUS
COUPONS

ivbliter

n ew
matic Drip

50c OFF COLOR
„,

ROLL

5x7COLOR
Enlargancnt

41+

Slick &Movic
Proccssing 1

$1.39

Exposure
Film

$1 g„, Lis

AF.:-M=32iNglIESM

10 "'AC

*
.
BIG 11

A thousand years ago, Indians made the first decoys in
order to trick birds down within
arrow shot_, according to the
National Geographic Society.
The phrase, "a red-letter
day," comes from those Chris-.
tian calendars in which feast
days connected with the life of
Christ or dedicated to saints
were usually printed in red ink.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

...

in rnactto,
for usedrip

•••••• •••••••••••••

Our Big

Without

colter stt

Winner
Ronnie Pea
of Murray - Who Won

I

$4,200.00
In Our Cash Pot

A Winner
You Could Bepunched
? Cash Pot Never

Have you had your card

Less Than
less than '1,000.00. (Jiffy Pot Never

'100.00

•
•
•
•

•

11131901111111

If you've spent a lot of money for an
1automatic drip coffee maker. you
shouldn't have to settle for just good
tasting -coffee. You should get great
tasting coffee. And that's just what
new Max-Pax® Automatic Drip Blend
carigive you.
It's the first coffee totally Matle-fot
your automatic drip coffer maker
That's because it is just the right
amount of loose
fresh ground coffer
Na.
sealed in its own
unique filter pouch
Now there's no ground
coffee waste. and
no more filters to

auto-matte drip machines without
center stems and Percolator Blend for
use in all percolators and
..
411
stem-type autonv,tic drip V41114
machines like NORELCO.®
UMW POMO

IMO=
STORE COUPON

anumusgpanIMIIIIIIIIMINIII

ass,"
norriatic drip

buy,
Just place one or

S. 12th Street
Murray
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

r

- and"
two pouches in your machine
add the desired amount of water—
each pouch makes 4 to 8 cups depending upon your taste.
Now Max-Pax coffee is available two
ways: New Automatic Drip Blend for

/ever fr

•

•

..r
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